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German Summary (Zusammenfassung) 

Im Zuge der Digitalisierung hat sich das akademische Lernen stark gewandelt. Digitale 

Medien sind zu allgegenwärtigen Werkzeugen in unserem Alltag geworden und bringen 

sowohl Chancen als auch Herausforderungen mit sich. Eine dieser Herausforderungen besteht 

darin, dass der nahezu ununterbrochene Zugriff auf Medieninhalte zu vermehrten 

Ablenkungen durch sogenanntes Medien-Multitasking führen kann (Dontre, 2021; May & 

Elder, 2018). 

Mediennutzung während oder anstelle des Lernens ist jedoch nicht grundsätzlich 

problematisch (Shin & Kemps, 2020), denn Mediennutzung umfasst sowohl Aktivitäten mit 

eher geringem Störungspotenzial, wie z.B. das Hören von Hintergrundmusik, als auch stärker 

ablenkende Aktivitäten, wie z.B. die Nutzung sozialer Medien (Baumgartner et al., 2017). 

Entscheidend ist, ob die Mediennutzung das Erreichen der individuellen Lernziele 

beeinträchtigt. Für die Einordnung von Mediennutzung ist es daher zunächst wichtig, die 

Mechanismen zu verstehen, die diesem Verhalten zugrunde liegen. Dafür wird in dieser 

Arbeit das Konzept der Selbstkontrolle verwendet (Duckworth et al., 2019; Inzlicht et al., 

2021). Forschungen zur Selbstkontrolle thematisieren den Umgang mit sich 

widersprechenden Handlungsoptionen, wie etwa dem Fortsetzen des eigenen Lernens oder 

dem Nachgeben gegenüber digitalen Ablenkungen. Angeborene interindividuelle 

Unterschiede beeinflussen die Selbstkontrolle ebenso wie intraindividuelle Fluktuationen, 

zum Beispiel Motivation oder Müdigkeit (Randles et al., 2017). In dieser Arbeit wird 

beleuchtet, wie Softwaretechnologie dazu beitragen kann, die Konflikte für die 

Selbstkontrolle zu bewältigen. 

Die Arbeit behandelt zwei Teilbereiche: Erstens, die Verbesserung des Datentracking, um 

Mediennutzung und ihre Auswirkungen auf das Lernen besser zu verstehen. Ein umfassendes 

Verständnis digitaler Ablenkungen erfordert eine sorgfältige Datenerhebung, um irreführende 

Daten zu Effekten der Mediennutzung zu vermeiden (Korte, 2020; Parry et al., 2022; Jürgens 

et al., 2020). Eine Herausforderung ist beispielsweise, dass dieselben Geräte sowohl für das 

Lernen als auch für die Freizeit genutzt werden. Vereinfachungen wie "mehr Mediennutzung 

ist gut/schlecht" greifen in solchen Fällen zu kurz, da es schwierig ist, zu unterscheiden, wann 

Medien für das Lernen und wann für die Freizeit genutzt werden. Es ist daher wichtig zu 

verstehen, wann und zu welchem Zweck Mediennutzung stattfindet, ob es sich um einen 

Selbstkontrollkonflikt handelt oder um eine zielgerichtete Handlung. Angesichts der 
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vielfältigen Einflussfaktoren besteht die Herausforderung zunächst darin, eine 

Datenerhebungsmethode zu entwickeln, die diese Kontextfaktoren berücksichtigen kann.  

Zweitens werden Interventionen behandelt, die das Ziel haben, die Selbstkontrolle bei 

digitalen Ablenkungen effektiv zu unterstützen. Diese Tools sind in verschiedenen App-

Stores in zahlreichen Varianten verfügbar und bieten eine breite Palette an Funktionen, die 

versprechen, digitale Ablenkungen zu reduzieren (Lyngs et al., 2019). Angesichts der 

dargebotenen Vielfalt an Funktionen bleibt jedoch unklar, ob diese wirklich alle zu einer 

Verbesserung der Selbstkontrolle führen. Insbesondere, da es einerseits Tools gibt, die für 

den Nutzer sehr restriktiv sind, während andere Tools nur die Selbstbeobachtung fördern. 

Die beiden Themenbereiche werden in fünf Beiträgen behandelt. Der erste Beitrag 

diskutiert Anforderungen an Trackingsysteme und stellt eine Implementierung vor, die es 

erlaubt, Mediennutzungsdaten im Kontext von Lernaktivitäten zu erfassen. Die identifizierten 

Anforderungen an das Tracking-System umfassen a) die Fähigkeit, eine Verbindung 

zwischen der Medienaktivität und der entsprechenden Lernaktivität herzustellen. Diese 

Verbindung erlaubt es auch, die Daten so zu visualisieren, dass ersichtlich wird, welche 

Lernaktivität zum Zeitpunkt einer Mediennutzung durchgeführt wurde. Das ist wichtig, da 

eine weitere Anforderung b) die Möglichkeit ist, Informationen über die interne Motivation 

für die Mediennutzung zu sammeln. Zuverlässig können darüber nur die Nutzer selbst 

Auskunft geben. Zuletzt ist es auch entscheidend, dass c) ein möglichst breites Spektrum an 

digitalen Geräten in den Tracking-Prozess einbezogen wird. Dies ist wichtig, um 

Verzerrungen zu vermeiden, die durch das Ausschließen einzelner Betriebssysteme entstehen 

könnten (Götz et al., 2017; Jürgens et al., 2020) und berücksichtigt auch die Tatsache, dass 

Lernende oft mehrere Geräte gleichzeitig nutzen.  

In der Implementierung, die als Open-Source Projekt zur Verfügung steht, wurden durch 

die Integration mit einem Online-Lernsystem die Mediennutzungsdaten mit Lernaktivitäten 

verbunden. Aktivitäten in dem Online-Lernsystem aktivierten das Medientracking, und 

erlaubten so Rückschlüsse darauf, welche Mediennutzung bei der Bearbeitung von welchen 

Lerninhalten stattfand. Die internen Motivationen zur Mediennutzung wurden durch ein 

Annotationsdashboard abgefragt, das zugleich auch die Möglichkeit zur Datenspende bot 

(Ohme et al., 2021). In einer begleitenden Studie mit dem Tracking-System wurde ein 

Datensatz generiert und es wurde überprüft, ob sich die Annahmen zur kontextualisierten 

Datenerfassung bestätigen. Es zeigte sich eine häufige Nutzung mehrerer Medien, wobei eine 

lernrelevante Mediennutzung eher auf stationären Computern zu beobachten war, während 

für Ablenkungen vermehrt Mobilgeräte verantwortlich waren. Weiterhin zeigte sich, dass 
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eine Vielzahl von Apps und Webseiten sowohl für lernrelevante Aufgaben wie auch für 

persönliche Unterhaltung genutzt wurden.  

Der zweite Beitrag präsentiert eine Methode, die frühzeitig erkennen soll, ob ein Text nur 

unvollständig gelesen wurde, wobei ausschließlich Logdaten zum Scrolling innerhalb des 

Textes verwendet werden. Gerade längere Texte werden von Studierenden oft nicht 

vollständig gelesen, sie überspringen längere Passagen, unterbrechen das Lesen durch 

Mediennutzung (Calderwood et al., 2014) oder brechen das Lesen ganz ab (Forrin et al., 

2021).  

Die Methode transformiert die vertikale Scrollposition in eine Zeitreihendarstellung, um 

die Anwendung von Zeitreihenklassifikationsalgorithmen zu ermöglichen. Als Klassenlabel 

für die Daten wurde ein Indikator entwickelt, der anzeigt, ob ein Text vollständig gelesen 

wurde oder nicht. Diese Methode wurde mit Scrolldaten von 565 Studierenden getestet und 

erreichte eine Accuracy von 68%. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die beste Erkennung schon 

kurz nach Beginn des Lesevorgangs erreicht wird, wodurch das Potenzial für 

Interventionsstrategien unterstrichen wird. In dem Beitrag werden verschiedene Strategien 

diskutiert, wie die Genauigkeit dieser Methode in zukünftigen Anwendungen verbessert 

werden könnte. Insbesondere die Verwendung von Klassenlabeln, die eine genauere 

Unterscheidung der zugrunde liegenden Gründe für den Abbruch ermöglichen, erscheint als 

vielversprechende Erweiterung.  

Die weiteren Beiträge behandeln Untersuchungen zu digitalen Interventionen zur 

Verbesserung der Selbstkontrolle.  

Zunächst werden im dritten Beitrag die Ergebnisse einer systematischen 

Literaturrecherche zur Wirksamkeit von digitalen Tools zur Unterstützung der 

Selbstkontrolle (Digital Self-Control Tools, DSCTs) vorgestellt. Der Fokus lag auf der 

Anwendbarkeit während des Lernens. Es zeigte sich eine große Vielfalt an unterschiedlichen 

Features, die helfen sollen, digitale Ablenkungen zu reduzieren. Es wurde deutlich, dass 

DSCTs mit restriktiveren Features tendenziell wirksamer sind als solche, die hauptsächlich 

auf die Förderung der Selbstbeobachtung abzielen. In dem Beitrag werden verschiedene 

Bereiche identifiziert, in denen weitere Untersuchungen erforderlich sind. Erstens konnte aus 

der Studienlage nicht abgeleitet werden, ob allgemeine Veränderungen in der Mediennutzung 

tatsächlich zu weniger Ablenkungen beim Lernen führten. Die Teilnehmenden der 

berücksichtigten Studien waren zwar häufig Studierende, es wurde jedoch meist nicht 

berichtet, ob diese die DSCTs auch während des Lernens verwendeten. Zweitens wurde in 

den meisten Studien nur die Aktivität auf einem einzelnen Gerät erfasst. Weniger 
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Mediennutzung auf einem Gerät könnte möglicherweise zu mehr Nutzung auf einem anderen 

führen. Diese Beobachtungen zeigen erneut die dringende Notwendigkeit der bereits 

erwähnten Kontextualisierung von Mediennutzungsdaten.  

Im vierten Beitrag wird die Untersuchung zur Rolle von DSCTs während des Lernens 

vertieft. Eine Befragung von 273 Studierenden lieferte Einblicke in die praktische 

Anwendung von DSCTs. Es stellte sich heraus, dass Tools, die sich ausschließlich auf 

Selbstbeobachtung stützen, insbesondere bei einer stark gewohnheitsmäßigen 

Mediennutzung, als ineffektiv wahrgenommen werden. Des Weiteren gaben die Studierenden 

über die Gründe Auskunft, aufgrund derer sie die DSCT-Nutzung beendeten. Neben 

individuell verschiedenen Präferenzen zeigt sich eine situativ variierende Bereitschaft, 

Einschränkungen in Kauf zu nehmen Auch hier zeigte sich erneut die Herausforderung, eine 

Balance zwischen zu restriktiven und zu wenig restriktiven DSCTs zu finden, insbesondere 

bei Plattformen, die sowohl Lerninhalte als auch Unterhaltungsangebote bereitstellen. 

Der fünfte Beitrag dieser Arbeit widmet sich der Frage, wie der Aufbau von erwünschten 

Gewohnheiten mit mobilen Apps besser unterstützt werden kann. Dadurch kann Defiziten in 

der eigenen Selbstkontrolle entgegengewirkt werden (Galla & Duckworth, 2015), was sich 

auch positiv auf den Umgang mit Ablenkungen durch Medien auswirken kann (Troll et al., 

2020). Mobile Apps können den Prozess der Gewohnheitsbildung durch verschiedene 

digitale Funktionen fördern (Pinder et al., 2018). Der Beitrag beleuchtet Aspekte der App-

basierten Gewohnheitsbildung, die in der bisherigen Forschung eher vernachlässigt wurden. 

Zum einen sind Kinder die Zielgruppe. Bei Kindern ist eine Verbesserung der Selbstkontrolle 

erfolgsversprechender als bei Erwachsenen (Coyne & Wright, 2014). Zum anderen wird der 

Aspekt adressiert, wie die Internalisierung eines Handlungsplans (Gollwitzer, 1999) mit einer 

möglichst tiefen Verarbeitung erfolgen kann. Ziel der Studie war es, herauszufinden, ob 

verschiedene digitale Internalisierungsaktivitäten in einer App zu Unterschieden beim 

Erlernen neuer Handlungspläne führen. Dazu wurde die PROMPT-App entwickelt. Diese 

enthielt drei verschiedene Aktivitäten, die jeweils eine tiefere oder oberflächlichere 

Verarbeitung der Handlungspläne fördern sollten. Bei den drei verschiedenen Aktivitäten 

handelte es sich um ein erneutes Lesen des Plans (passive Aktivität), ein Zusammensetzen 

des Plans aus einzelnen Wörtern (aktive Aktivität) und eine Aktivität, bei der der Plan durch 

Emojis repräsentiert werden sollte (konstruktive Aktivität).  

Über 27 Tage nutzten 106 Kinder im Alter von 9-14 Jahren die PROMPT-App, um sich 

täglich wechselnde Pläne mit einer der drei verschiedenen Internalisierungsaktivitäten zu 

merken, wobei die Aktivitäten alle drei Tage rotierten. Später am Tag sollten die Kinder 
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versuchen, sich an ihre Pläne zu erinnern. Zusätzlich wurden verschiedene Merkmale der 

Kinder über Fragebögen und computerbasierte Tests erhoben. 

Im Vergleich der Erinnerungsleistung zwischen den drei verschiedenen Aktivitäten zeigten 

sich differenzierte Resultate. Aktivitäten für eine tiefere Verarbeitung waren nur für Kinder 

wirksam, die mehr Zeit damit verbrachten. Dies legt nahe, dass es Unterschiede darin gab, 

wie effektiv Kinder die Internalisierungsaktivitäten nutzen konnten. Zugleich bevorzugten die 

Kinder die interaktive Aktivität klar vor den anderen Aktivitäten und gaben an, diese gerne 

häufiger nutzen zu wollen. Die Ergebnisse legen nahe, dass eine kindgerechte Planungs-App 

personalisiert werden muss, um effektiv zu sein.  

Zusammengenommen liefern die Ergebnisse der fünf Beiträge vielfältige und wichtige 

Erkenntnisse für die technologiebasierte Unterstützung bei digitalen Ablenkungen. Für die 

beiden Fokusbereiche dieser Arbeit, das Datentracking und die Interventionen, zeigt sich 

insbesondere die hohe Bedeutung der Berücksichtigung des Kontextes. Beim Datentracking 

muss der Kontext so umfassend wie möglich erfasst werden, und dabei insbesondere die 

Lernaktivitäten und die internen Motivationen der Nutzer berücksichtigt werden. Für die 

noch bestehenden Herausforderungen beim Erfassen dieser Daten werden in dieser Arbeit 

verschiedene Ansätze zur Lösung diskutiert, etwa eine stärkere Nutzung von Sensoren oder 

die Analyse von Inhalten im Screenspace. 

Auch beim Thema der DSCTs wird deutlich, dass dem Kontext von Daten eine 

entscheidende Rolle zukommt. In der Arbeit werden verschiedene Beispiele diskutiert, wie 

Tracking zur Verbesserung von DSCTs eingesetzt werden könnte. Als eine Möglichkeit zeigt 

sich die kontextbezogene und personalisierte Aktivierung von restriktiven DSCT-Funktionen. 

Insgesamt bietet diese Arbeit grundlegende Erkenntnisse und konkrete Lösungsansätze, um 

den Einsatz von Medien im Lernen weniger problematisch zu gestalten. Die Arbeit ebnet den 

Weg für eine verbesserte Gestaltung und Implementierung von datengesteuerten Tracking-

Systemen und digitalen Selbstkontrolltools. Damit trägt sie dazu bei, den negativen Einfluss 

digitaler Ablenkungen auf den Lernprozess zu mindern und das Potenzial von 

Medientechnologien für den Bildungssektor stärker auszuschöpfen. 
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Abstract 

With the rise of digitalization and ubiquity of media use, both opportunities and challenges 

emerge for academic learning. One prevalent challenge is media multitasking, which can 

become distracting and hinder learning success. This thesis investigates two facets of this 

issue: the enhancement of data tracking, and the exploration of digital interventions that 

support self-control.  

The first paper focuses on digital tracking of media use, as a comprehensive understanding 

of digital distractions requires careful data collection to avoid misinterpretations. The paper 

presents a tracking system where media use is linked to learning activities. An annotation 

dashboard enabled the enrichment of the log data with self-reports. The efficacy of this 

system was evaluated in a 14-day online course taken by 177 students, with results 

confirming the initial assumptions about media tracking.  

The second paper tackles the recognition of whether a text was thoroughly read, an issue 

brought on by the tendency of students to skip lengthy and demanding texts. A method 

utilizing scroll data and time series classification algorithms is presented and tested, showing 

promising results for early recognition and intervention.  

The third paper presents the results of a systematic literature review on the effectiveness 

of digital self-control tools in academic learning. The paper identifies gaps in existing 

research and outlines a roadmap for further research on self-control tools.  

The fourth paper shares findings from a survey of 273 students, exploring the practical use 

and perceived helpfulness of DSCTs. The study highlights the challenge of balancing 

between too restrictive and too lenient DSCTs, particularly for platforms offering both 

learning content and entertainment. The results also show a special role of media use that is 

highly habitual. 

The fifth paper of this work investigates facets of app-based habit building. In a study over 

27 days, 106 school-aged children used the specially developed PROMPT-app. The children 

carried out one of three digital activities each day, each of which was supposed to promote a 

deeper or more superficial processing of plans. Significant differences regarding the 

processing of plans emerged between the three activities, and the results suggest that a child-

friendly planning application needs to be personalized to be effective.  

Overall, this work offers a comprehensive insight into the complexity and potentials of 

dealing with distracting media usage and shows ways for future research and interventions in 

this fascinating and ever more important field. 
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1 General Introduction 

The constant availability of digital media has many advantages in academic learning, 

such as the ability to research any topic instantly or improved communication between 

students and teachers. However, having this immediate and ubiquitous access to digital 

media also increases the potential for frequent distractions through media multitasking 

(Dontre, 2021). Apps and websites are designed to be highly engaging and habit-forming 

(Eyal, 2014). This highly engaging content increasingly leads learners to have less 

attention on the content that is relevant to their learning goals, but rather on digital content 

that promises instant gratification (May & Elder, 2018). 

However, as pointed out by Shin et al. (2020), media use during or instead of learning 

should not be viewed as inherently problematic. Media multitasking is a very broad 

concept and includes both activities with minimal interference potential like listening to 

music, as well as actions that are potentially more disruptive like the use of social media 

(Baumgartner et al., 2017). Therefore, when assessing the impact of media use on learning, 

the crucial determinant should be whether such use impedes the attainment of learning 

objectives. 

When dealing with media use that is problematic, it is important to understand the 

mechanisms that underlie this behavior. To understand the processes involved in conflicts 

between short-term satisfying impulses (such as entertainment media use) and long-term 

goals (such as learning success), this thesis refers to the concept of self-control (Inzlicht et 

al., 2021). 

Self-control as an individual trait is largely stable throughout adulthood (Cobb-Clark et 

al., 2022) and hard to improve. However, self-control also has a state-component, with 

intra-individual fluctuations due to factors such as motivation, anxiety, stress, or fatigue 

(Hofmann et al., 2012; Milyavskaya et al., 2019). And it is these situational and contextual 

factors that also impact distracting media use (Calderwood et al., 2014; Mark et al., 2014; 

Wiradhany et al., 2021). When we consider the erratic demands of learning, with an often-

high demand for self-regulation and oscillations between stressful exam preparation and 

long bouts of inactivity, it is apparent that the individual’s states fluctuate. Thus, when we 

measure media use of a learner, we cannot fall back to simple statements like “more media 

use is bad.” Instead, it is necessary to consider media use in the context of the learning 

demands and the internal states of a learner. Thus, the consideration of contextual factors, 
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the differentiation between problematic and less problematic media use, as well as the 

classification of the underlying factors, will be central to this thesis. 

Digital technology does not just create problems. It also offers solutions that can 

mitigate distractions. As a potential way to address the frequent self-control problems from 

media multitasking, the field of digital self-control tools (DSCTs) has emerged (Lyngs et 

al., 2019). These tools, such as website blockers, aim to assist users in managing their self-

control struggles. However, the efficacy of these tools remains to be fully substantiated. 

App stores for various browsers and mobile devices are flooded with tools that claim to 

reduce digital distractions, yet studies examining their effectiveness rarely focus explicitly 

on their use during learning. It is crucial to consider how DSCTs should be designed to 

help students for academic learning, given the complex interactions between the various 

factors that affect self-control and media multitasking. 

This thesis first addresses methodological questions regarding the tracking of 

behavioral data in a way that can distinguish between different types of media 

multitasking, and the role of context-awareness. These insights will then inform the 

investigation of the effectiveness and applicability of digital self-control tools for use in a 

learning context. 

In the following sections, I will first provide the theoretical framing for the five papers 

that constitute the main body of this thesis. I will then summarize each paper, discuss its 

main findings, implications, and limitations, and conclude with suggestions for future 

research directions. This comprehensive overview is intended to provide readers with an 

understanding of the challenges and potential solutions related to self-control and media 

multitasking in learning environments. 

2 Theoretical Background 

Moments of boredom or overwhelm can quickly lead learners to switch to more exciting 

and entertaining content on their digital devices. Both in controlled environments such as 

the classroom (Aagaard, 2015) and in self-directed learning settings (Rosen et al., 2013), 

learners regularly interrupt themselves and others (Pattermann et al., 2022) with digital 

content, often at intervals of only a few minutes or less. For example, Yeykelis et al. 

(2014) reported that undergrad students task-switched, on average, every 19 seconds. 

Similarly, in an observation of learners doing self-paced learning, Calderwood et al. (2014) 
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observed an average of 35 distractions over the course of three hours of self-directed 

learning, most frequently to digital media.  

Learners have disengaged from their studies since long before the advent of personal 

digital devices (Vogel-Walcutt et al., 2012). What makes digital distractions more 

problematic is that developers of digital content use and abuse human psychology to drive 

user engagement with their content by making them habit-forming (Bayer & LaRose, 2018; 

Eyal, 2014). Increasing engagement with apps or websites often effectively means 

increasing the time that users spend on digital content. And, since we as humans can 

effectively only focus on a single task at a time (Skaugset et al., 2016), the learning content 

now frequently competes with all the entertaining contemporary digital media offerings 

that are just one click or one tap away. Since mobile devices are ubiquitous and always 

available, this form of distraction is not constrained by time or location. Given the 

importance of effective learning, it is crucial to understand and address the challenges 

posed by digital distractions, and to be aware of the potential help and remedies that are 

available. 

2.1 Media Multitasking 

Media use during learning is studied under the term media multitasking1, which describes 

interacting with a digital medium while using another digital medium, or during another 

non-media activity (May & Elder, 2018; Wang, 2022). It seems that, unlike the capabilities 

of computers, multitasking here does not mean that a person does the activities truly in 

parallel. Rather, it is a frequent switching of tasks (Alzahabi & Becker, 2013). The effects 

of media multitasking during learning have been well-researched in recent years. 

According to this research, it is frequent among students and appears to impair academic 

performance. A review of the effect of media multitasking on academic performance by 

May and Elder (2018) showed interferences of media multitasking on attention, working 

memory, test performance, reading comprehension, note-taking, and grades. The negative 

impact of media multitasking specifically for reading tasks has been reviewed by Clinton-

Lisell (2021), who found that media multitasking during reading leads to longer reading 

times and when reading time is limited, also to worse reading comprehension. These 

detrimental effects occur not only because learners spend less time with the learning 

                                                 
1 Other frequently used concepts are "internet addiction" (Young, 1998) and "smartphone addiction" 

(Lanette & Mazmanian, 2018). However, these terms describe a behavioral addiction. This thesis, 

meanwhile, deals with the everyday, non-pathological type of media multitasking.  
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content in total, but also because the repeated interruptions prevent sustained attention and 

deep processing of the content (Liu & Gu, 2020).  

Negative emotions such as boredom, fatigue, or anxiety can lead to media multitasking. 

Some use it as an avoidance strategy against negative emotions (Shin & Kemps, 2020). 

However, positive emotions such as the enjoyment that is associated with entertainment 

can also lead to media multitasking (Hwang et al., 2014). This highlights that media 

multitasking subsumes a variety of different behaviors, with different antecedents. Thus, if 

we care about reducing the negative impact of digital distractions, it is necessary to specify 

which type of behavior is problematic.  

While there are clear situations in which media multitasking during learning has 

negative effects, there are also many ambiguous types of media use (see figure 1). A 

paradigmatic example of media use during learning is receiving smartphone notifications 

(Rozgonjuk et al., 2019). These can be particularly distracting when they appear during 

learning, but they can also provide valuable information. For example, a notification from 

a social media app about a new video might be distracting, but a notification from a peer 

chat could contain the response to a question about the learning materials. One might 

welcome the latter notification, while the former is a distraction, but one will only know 

after looking at the notification. Complicating matters is that notifications can become a 

distraction even if one does not attend to them. Stothart et al. (2015) observed that errors in 

an attention task increased when participants received mobile notifications that they did 

not attend to. The researchers hypothesized that the knowledge of having received a 

notification increased task-irrelevant thoughts and mind wandering, which persists beyond 

the duration of the notification. In essence, while some instances of media multitasking 

during learning are clearly detrimental to learning, others are far more ambiguous. 

Some forms of media use can even be beneficial during learning. For example some 

people experience improved learning when listening to music (Li et al., 2021). 

Nevertheless, listening to music is part of standard measures of media multitasking 

(Baumgartner et al., 2016), highlighting that measuring media multitasking is not 

necessarily measuring something that is inherently negative. Using digital media to take 

deliberate breaks can also be beneficial. In particular, highly conscientious people appear 

to use the media consciously and purposefully to recover from strenuous work (Mark et 

al., 2018).  

It is evident that the reasons for media multitasking are many and its consequences are 

not always clear (Xu et al., 2019). Thus, considering that media use is an integral part of 
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learning and that it can also have positive effects on motivation, the aim is not to eliminate 

media use in general, but to prevent it in those cases where it interferes with goal 

attainment. The interference of behavior with goal achievement is the domain of self-

control, which I will introduce in more detail in the following section.  

 

Figure 1  

Different interpretations of media use in academic learning. 

 

   

2.2 Self-Control Challenges in Learning 

Self-control2 plays a crucial role in situations where individuals face a conflict between 

a long-term goal and a short-term temptation (Duckworth et al., 2019). For instance, when 

a student experiences the temptation to check their social media feed while studying, this 

temptation conflicts with their goal of achieving a good grade in their next exam. This type 

of conflict is called a self-control conflict. The ability to exert self-control is determined by 

a combination of trait self-control, which refers to an individual's stable, dispositional level 

of self-control, and state self-control, which refers to an individual's temporary level of 

self-control in a particular moment in time. Both components of self-control are important 

in determining the outcome of a self-control conflict. 

Learners with low trait self-control are more likely to use digital media as a distraction 

and, for example, are more likely to respond immediately to mobile notifications, thereby 

interrupting themselves more often (Berger et al., 2018). High self-control, on the other 

                                                 
2
 To prevent confusion with regards to terminology, it is useful to mention the concept of self-regulation, 

which is closely related to self-control but theoretically different from it (Milyavskaya et al., 2019). Self-

regulation refers to the ability to determine a desired end state, and to monitor and adjust one's thoughts, 

emotions, and behaviors to achieve this end state. Self-control involves the ability to control and adapt one's 

responses to changing circumstances or goals. While theoretically different concepts, they are very closely 

related. The defining characteristic for self-control is the presence of a conflict between two mutually 

exclusive actions (Inzlicht et al., 2021). 
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hand, is correlated with a more intentional type of media use (Reinecke & Hofmann, 

2016). As it stands, trait self-control is largely stable in adulthood (Cobb-Clark et al., 

2022), and self-control training has only small effects (Friese et al., 2017).  

The state component, on the other hand, varies within individuals. State self-control 

refers to the fluctuations in the capacity to exercise self-control in each situation. In the 

past, it was believed that self-control was a finite resource on its own, however, recent 

research suggests that this is not the case (Vohs et al., 2021). Instead, the ability to exert 

state self-control is influenced by a variety of factors, including cognitive resources such 

as attention and working memory, emotional arousal, sleep, and fatigue (Inzlicht et al., 

2014). The social context can also impact an individual's capacity to exercise self-control 

in a variety of ways. The presence of others can increase an individual's motivation to 

control their behavior, as well as increase their perceived accountability (Hofmann et al., 

2012), thus increasing self-control in social situations. On the other hand, social pressure 

can undermine an individual's self-control, particularly when it comes to temptations from 

media use (Xu et al., 2019). The combination of influence from external and internal 

factors shows that it is not easy to predict the fluctuations in self-control. Given the 

complexity of self-control and the influence of several factors, it is important to explore 

different approaches to exerting self-control.  

Self-control has long been viewed primarily as the application of willpower, i.e., just 

resisting unwanted impulses. However, newer models of self-control (Inzlicht et al., 2021) 

also see the use of strategies and the proactive preparation for a situation as acting in a 

self-controlled manner. For example, in the process model of Duckworth et al. (2016), 

self-control is seen as a dynamic process with multiple stages, including situation 

modification, attentional deployment, situation appraisal, and response. In each stage, an 

individual can perform actions to help in the self-control conflict. For example, in the stage 

of situation modification, individuals can remove the temptations, e.g., by turning off their 

phones, before starting a study session. In the stage of attentional deployment, individuals 

can direct their focus either on the task at hand or check their phone regularly. In 

appraising, they decide to respond to something that they saw on their phone, or to put the 

phone away again. Finally, in the response stage, individuals either give in to the 

temptation or resist it, which would be the classical application of willpower. In this 

model, it ought to be easier for the individual to exercise self-control in earlier phases, for 

example, not to take the smartphone to the place of learning in the first place (Duckworth 

et al., 2016). An experience sampling study that prompted the strategies that people used to 
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handle self-control conflicts, suggested that different strategies have different levels of 

success, and combined strategies were particularly successful (Milyavskaya et al., 2020). 

A particular promising strategy to reduce the need for willpower is building good habits. 

2.3 Habits 

Habits are a type of learned behavior that are repeated frequently and tend to occur 

automatically in response to specific contextual cues (Wood & Rünger, 2016). They play a 

key role in shaping our behavior and influencing our decision-making processes. Habits 

are formed through the repetition of behaviors in response to specific contextual cues, and 

over time, the behavior becomes more automatic, requiring less conscious effort (Galla & 

Duckworth, 2015). Habits are responsible for a large portion of our everyday behavior  

(Wood et al., 2002), and they also account for a significant amount of media use (Larose, 

2017). If a student has developed a habit of opening a social media site whenever they use 

their web browser, then this habitual behavior might lead them to do just that, even if their 

intention were to use their computer for learning. These habit slips can happen due to 

similar factors as those mentioned previously in relation to media multitasking and self-

control: stress, motivation, overwhelm, or fatigue can lead to someone reverting to their 

habitual behavior instead of their intended behavior (Wood et al., 2014). Although the 

degree to which media use is habitual varies, it is widespread and especially pervasive with 

smartphones (Bayer & LaRose, 2018). Oftentimes, users perceive media use that is 

habitual as particularly meaningless, but at the same time, also particularly difficult to get 

rid of (Lukoff et al., 2018). However, habits are not set in stone. 

While habits themselves are unconscious and automatic, the development of new habits 

or the modification of existing ones can be controlled to a certain degree (Mazar & Wood, 

2018). By building habits that support desired behaviors, individuals can rely on automatic 

processes to guide their actions, potentially reducing the demands on their self-control 

(Galla & Duckworth, 2015). For example, students can build a habit of turning off their 

notifications during learning sessions, and thereby reduce the amount of mental effort 

required to resist distractions (Troll et al., 2020).  

The previous sections have established the problem that we are facing. Media 

multitasking during learning becomes particularly problematic when it interferes with 

learning goals and becomes a self-control failure. In the next section, I introduce the topic 
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of digital solutions for digital self-control challenges to explore if, and how, these can be a 

remedy for the problem. 

2.4 The Role of Technology 

2.4.1 Tracking Digital Self-Control 

As the preceding chapters established, self-control failures can occur due to various 

contextual factors. These include the student's level of engagement in the learning task, 

their motivation, and whether the interruption was intentional or a result of habit. A 

thorough understanding of these factors is critical to address self-control conflicts 

effectively. 

However, these diverse factors pose significant challenges to conventional methods of 

measuring media use. The traditional method of using self-reports of media use is prone to 

errors such as recall bias (Schwarz & Oyserman, 2001), and self-reported media use has 

thus proven to be unreliable and only weakly correlated with actual use (Parry et al., 

2021). Hence, there is a clear necessity to use digital tracking methods for measuring 

media use. Only by utilizing digital tools to monitor media consumption can we obtain a 

clearer picture of how learners engage with digital media. 

But even with digital tracking methods, pitfalls remain. Even when they reduce the 

problem of recall bias, other biases remain (Jürgens et al., 2020). For example, different 

populations use different types of digital devices that might not be included in a tracking 

environment. Furthermore, digital tracking does not automatically entail a regard for the 

context. 

The most important context for the purpose of this thesis is the learning activity. 

Tracking needs to distinguish between media use during learning and media use during 

leisure. For example, tracking media use throughout the day might detect a lot of use that 

is not at all related to distractions from learning; a student may exhibit extensive media use 

during their leisure time, which warrants different consideration than if the media use 

occurred predominantly while the student was learning. Understanding these specific 

circumstances surrounding media use is essential to identify the areas in which learners 

may struggle with self-control. In light of the increasingly connected and multi-sensory 

nature of computing, context-awareness (Schilit et al., 1994) presents an opportunity to 

collect data in a more holistic manner.  
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Considering the diverse ways in which learners engage with digital media, it is crucial 

to consider not only the context but also the variety of devices used during the learning 

process. For example, tracking only data on Android smartphones would disregard the 

entire population of those who use a smartphone with Apple’s iOS operating system. 

Tracking only one platform not only reduces the sample size, but the sample could also 

become less representative. For example, small differences in personality between Android 

and iOS users seem to exist (Götz et al., 2017). 

Students also rely on both laptops and smartphones for their educational needs (Carter 

et al., 2017; Patterson & Patterson, 2017), making it necessary to incorporate multi-device 

tracking for a comprehensive understanding of media use. However, tracking differs across 

platforms and operating systems, as each has their own possibilities and limitations for 

data collection. The iOS operating system, for instance, imposes significant restrictions on 

usage tracking to third parties. Consequently, researchers have sought alternative tracking 

methods, such as requesting users to "donate" their usage data for analysis (Baumgartner et 

al., 2022; Ohme et al., 2021). Such an approach, which relies on proactive users, has 

different considerations attached to it than an approach where the tracking simply runs as a 

background service on a device, with barely any user input required. Given that most users 

have multiple devices, any truly holistic tracking system will need to incorporate multiple 

platforms, while also having to consider how to integrate the measurement of further 

contextual factors like the learner motivation or the learning environment.  

Given the importance of accurately tracking media use in context as a prerequisite for 

drawing valid conclusions about media multitasking, a significant portion of this thesis 

will be dedicated to exploring the complexities and challenges associated with tracking.  

2.4.2 Digital Self-Control Tools 

Technology also plays a role in alleviating digital distractions. Digital countermeasures 

are needed because it is unrealistic to expect students to completely disconnect from digital 

technologies. While banning digital devices from classrooms and lecture halls might be an 

option (Berry & Westfall, 2015), the impact of such policies reaches its limits when 

students leave the classroom and learn at other places. The increasing adoption of flipped 

classrooms and distance learning scenarios (Dziuban et al., 2018) suggests that home-

based learning is on the rise. Therefore, it is crucial to develop tools and strategies 

designed to minimize the detrimental effects of digital distractions in all environments, 

particularly those where restrictive rules and bans are ineffective. Technological 
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interventions can be devised to help learners manage their self-control struggles. In the 

subsequent section, I will delve into various techniques and strategies that have the 

objective of empowering learners to overcome their digital self-control challenges. 

Digital self-control tools (DSCTs) aim to assist users in managing digital distractions 

and can play a crucial role in helping individuals maintain focus during learning. These 

tools come in a variety of forms and offer a range of features to support users in their 

efforts to exert self-control over their digital behavior (Lyngs et al., 2019). For instance, 

website blockers allow users to restrict access to specific websites or applications for 

designated periods, acting as a digital barrier against potential distractions (Mark et al., 

2017). On the other hand, usage visualization tools provide an overview of device usage 

patterns over time. They aid in comprehending the scope of digital distractions and 

identifying behavioral tendencies contributing to suboptimal self-control (Y.-H. Kim et al., 

2016). Another class of DSCTs includes goal-setting tools, which empower users to create 

precise targets relating to their device use. The tools then serve reminders and alerts, 

steering users towards their goals. An example is the “Forest” app, which gamifies the 

goal-setting process. The app encourages sustained focus by flourishing virtual trees for 

concentrated efforts, which wither if the user becomes distracted (Parry et al., 2020). These 

are just a few examples of the wide range of DSCTs that are available for users to choose 

from (Lyngs et al., 2019). Furthermore, it is worth noting that some digital devices come3 

pre-equipped with such tools. Examples include the “Digital Wellbeing” app on Android 

devices, and Apple’s “Focus” app on iOS devices.  

Despite the varied features offered by DSCTs to aid users in controlling their digital 

distractions, there exist specific challenges related to their usage in a learning context. The 

example of app and website blockers is a good illustration of these complexities: One 

could assume that any learner confronted with digital distractions could simply block them 

all, and thus solve the problem. After all, accessing the distractions is no longer possible. 

However, while some distracting platforms can indeed be completely blocked, others need 

to be accessible to the learners. For example, YouTube videos are established in several 

fields as a source of quality learning resources (Aldallal et al., 2019; Jaffar, 2012). At the 

same time, YouTube is also a big source of distractions (Moghavvemi et al., 2018). 

                                                 
3
  In the beginning of 2023. The ever-changing nature of digital ecosystems might make this statement 

quickly obsolete. 
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Thus, a user needs the option to dynamically switch the blocking on and off. This raises 

the question of how to design the circumvention of restrictions in DSCTs. If it is too easy, 

the tool might become less effective, and users will start to habitually circumvent their 

restrictions. If it is too hard, users might find their tool too cumbersome to use (J. Kim et 

al., 2019). It is unclear how well existing DSCTs address these types of challenges in 

educational contexts. 

However, even without the challenge of these dual-purpose platforms, DSCTs have the 

limitation that they do not seem to lead to longer-term behavior change, even with 

prolonged use (Y.-H. Kim et al., 2016; Parry et al., 2020). They may help in the moment, 

but do not provide a long-term solution. For those seeking a more sustainable approach, 

cultivating better habits might offer a more promising pathway. 

2.4.3 Digital Behavior Change Interventions and Habit Formation 

Habit-building apps do not exclusively aim to reduce digital distractions, but they can 

certainly be used to build habits in this area. Like DSCTs, apps that are designed for habit 

building incorporate various features and techniques, including notifications, reminders, 

rewards, and personalization (Pinder et al., 2018; Stojanovic et al., 2020).  

A habit-building strategy that seems well-suited for uses in apps due to its structured 

nature is the concept of “implementation intentions” (Gollwitzer & Sheeran, 2006; 

Stawarz et al., 2015). These are specific plans framed as "if [context], then [action]". An 

example relevant to digital distractions might be: "If I start learning, then I will mute my 

phone." Implementation intentions aim to condition individuals to respond to a specific 

context cue, thus facilitating habit formation. While their use has been widely supported 

empirically (Gollwitzer & Sheeran, 2006) there remains a knowledge gap regarding their 

integration in app-based habit building, specifically within the realm of digital distractions. 

Consequently, further research could illuminate more effective ways to use technology in 

bolstering positive habit formation and enhancing self-control. 

Nonetheless, it is important to keep in mind that merely installing a habit-building app 

does not ensure success in building habits. While apps provide support for habit formation, 

individuals must still actively engage in the repetition of the target behavior. 

Consequently, research continues to explore how apps can optimally support digital 

behavior change (Pinder et al., 2018). For instance, smartphone notifications, which are 

often used as reminders for habit repetitions, frequently fail due to users ignoring them 

(Visuri et al., 2019), and these reminders can also become distractions themselves 
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(Johannes et al., 2018). Thus, there is a need for investigating other potential affordances 

that digital technology can offer to support habit development. 

In summary, media multitasking, while not inherently detrimental, can evolve into a 

digital distraction that hampers student learning. It can adversely impact attention during 

both at-home and in-class learning, negatively affecting academic performance and 

creating challenges in information retention. While there are digital tools available to aid 

in self-control, the efficacy of these tools in genuinely fostering learning and the 

conditions necessary for their success remain unclear. 

3 Research Aims 

The examination of distracting media multitasking unveils two crucial roles for 

technology. Firstly, technology must provide a data foundation to discern when media use 

during learning becomes problematic and when it does not. Secondly, digital tools can aim 

to alleviate the challenges posed by media distractions during learning. 

From the perspective of tracking, an array of influential factors needs to be considered. 

A pressing issue that emerges is the insufficient differentiation. It is here that the role of 

technology becomes most salient, assisting in facilitating more nuanced tracking 

mechanisms. Consequently, this leads to the first research aim that this thesis addresses: 

 

Research Aim Tracking: Explore the use of technology to effectively track media use 

during learning, while distinguishing it from non-learning media use. 

 

In contrast, the second perspective highlights possible interventions. In this realm, it is 

apparent that a variety of tools and interventions are already at the disposal of users. 

However, the focus now shifts to gauging the efficacy of these tools in addressing the 

problem of digital distractions during academic learning. This leads to the second research 

aim: 

 

Research Aim Digital Self-Control Tools: Explore how digital self-control tools should 

be designed and implemented in order to help learners to manage digital distractions 

during the academic learning process. 
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4 Contributions 

4.1 Paper 1: Contextualized Tracking  

Biedermann, D., Ciordas-Hertel, G., Winter, M., Mordel, J., and Drachsler, H. (2023). 

Contextualized Logging of On-Task and Off-Task Behavior during Learning. [Accepted 

and in the copyediting phase in the Journal of Learning Analytics] 

 

Background: A comprehensive understanding of digital distraction necessitates data 

tracking that is carried out with diligence to avoid generating misleading data when 

exploring the impacts of media use (Korte, 2020; Parry et al., 2022). This is especially true 

when retrospective self-reporting are used, but there are also pitfalls when using digital 

data tracking methods (Jürgens et al., 2020). 

Complications arise when students use the same devices for both leisure and learning, 

rendering simplified declarations such as "more device use is good/bad" inadequate. 

Therefore, understanding the context of media use becomes crucial. Given the myriad 

reasons for media multitasking, the challenge lies in devising a data tracking method that 

discerns whether media use acts as a distraction or aids learning while also grasping the 

context surrounding each instance. In response to this challenge, this paper proposes a set 

of requirements to address this challenge. Based on these guidelines, we developed a 

tracking system (figure 2) capable of generating highly contextualized data sets. A 

subsequent study using this system allowed us to evaluate our foundational assumptions on 

a data set specifically generated for this purpose. 

 

Methods: We employed the tracking system in a study involving 297 students who 

partook in a fully online Moodle course, which they had to complete within a maximum of 

14 days. Throughout the course, we asked students to track their digital activities using the 

tracking system on their chosen devices. They had the liberty to decide whether and which 

device to track. Upon completing the learning material at their pace, students could review 

their data and annotate their motivation behind each instance of media use the tracking 

system recorded during their learning time. The source code for the tracking system is 

available at https://gitlab.com/edutex. 
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Figure 2 

High level overview of the components of the tracking system.  

 

 

Findings: In the reference study, 177 of the 297 participants consented and recorded 

activity on one or more data sources, with the browser being the most recorded source. 

Most participants (135) recorded activity on only one data source, while 41 used two and 

one used three. The system recorded 1387 media activities from all consenting 

participants, an average of 8.11 activities per participant. Of these, 92% were annotated. 

Participants' privacy concerns were inferred from the occasions on which they chose 'don't 

want to answer' as an annotation. This was selected 34 times by 17 different participants, 

implying a careful consideration of privacy. These two observations suggest that users 

indeed accepted voluntary annotation. Twenty-four different activities had both on-task 

and off-task annotations, with varying proportions between categories. Annotations 

indicating on-task activities were frequently selected for browser activity, while off-task 

activities were more frequent on smartphones. Examining the time difference between an 

activity and its annotation, we found that while the average time difference was 

approximately 13 hours, outliers notably skewed the data. The participants annotated half 

of the activities within 50 minutes, and 75% within 1 hour and 38 minutes, indicating a 

rapid annotation process for most activities. 

The study's results confirmed our assumptions about the prerequisites for effective 

tracking and underlined the significance of integrating the learning context and multiple 
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data sources to attain a holistic understanding of digital distractions. The annotations 

reflected a diversity of devices utilized by learners during their sessions, often with 

simultaneous use of multiple devices. Additionally, the data revealed several instances of 

apps and websites serving a dual purpose, functioning as either a learning resource or an 

off-task distraction.  
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4.2 Paper 2: Detecting Disengaged Reading 

Biedermann, D., Schneider, J., Ciordas-Hertel, G.-P., Eichmann, B., Hahnel, C., 

Goldhammer, F., & Drachsler, H. (2023). Detecting the Disengaged Reader—Using 

Scrolling Data to Predict Disengagement during Reading. LAK23: 13th International 

Learning Analytics and Knowledge Conference, 585–591. 

https://doi.org/10.1145/3576050.3576078 

 

Background: This paper explores the challenge of automatically detecting 

disengagement during academic reading. Disengagement here means that a student does 

not read the text in its entirety by skipping passages or abandoning the text before finishing 

it. Prolonged reading sessions are particularly susceptible to such types of disengagement 

(Forrin et al., 2021). At the same time, reading long texts is an integral part of higher 

education curricula. Automatic detection of text-disengagement could help to make 

students more aware of their patterns and thereby also facilitate the design of interventions 

to reduce disengagement. In this paper, we present a novel approach to detect disengaged 

reading using only the scrolling data collected from students in an online course.  

 

Methods: We devised an algorithm that transforms the vertical scrolling position into a 

time series representation, with a vertical position between 0 (top of the document) and 1 

(bottom of the document) at each second (as shown in Figure 3). This transformation of 

scroll data into a time series format allowed us to perform time series classification on the 

scroll data. As a classification label, we created an indicator that indicates whether all 

sections of the text have been read or not. The method was put to the test with the scroll 

data of 565 students who interacted with eight different texts in an online course. The 

scrolling data was first transformed into contiguous reading sessions that and then 

classified.  

Furthermore, we conducted an analysis on time series of varying lengths to ascertain the 

feasibility of making early classifications based on a subset of the scroll data. Additionally, 

we examined the impact of training on a portion of the texts and then conducting 

evaluations on the remaining texts, to assess the influence of text selection on the 

classification performance. 
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Figure 3 

Illustration of the transformation of viewport data into a time series representation. At 

fixed intervals, the position of the top of the viewport is sampled in relation to the 

document. 

 

 

Findings: Our approach yielded an accuracy level of up to 68% in differentiating 

disengaged reading. We noticed that peak accuracy was achieved approximately 70 

seconds into the time series length, beyond which no significant improvement was 

observed. This finding suggests that early disengagement prediction is feasible with this 

technique, underscoring its potential usefulness in intervention strategies. The choice of 

texts for training and evaluation also proved to influence the classification performance; 

specifically, training on shorter texts led to an increase in false negatives when the method 

was subsequently applied to longer texts. 

The paper discusses various strategies that could potentially enhance the accuracy of 

this method in future applications. Foremost, it is crucial to identify better labels that can 

distinguish the different reasons for disengagement. 
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4.3 Paper 3: Self-Control Tool Literature Review 

Biedermann, D., Schneider, J., and Drachsler, H. (2021). Digital self-control interventions 

for distracting media multitasking — A systematic review. Journal of Computer Assisted 

Learning, 37(5), 1217–1231. https://doi.org/10.1111/jcal.12581 

 

Background: Digital self-control tools (DSCTs) are readily available in abundance 

across different app stores, employing a wide range of features that promise to mitigate 

digital distractions (Lyngs et al., 2019). However, given the diversity of different features, 

it remains unclear whether they all lead to similar levels of improvement. This is especially 

true given that some features are very restrictive for the user, while other tools use features 

that only provide small hints as to how a user might improve their own behavior. This 

paper presents the results of a systematic review of the literature on the effectiveness of 

digital self-control tools, with a focus on their applicability to academic learning. 

           

Methods: We adhered to the PRISMA guidelines in conducting a systematic literature 

review, searching for peer-reviewed publications that applied digital interventions aimed at 

reducing distractions on digital devices, and reported outcome measures related to changes 

in digital distraction usage. Our analysis encompassed the contents of 16 scientific 

publications, categorizing them based on the employed features, outcome variables, and 

participant demographics. 

 

Findings: Our results showed that DSCTs that were more restrictive tended to be more 

effective, whereas tools that were primarily designed to promote self-awareness often 

failed to produce significant results. There are also several areas where previous research 

on DSCTs is still lacking. 

 First, even though the studies often reported recruiting a student sample, they did not 

explicitly apply their interventions in a learning context. Thus, it was not clear whether any 

changes in media use really meant fewer distractions during learning. Second, we found 

that, with a few exceptions (e.g., Kim et al., 2017; Kovacs et al., 2018), the studies only 

captured activity on a single device, thereby not doing justice to the multi-device 

environments that are common in higher education (Gikas & Grant, 2013). A reduction of 

activity on the smartphone might very well translate to more activity on the notebook, or 

vice versa. Lastly, most of the research reviewed involved short-term, one-off 
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interventions, leaving the sustainability of DSCT use over longer periods questionable. 

Considering the existence of novelty effects and potential frustration with restrictions that 

might arise over time, this diminishes the confidence in the achieved outcomes. These 

findings serve as a starting point for future research in this field and provide valuable 

insights into the design and development of digital self-control tools for educational 

settings. 
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4.4 Paper 4: Self-Control Tool Survey 

Biedermann, D., Kister, S., Breitwieser, J., Weidlich, J., and Drachsler, H. (2023). Use of 

Digital Self-Control Tools in Higher Education – A Survey Study. [This paper is in its 

second revision in the journal Education and Information Technology] 

 

Background: This paper delves deeper into the use of digital self-control tools (DSCTs) 

by examining their use during academic learning. Despite the wide range of tools 

available, there is a lack of understanding about the prevalence and acceptance of DSCTs 

among higher education students. This survey aimed to explore the features of these tools 

that are particularly useful for combating habitual media use during learning. This paper 

provides valuable insights into the use of DSCTs in a higher education context and 

underscores the need for more research in this area. By exploring the challenges and 

barriers to habitual use, we hope to inform the design and development of more effective 

DSCTs that can support students in their learning journeys.  

 

Methods: We conducted a survey of (N = 273) higher education students to gain insights 

into the use of DSCTs among these students. First, we asked about media use behavior. 

The participants were asked to answer how often they distract themselves with digital 

media while learning and how much they suffer from it. The self-report behavioral 

automaticity index (SRBAI; Gardner et al., 2012) was used to ask about the degree of 

habituality in media use. For ten different DSCT features, the participants responded about 

their prior experience with these features, how helpful they perceived them, and if they had 

previously used a tool with such a feature, why they stopped using it. If participants 

responded that they had stopped using a DSCT, we used a free text field to ask about the 

reasons for doing so. Using a qualitative coding approach with three raters, we were able 

to derive themes that explain why users abandoned their tools. Materials for this study are 

available at https://osf.io/8zmb7/?view_only=10162da5b5a54e18bd9a7e9830fd0638. 

  

Findings: The perceived helpfulness varied significantly between features. When 

addressing habitual media use, we found that solely relying on self-tracking proved less 

helpful for the participants, indicating the need for more comprehensive or restrictive 

strategies. Another key aspect we delved into were the user testimonials for stopping tool 

use. These insights illuminated the challenge presented by platforms that serve dual 
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purposes, acting both as a source of distraction and a learning resource. As completely 

abandoning these platforms isn't feasible for students, they often discontinue DSCTs that 

impose severe access restrictions. Our survey unearthed that despite the plethora of DSCTs 

available, many remain relatively unknown, leading most users to resort to pre-installed 

tools.  
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4.5 Paper 5: Comparing Internalization Activities for Planning 

Biedermann, D.*, Breitwieser, J*., Nobbe, L., Drachsler, H., and Brod, G. (2023). 

Designing an app to enhance children's planning skills: A case for personalized 

technology. [This paper is in its second revision in the journal Behavior and Information 

Technology] 

 

* shared first authorship 

 

Background: This paper focuses on the building of habits via the implementation 

intention strategy. Conceptualizing a good implementation intention once is not sufficient 

to attain it. The idea of implementation intentions is that the intended behavior is initiated 

automatically once the situation is encountered (Webb & Sheeran, 2007), but this 

necessitates that the mental representation of the plan is sufficiently strong. There is a lack 

of research comparing these different internalization activities systematically (Hagger et 

al., 2016), but it is clear that the internalization has to be done with sufficient attention and 

cognitive resources (Martiny-Huenger et al., 2017). It is certainly not enough to just devise 

a plan and then never think about it again. Theories of cognitive engagement such as the 

ICAP framework by Chi et al. (2018) suggest that different types of engagement with an 

activity should lead to deeper processing, and thus better internalization of a plan, when it 

is more interactive or constructive rather than just passive. Following this, this study aimed 

at comparing the effectiveness of different activities of internalizing an implementation 

intention in a smartphone app.  

 

Methods: We created the PROMPT-app, a planning app to help children create and 

internalize plans effectively. The app included three different internalization activities that 

were hypothesized to promote deeper or shallower processing of plans. The three different 

activities (see figure 4) were a re-reading activity (passive engagement), a puzzle activity 

(active engagement), and a newly developed emoji activity (constructive engagement). 

106 School-aged children (9-14 years) used PROMPT for 27 days in their daily lives. Each 

morning, they used one of the three internalization activities to internalize one plan. The 

same internalization activity was used for three consecutive days, before the app switched 

to the next one. After six hours, the app prompted the children their recall of the daily plan. 

We used a mixture of computational and manual coding to assess the correctness of the 
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recall. Our pre-registered hypothesis was that the constructive emoji activity would lead to 

better internalization of plans than using the passive re-reading or the active puzzle 

activity. Cognitive abilities of the children were assessed with computerized tasks two 

months after the end of the 27-day period to explore cognitive explanations for inter-

individual differences in the effectiveness of the internalization activities. The tasks were 

an analogical reasoning task and an executive function task that were programmed in 

“PsychoPy” (Peirce et al., 2019). Scripts and materials for this study are available at 

https://osf.io/sbcfd/ and the source code for prompt at https://github.com/IndiLab-

frankfurt/prompt/. 

 

Figure 4 

The three different activities for plan memorization in PROMPT: Re-reading (A), Puzzle 

(B), Emoji representation (C). 

 

 

Findings: The findings highlighted the need to support internalization of plans, as 

children were able to recall plans correctly only about 50% of the time. However, the 

original hypothesis that constructive internalization is better than active and passive 

activities did not prove to be true. The constructive processing activity was only more 

effective for those children who spent more time performing this activity, suggesting that 

there were differences in how effectively children could make use of the internalization 

activities. These individual differences were predicted by children’s grade level and their 

analogical reasoning abilities and mediated by time on task.  
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When asked which activities they would like to use more in the future, the children 

significantly preferred using only the constructive emoji activity (29.67%), followed by a 

rotation between different activities (16.48%) and the puzzle activity (15.38%). 

Considering that motivation to use an app indicates a future intention to use it more 

(Amaefule et al., 2023), our PROMPT app is also an example of how to make an activity 

more enjoyable. The findings suggest that a child-appropriate planning app works but 

needs to be personalized and tailored to children’s learning prerequisites in order to be 

effective. 
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5 Discussion 

This thesis investigated media multitasking and the associated self-control challenges. 

The ubiquity of digital distractions in our lives makes this topic particularly pertinent and 

relevant, and the use of digital tools offers the potential to effectively address and mitigate 

these challenges. The previous chapters addressed methodological questions, as well as 

concrete interventions. Both aspects are highly linked, as the methodological 

considerations are often the limitation to the advancement of better interventions. 

5.1 Tracking Digital Distractions: Challenges and Future Directions 

To address the first research aim, this thesis explored the possibilities and limits of 

tracking media use during learning, and Paper 1 shed light on the prerequisites for 

improving this tracking. It underscored the need to establish a connection between the 

media activity and the corresponding learning activity, as well as the provision of context 

information about the motivation for media use. Moreover, it emphasized the importance 

of including a broad range of digital devices in the tracking process, whenever feasible. 

Tracking approaches that do not take these issues into account can lead to simplistic 

conclusions, especially when observations are simply attributed to 'more media use' or 'less 

media use'. Given the many factors that influence whether media use in academic learning 

is harmful or not, these simplistic statements will be misleading. The following 

subsections will discuss open challenges and future directions about media tracking in 

detail. 

5.1.1 The Challenge of Context for Tracking 

As a contribution to the advancement of context-aware media tracking, this thesis 

presented a system that addressed the issues of balancing self-reporting and behavioral 

data collection, context-awareness to learning activities, and the inclusion of multiple 

devices in a single data collection. The evaluation study of the paper demonstrated that 

such a tracking system can create a highly differentiated dataset. For instance, we 

discovered a high diversity of devices used by students, and the presence of laptops and 

smartphones with different operating systems uncovered a wealth of data that would have 

otherwise not been collected. Moreover, by incorporating means to annotate media use on 

a per-event basis, the study was able to reveal the frequent occurrence of dual-purpose 

platforms. These results highlighted that the ability to make these contextual 
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differentiations is essential, and that the interpretation of media activities would otherwise 

often be inaccurate.  

Contextualizing digital activities is the central element for advancing both research and 

interventions in the field of distracting media multitasking. The limitations of Paper 2 

clearly show where contextualized datasets would be appropriate. The label for classifying 

reading as disengaged was limited to whether a text was fully read or not. With a dataset 

that contained more information about media use, more nuanced class labels would have 

been possible. This would allow an investigation into patterns in the scroll data specifically 

related to media use. The results and in particular the nuanced tracking of Paper 1 was 

unfortunately not yet available at the time of data collection for Paper 2. 

For well-defined and trackable scenarios, Paper 1 has demonstrated how to implement 

context-awareness, but there are still obstacles that need to be overcome for such a system 

to work in more general cases. The most pressing problems are the perpetual need to 

annotate the data and the technical limitations imposed by the different platforms. 

5.1.2 The Challenge of Data Annotations 

Since self-reporting is always subject to error, the long-term goal is to be able to draw 

conclusions about the factors that influence media multitasking purely on the basis of 

behavioral data. However, this has so far only been achieved on an experimental scale. 

Approaches such as using sensor data to infer emotional states (e.g., Quiroz et al., 2018), 

are at a stage where they look promising, but not yet good enough to provide truly reliable 

data (Yadegaridehkordi et al., 2019). Pure behavioral data are not yet sufficient to reliably 

capture learners’ internal states and given that internal states are such a central aspect, they 

cannot be omitted. Therefore, at this stage, the only way to obtain reliable data is to ask 

users for it. It is therefore only seemingly contradictory to place so much value on self-

reporting while at the same time bemoaning its often lack of validity. 

Finding the right timing for the questions always involves trade-offs, and there is no 

ideal solution. Presenting the annotation question prompts only on specific events 

(Mehrotra et al., 2015), such as the next phone-unlock (van Berkel et al., 2019), would 

again increase the time gap between annotation and media use. Moreover, a high 

frequency and volume of questions could lead to low quality or careless annotations 

(Eisele et al., 2022). Furthermore, if the annotations immediately follow observed media 

use, the annotation process itself may introduce an additional distraction. Research into 

distraction could inadvertently be a source of distraction itself. 
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There is clearly a trade-off, and the solution from Paper 1 was an annotation dashboard 

which showed the learners which learning activity they were working on while they used 

media. This visualization allowed the learners to recall the underlying motivation for 

media use.  

There are concerns that confrontation with one's own media use would lead to reactivity 

and changed behavior. However, studies with a similar type of approach found very little 

reactivity (Baumgartner et al., 2022). Furthermore, both Paper 3 and Paper 4 have shown 

that pure awareness-raising measures are unlikely to lead to quick changes in behavior, 

and so the risk of causing longer-lasting reactivity effects is low. However, short-term 

effects cannot be ruled out. 

Overall, self-reporting is currently indispensable, even if the medium to long-term goal 

is to be able to draw inferences from behavioral data alone. Only with reliable annotations 

can we create datasets and algorithms that allow inferences from behavioral trace data 

alone.  

5.1.3 The Challenge of Platform Restrictions 

The annotation dashboard in Paper 1 was also necessary due to the restrictions of iOS 

operating systems. Only apps developed by Apple are currently able to access information 

on app usage. Nevertheless, it is indispensable to obtain data from iOS devices as well. In 

some regions more than half of all mobile devices are iOS devices4, and excluding these 

devices would have an impact on the quality of the collected data. We addressed this 

challenge with a data donation approach (Ohme et al., 2021), where the users could upload 

their tracking data themselves within the dashboard. While this approach created an 

additional workload for the users, it also facilitated the collection of fine-grained data on 

iOS use. 

However, even on platforms where app-tracking is possible, the tracked data provides 

only a limited view of the actions that a user truly performed on their device. For example, 

with the available tracking APIs on Android operating systems, a system can detect that an 

app was launched, but not what the app was used for, or how long the app was used for. 

Thus, if a user launched App_A at time t1, and App_B at t2, there is no certainty that the 

user really used App_A for a duration of t2 - t1. It might have been open only a fraction of 

the time. It might have been open, but the user did not use it. As a future way to overcome 

                                                 
4
 https://gs.statcounter.com/os-market-share/mobile/united-states-of-america 
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this limitation, innovative methods based on screen recordings (Krieter, 2022) have the 

potential to work around these platform limitations.  

5.1.4 Future Direction: Activity Detection on Screen Space 

Ideally, we would like to obtain information about what really happened on a user's 

screen. Screen content analysis might be a future solution for this challenge. In recent 

years, the capabilities to extract information from screenshots via techniques such as 

original character recognition and image analysis have reached a level of maturity that 

enables the automatic classification of the content on screenshots (Chiatti et al., 2017). 

That is, identifying not only the running applications themselves, but also the actual 

content that is visible for the user within these applications. A demonstration of these 

capabilities is the field of "screenomics", which is the analysis of screen recordings over 

time to create an individual “screenome” out of it (Brinberg et al., 2021; Ram et al., 2020). 

These screenomes represent the timing and frequency of different types of digital 

activities. Screenomes provide an overview of an individual's digital activities, i.e., 

whether they spend their time on social media, or watching videos, or learning. It is 

apparent how well this relates to the topic of the detection of media multitasking and the 

associated issues that this thesis discussed. 

To obtain this activity data, the device sends screenshots in regular intervals to a 

backend, where the on-screen activity of the screenshots gets classified by using a 

combination of machine learning, natural language processing, and human labeling 

(Brinberg et al., 2021). The alluring advantage of this method is that it focuses on what is 

truly visible on a screen. It has less abstraction than app-tracking that only reveals part of 

the whole picture. The disadvantage is the manual annotation task that is still involved 

(Ram et al., 2020). At least until these systems have sufficiently trained and publicly 

available models, a high degree of human annotation is necessary.  

Human annotation is the bottleneck of this method because annotators have to review 

thousands of screenshots, even for a few dozen participants (Yee et al., 2022). The sheer 

requirement for human labor is already a limitation for larger and longer-running research 

projects. Crucially, however, it also potentially impacts acceptance of such an approach. 

With API-based app-tracking, one can guarantee to study participants that the analysis of 

their device activity is limited to aggregated data. The actions of an individual can remain 

anonymous. This is quite different when there is a manual review of screenshots involved. 

Chat histories, search entries, etc. would be viewed and annotated by third parties. This 
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process could reveal potentially highly sensitive information, and participants of 

screenomics studies mention heightened sense of awareness and discomfort as a result 

(Yee et al., 2022). On the other hand, the recent trajectory regarding the quality of image, 

object, and text recognition hints at the possibility that the manual sighting of screenshots 

might only be a transitory necessity. As a perspective for the future of digital activity 

recognition, the screen analysis approach holds a lot of promise to unify the handling and 

avoid the complications of limited and ever-changing APIs.  

5.1.5 Future Direction: Tracking Learning Outside of Online Environments 

A limitation to the data tracking approach of Papers 1 and 2 was that they were 

restricted to fully online learning environments. While this approach has the advantage of 

full control over the learning activities, it provides only a partial perspective of the learning 

process. Students also learn outside of online environments where they also experience 

digital distractions from media multitasking (I. Kim et al., 2019; Tossell et al., 2015). If a 

student is writing an essay in a word processor, the browser is only a few clicks away, and 

a smartphone can be taken to practically every learning environment. 

Therefore, just as the tracking of media use needs to be extended to more platforms, the 

tracking of the learning activities also needs to go beyond what can be easily observed in 

online learning environments (Blikstein, 2013). This poses new challenges, as tracking 

activities outside of online environments requires different tracking approaches. 

Consider the tracking of students reading text, where the capabilities to track learning 

activities can vary significantly depending on the medium. As shown in Paper 2, it is 

possible to collect highly detailed process data in an online learning environment, with 

information on the exact text length and the scrolling processes and link the trace data to 

media use. If, however, the same text was accessed as a, e.g., PDF document, the available 

data would be much more limited. An application tracking approach could detect the point 

in time when the PDF was opened, and when it was closed, but there would be little 

information about the processes that occurred in between. Hence, the possible connections 

between process data and media use would be very scarce. To address this limitation, one 

could consider making use of the screen content analysis that I discussed in the previous 

sections. However, this approach also requires that the learning content is viewed on a 

digital device.  

For learning scenarios where the learning content is not on a digital device, sensors 

could help to detect the learning activities and thus provide context for the media use (Di 
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Mitri et al., 2018). In this regard, there is potential in the use of smartwatches. Because 

they are cheap and widespread in use, they can reach a large audience. That is also true for 

cameras, but they are stationary and thus once again restrict the trackable learning 

scenarios. Smartwatches, in turn, can be worn in all but the most exotic of learning 

scenarios. And in learning scenarios where wearing a smartwatch is impossible, media 

multitasking is also unlikely to be an issue.  

With smartwatches, there are promising results where machine learning models 

succeeded in detecting a variety of day-to-day activities from analysis of the motion and 

sound sensors. The models can detect activities like writing, typing, or picking up the 

smartphone (Bhattacharya et al., 2022; Laput & Harrison, 2019). Smartwatch sensors can 

also yield information about the physical properties of learning environments, like the 

auditory noise (Ciordas-Hertel et al., 2021). These results indicate that one could use 

smartwatch sensors to detect whether someone is learning, and therefore also when media 

use is an interruption of the learning activity.  

Sensor data might also be a significant addition to a tracking setup for the detection of 

internal states. The analysis of smartwatch sensors has shown promise for the detection 

and identification of emotions (Quiroz et al., 2018). Another avenue could be the use of 

heart rate variability (HRV), which is the variation in time between successive heart beats. 

The HRV can be measured reliably using commodity smartwatches (Morresi et al., 2020). 

There is evidence that HRV is correlated with self-control, with higher HRV being 

associated with greater self-control (Zahn et al., 2016). These examples show how sensor 

information could improve data tracking and further reduce the need for self-report data. 

5.2 Digital Self-Control Tools: Challenges and Future Directions 

The second research aim of this thesis was to explore the ways in which digital tools 

can alleviate the problems of media multitasking in academic learning. The survey of 

existing self-control tool research and use was the topic of the Papers 3 and 4. Akin to the 

considerations on tracking, it became apparent that more consideration of the context is a 

crucial factor that is missing for DSCTs, both in research and in actual interventions. 

Different motivations for media use favor different interventions. This became 

particularly clear for habitual distractions, for which tools without restrictions are of little 

help. However, it is not only external factors that favor a particular DSCTs. Different 

preferences are also a factor that should not be neglected. What one person finds helpful -  
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another finds annoying. And even within one person, the preference for different 

interventions can vary.  

One fundamental aspect of DSCT use during academic learning that Paper 4 revealed 

was that a sizable part of students used their DSCTs only during stressful phases, for 

instance exam preparation periods. Afterwards, they stop using their tool5. People are 

certainly different, and some are critical of their media consumption in general and may 

thus want to reduce it all the time (Lukoff et al., 2018). For many students, however, the 

demand for a DSCT is temporary.  

Both Paper 3 and Paper 4 also revealed that restrictive tools are not universally 

applicable in academic learning scenarios. When the distractions occur on dual purpose 

platforms, access to them cannot be prevented, as that would also entail preventing access 

to learning content. 

Besides DSCTs, there is another way digital tools can support self-control: habit 

formation. Paper 5 explored the implementation intention strategy in app-based habit 

building. On the one hand, the study showed that adding more fun input modalities creates 

a higher motivation to continue using the app. But most importantly, it showed that there 

are often no one-size-fits-all solutions, and the exciting potential of technology-based 

interventions is in a high degree of individualization. 

5.2.1 The Challenge of Context for DSCTs 

The observation from Paper 4 that DSCTs are often used only for stressful phases is 

consistent with other observations (Lyngs et al., 2022), but it is not consistent with the way 

DSCTs are often studied. The review from Paper 3 revealed that study outcomes rarely 

considered these different demands, such as an upcoming exam phase. Thus, it once again 

becomes apparent that consideration of the context is central, and studies with DSCTs that 

do not consider the context of media use are at risk of reaching incorrect conclusions about 

their effects. For instance, consider that a student intentionally takes a break. Media use 

during this period may not necessarily be a self-control failure and preventing it could lead 

to more stress for the learner (Mark et al., 2018).  

Contextual differences not only affect the interpretation of study results but may also 

influence the type of DSCT that should be considered appropriate. As shown in Paper 4, 

                                                 
5
 While cramming before an exam may not be the best learning strategy (Dunlosky et al., 2013), helping 

students to suffer less while cramming is still a worthwhile goal. 
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there are significant differences between individuals in their preference for self-control 

tools. For example, students whose media use was strongly habitual found more restrictive 

tools to be more effective than self-monitoring tools. Although the cross-sectional design 

of the study did not allow us to examine the influence of internal states such as motivation 

and fatigue on the effectiveness of DSCTs, it is likely that such states also played a role. 

5.2.2 The Challenging Balance of Restrictions 

Paper 3 noted that DSCTs tended to be more effective when they used restrictions or 

sanctions that the users could not easily deactivate or circumvent. This observation was 

particularly evident in studies that directly manipulated the circumvention difficulty, where 

increased effort led to greater effectiveness (J. Kim et al., 2019). Conversely, interventions 

with minimal restrictiveness, such as merely visualizing usage times, often had no impact 

on reducing distractions (Foulonneau et al., 2016). However, it would be short-sighted to 

claim that more restrictive interventions are always better. While less restrictive was, on 

average, less effective, not every user is an average user. Once again, this observation also 

makes sense from the perspective that media multitasking is not always equally distracting. 

Sometimes, self-control capacity is high, and a small reminder can be enough, but in other 

moments, something highly restrictive like a blocker is necessary to stop the distraction.  

Highly restrictive interventions also have problems with user acceptance when they 

limit users' autonomy too much (Lyngs et al., 2022). Reduced acceptance might lead to 

complete abandonment of a tool. Against this background, the aim should be to use fully 

restrictive interventions only when they are necessary. Another argument against imposing 

blanket restrictions is that they are not feasible on some of the widely used dual purpose 

platforms.  

5.2.3 The Challenge of Dual-Purpose Platforms 

Dual purpose platforms serve both entertainment and educational purposes and when 

restrictions prevent access to these platforms, users might perceive restrictions as too 

excessive. Consider video platforms such as YouTube that can be a significant source of 

digital distractions and also provide instructional videos (e.g., Aldallal et al., 2019; Jaffar, 

2012), or social media and social networking platforms that help as a communication tool 

for academic discussions (e.g., McPherson et al., 2015; Tartari, 2015). As revealed by the 

qualitative statements in Paper 4, completely blocking access to these platforms is not 

feasible for everyone. Learners from this category face a dilemma when attempting to 
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manage their digital distractions while maintaining focus on their studies. On the one hand, 

they need to access educational content on these platforms. On the other hand, they must 

also manage the distractions that accompany them.  

One suggested solution to this dilemma are the feature modification tools, which are 

designed to reduce distractions on a platform while still allowing access to its content. 

They leave core functionality of platforms intact and remove only those parts that a user 

would consider most distracting. This redesign of platforms has proven successful in 

studies with changed user interfaces of platforms like Twitter (Zhang et al., 2022), 

Facebook (Lyngs et al., 2020), or YouTube (Lukoff et al., 2023). In all these studies, 

addictive and distracting aspects such as news feeds or content recommendations were 

removed. This gave users more agency, while retaining the option to visit a platform for a 

specific purpose (Lukoff et al., 2023). Findings from Paper 4 showed that users who have 

experience with feature removal tools also perceived them as very beneficial. But the 

results also indicated that these tools are not widely known or used, despite their apparent 

usefulness. A lack of widespread use may stem from several reasons - these tools might 

not be adequately advertised, and some users might dislike the removal of parts of the 

platform. But there is also the fundamental constraint that the commonly used techniques 

of feature modification are not applicable to mobile devices.  

Feature modification tools that are browser extensions overwhelmingly rely on the fact 

that websites are HTML-based6, and manipulate the content client-side with JavaScript 

and CSS rules. Thereby, these tools can easily change or hide parts of a website, and, e.g., 

remove elements that are particularly distracting. Browser extensions make this process 

straightforward for websites. For mobile apps, however, these content modifications are 

far from trivial. Modifying existing mobile apps, which are compiled binaries, is a 

complex process that involves altering the app's source code and rebuilding it before 

installation. Even just installing a modified app outside of the app store ecosystem is 

challenging for casual users, and the process is associated with a host of potential 

problems, up to bricking the devices (Datta et al., 2022). Consequently, feature 

modification tools are barely available on smartphones.  

                                                 
6 There are exceptions like interfaces that are drawn purely in Canvas or in WebGL 
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5.2.4 Future Direction: Screen Space Feature Modification 

Interventions such as “GreaseTerminator”, which applies feature modifications within 

screen space, present a potential solution to the limitations for feature modification tools 

(Datta et al., 2022). Akin to the screenomics approach, the GreaseTerminator app streams 

the smartphone screen to a server backend which classifies the visible content. Beyond 

only classifying the content, GreaseTerminator also detects areas of the screen which are 

supposed to be affected by an intervention, for example areas that are particularly 

distracting and should therefore be hidden for the user. For these areas, the backend sends 

the information about these areas back to the device which then renders an overlay in the 

respective areas on top of the original content. Thus, on-screen content can be effectively 

hidden from the user.  

This approach could function across all apps and even cater to the demands of 

challenging dual-purpose platforms. In addition to the relative platform independence, an 

exciting aspect of this approach is that it could theoretically react very dynamically to the 

content on screen. Such an approach could deal with very challenging cases like group 

chats, where distracting messages (e.g., those containing entertaining images) could be 

hidden, while information regarding the learning materials should remain visible. Of 

course, this approach will only work if the screen content classification works reliably. In 

the previous sections on screen content classification, I have already discussed that there is 

still some additional effort to be invested in this area. 

5.2.5 The Challenges of App-Based Habit Building 

Artificial restrictions like completely removing content are not the only way to 

approach the problem of digital distractions. This is especially true when we consider that 

distractions most frequently arise from the smartphone (Dontre, 2021) and that the 

smartphone is just one type of device that students use. In fact, students often prefer to 

study on their laptops rather than on their smartphones (Learning Innovation, 2022). Thus, 

while students might not be able to get rid of all their digital devices in their learning 

environments, they might at least be able to temporarily rid themselves of the most 

distracting one. For that purpose, beneficial smartphone habits, such as placing the 

smartphone in different rooms, can be helpful (Troll et al., 2020). Instead of only relying 

on the crutches of restrictions, support for self-control could also entail building these 

habits. The benefit is that habits are potentially longer lasting and do not interfere with the 
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autonomy of a user in the same way as a restrictive DSCT. However, this benefit comes at 

the cost of a process that takes time (Lally et al., 2010). App-based habit building, with its 

ideas from the area of digital behavior change interventions (DBCI), aims to help motivate 

and sustain this process (Pinder et al., 2018).  

Paper 5 investigated ways to improve the implementation intention strategy for app-

based habit building by utilizing lessons from the DBCI literature. In particular, the study 

highlighted the importance of taking care to make apps not only usable, but also joyful to 

use. The emoji-activity that we designed specifically for the app was perceived as more 

enjoyable to use and it was the activity that the participants would prefer to use more in the 

future. Further analysis of the dataset has also shown that this increased enjoyment results 

in an increased intention to use  of the app (Amaefule et al., 2023). The limitation to the 

interpretation of the results from Paper 5 against the background of the digital distractions 

discussed here is that it was not explicitly about media use habits. The paper dealt with the 

preliminary stage of habit building itself, i.e., planning. However, this does not mean that 

the results are not applicable to the area of media multitasking. If planned habits are 

generally easier to put into practice, then this presumably also applies to such habits as 

smartphone placement. However, this assumption must be validated in future studies.  

5.2.6 Future Direction: Context-Aware Triggers for Individualized DSCTs 

Another crucial point that emerged in Paper 5 was that not all children benefited equally 

from the emoji activity. This result highlights that there is no one-size-fits-all approach, 

and that individualized solutions, which adapt to preferences of the individual, but also to 

their changing circumstances, are required. In principle, digital applications can be readily 

personalized. Activating or deactivating functionality via a trigger is an everyday task in 

user-facing software and has also been tried for DSCTs. The use of different features was7 

at the core of “HabitLab” (Kovacs et al., 2018, 2019). It had a variety of features such as 

timers, blockers, or feature removal functionality for different websites, and only used a 

subset of those at a time. In a study which compared a random rotation between different 

features with a static selection of features, the rotation was more effective, but it also led to 

more users quitting the tool (Kovacs et al., 2018).  

Instead of randomly selecting features, it would therefore make sense for an adaptive 

DSCT to activate features deliberately. The major difficulty, however, is recognizing when 

                                                 
7 As of this writing, the project unfortunately appears abandoned. 
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the trigger should be activated. There is an opportunity here to draw on the findings of the 

previous chapters on tracking. After all, context awareness could provide the triggers 

needed to activate features. 

Limited forms of context-aware activation are already part of several commercial tools, 

most prominently in Apple’s “Focus” app or the “Digital Wellbeing” app by Google. Both 

tools can activate restrictions based on the time of day or the location of the user. There are 

also a handful of studies which investigated context-aware activation, with triggers based 

on the time of day (Löchtefeld et al., 2013), the location detected in a classroom (I. Kim et 

al., 2017) or the detection of longer periods without movement (I. Kim et al., 2018). 

Insights on the actual effectiveness of a context-aware activation, however, remain sparse. 

Only the “Let’s FOCUS” study (I. Kim et al., 2017) compared context-aware activation 

with manual activation, and found that the participants preferred a location-based 

activation prompt over a time-based one. Other important questions, such as whether 

context-awareness leads to more sustained use of DSCTs, and whether it can prevent user 

attrition, remain, thus far, unanswered.  

It is also uncertain whether context-awareness solely based on fixed times or locations 

can comprehensively accommodate the diverse and complex circumstances inherent to the 

learning process. An automatic activation during lecture time or when entering a classroom 

is certainly expedient for the part of learning that occurs within these dedicated locations, 

but a student studying at home might not want their restrictions activated every time they 

arrive at home. Neither does every student have a fully regular study schedule that would 

allow a recurring time-based trigger (Evans et al., 2017; Sher et al., 2022). Being able to 

study effectively at home is essential, not least with the increase of distance learning and 

concepts such as flipped classrooms (Akçayır & Akçayır, 2018), and context-aware 

triggers should be able to handle these realities of academic learning. 

A next step for context-aware activation could involve the detection of learning 

activities from Paper 1. As learning materials become increasingly digital, a student's 

activity on learning materials could serve as a contextual trigger to activate restrictions. 

This approach could reduce the need for users to frequently activate and deactivate their 

tools manually. Combined with the previously proposed solutions for dealing with 

platform restrictions, these improvements to self-control tools would have the potential to 

provide significantly better self-control support during learning. 
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6 Conclusion 

This thesis aimed to explore how technology can address digital distractions in 

academic learning through improvements to media tracking and digital self-control tools. 

For tracking purposes, a stronger consideration of the contextual factors is necessary to 

advance insights into media multitasking. The fragmented digital platforms and the 

multitude of possible influencing factors require dedicated tracking approaches. This thesis 

presented and discussed an approach for tracking that addresses many of these issues.  

For the topic of digital self-control tools, this thesis has shown that it is important to 

choose the right self-control feature from the many available, taking into account the 

specific requirements and constraints of the learning situation and the individual learner. 

It has been shown that this fit between tools, users and situation is not always right. 

More individualization and adaptation of self-control features to the users and their 

situation is needed so that the tools can have their full effect without overburdening or 

frustrating the users. This observation reveals a connection between both topics of this 

thesis. The insights gained from tracking of the context have the potential to serve as a 

basis for improved individualization of self-control tools. 

However, for context-aware individualization to succeed, various challenges still need 

to be solved. Some of these are technical, such as the automatic recognition of internal 

states, or the fragmented and closed digital ecosystems of operating systems. This thesis 

highlighted promising research that is advancing these issues, and for some of these 

challenges, this thesis could directly contribute to the solution. 

And these solutions are still urgently needed because digital distractions are 

unquestionably a challenge that - unless profound legislative or societal changes emerge - 

is more likely to increase than decrease. The digital products of the attention economy will 

continue to do everything they can to compete for users' gazes. Fortunately, it also turns 

out that software has the potential to solve at least some of the problems it creates. 
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Abstract 

Learners use digital media during learning for a variety of reasons. Sometimes 

media use can be considered “on-task,” e.g., to perform research or to 

collaborate with peers. In other cases, media use is “off-task,” meaning that 

learners use content unrelated to their current learning task. Given the well-

known problems with self-reported data (incomplete memory, distorted 

perceptions, subjective attributions), exploring on-task and off-task usage of 

digital media in learning scenarios requires logging activity on digital devices. 

However, we argue that logging on- and off-task behaviour has challenges that 

are rarely addressed. First, logging must be active only during learning. Second, 

logging represents a potential invasion of privacy. Third, logging must incorporate 

multiple devices simultaneously to take the reality of media multitasking into 

account. Fourth, logging alone is insufficient to reveal what prompted learners to 

switch to a different digital activity. To address these issues, we present a 

contextually activated logging system that allows users to inspect and annotate 

the observed activities after a learning session. Data from a formative study show 

that our system works as intended, and furthermore supports our assumptions 

about the diverse intentions of media use in learning. We discuss the implications 

for learning analytics. 

 

• Notes for Practice 

• Activities on digital devices are an integral part of daily learning, but there is 

insufficient ecologically valid data on digital device use during learning. 

• Existing tracking solutions are often insufficient because they do not allow 

contextualization of the log data to the learning context and to the multi-

device realities of academic learning. 

• Our system addresses these issues and allows for the creation of rich data that 

combines user annotations and logging contextualized to learning activities. 
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1. Introduction 

Personal digital devices are an essential part of learning in the 21st century. Their 
use for learning has become ubiquitous and indispensable, but they can also 
substantially interfere with learning goals. Problematic media use is a growing 
concern, particularly for some highly vulnerable populations (Sohn et al., 2019). 
This calls for increased research into the phenomenon and possible solutions. 

Media use during learning can be described as the use of media for either on-
task or off-task purposes (Liu et al., 2021; Wood & Zivcakova, 2015). On-task use 
aims to support the learning process. Examples include researching a topic, 
watching a lecture video, or collaborating online. On the other hand, digital media 
can be used in a variety of ways that having nothing to do with the task at hand: 
Playing a video game, using social media, or surfing news sites can distract learners 
by providing alternative, potentially more enjoyable activities. Of course, these 
activities are only a problem if they interfere with personal goals or well-being, 
which is indeed often the case: Media use that interrupts learning is widespread 
(Calderwood et al., 2014), is associated with worse academic performance (e.g., 
Jamet et al., 2020; Masood et al., 2020; Patil et al., 2019), and has negative effects on 
various markers of well-being and mental health (Demirci et al., 2015; Sohn et al., 
2019). It, therefore, makes a difference to the interpretation of device usage data 
whether someone is learning or just enjoying their free time. During learning, it also 
makes a difference whether someone is using a device to support learning or to 
distract themselves. The ability to make these distinctions is necessary to answer 
several questions in the field of technology-enhanced learning. The mental costs of 
task-switching have been well documented in the fields of cognition and 
neuroscience (e.g., Fischer & Plesow, 2015; Jeong & Hwang, 2016; Parry & le Roux, 
2019). However, our research aims to expand our understanding of why and how 
task-switching occurs (e.g., Liu et al., 2021; Do nmez & Akbulut, 2021; Baumgartner 
& Wiradhany, 2022) and its potential impact on the overall learning process. 

Fundamental questions about the use of media for learning are still unresolved. 
For example, while there are laboratory studies that capture the extent and patterns 
of media use during learning (Calderwood et al., 2014; Rosen et al., 2013), there is a 

lack of objective data on how this behaviour occurs while learning at home (Wang 
et al., 2015). This includes questions about how often and how long learners switch 
to off-task content, which content is involved, how it affects learning outcomes, and 
if behaviour can be classified as modern (post-pandemic) learning strategies 
(Popławska et al., 2021; Beuckels et al., 2021). There is also the open question of 
when and how a switch to learning-relevant content can lead to learners losing 
sight of their actual goal and becoming engaged in off-task content. Such questions 
have direct relevance to course design considerations. For example, if it becomes 
apparent that links to external websites such as YouTube lead to a loss of 
engagement, then a stronger effort can be made to avoid this. 

Another area where a distinction between on- and off-task use could contribute 
is digital self-control tools, which are apps and programs designed to prevent 
distractions from digital media by, for example, blocking distracting websites. These 
tools should only be active during learning, and they should not interfere with on-
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task media use for learning purposes, or during leisure time (Lyngs et al., 2020). 
The fact that most tools cannot make this distinction is a drawback to their 
adoption, and users stop using them even though they are actually helpful (Lyngs et 

al., 2022). It is an important and open question whether it is possible to develop 

tools that can make the distinction between off-task distractions and leisure time 
use (Biedermann et al., 2021). 

To gain insight into the behaviours associated with on- or off-task media usage, 
the challenge is to record activities as accurately as possible, while at the same time 
knowing the motive behind each of them. Yet, almost all of what we know about 
media use during learning comes from studies that either use self-reports, which 
provide aggregations over longer periods of time, or from observations in the 
classroom (Jamet et al., 2020) or in a monitored learning environment (Calderwood 
et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2021). Both types of obtaining data about media use have 
severe limitations. 

Observation studies are costly and time consuming, both for the researchers and 
for the participants. Furthermore, they lack external validity as they do not provide 
the possibility to observe behaviour in the field, for instance, learning at home. As a 
result, most studies use self-reporting, even though self-reporting of media use has 
been repeatedly shown to be highly inaccurate. A review and meta-analysis by 
Parry et al. (2021) found that self-reported and logged media use correlate only 
moderately. These results can be attributed to various aspects biasing the reliability 
of self-reported media use. For example, explicit awareness and memory are 
limited, and arguably particularly so for habitual behaviour (Sniehotta & Presseau, 
2012). Thus, recalling all the apps and websites that one has used throughout a 
longer time span is particularly challenging. For instance, a self-report about media 
usage during one lecture (Jamet et al., 2020) covers a range of more than an hour, a 
time span during which typically dozens of different digital activities occur, 
potentially on many devices simultaneously (May & Elder, 2018). 

Automatic logging of device activity can provide the means to avoid the 
limitations of direct observations and self-reports. However, there are challenges to 
this type of data collection, both technically and fundamentally. For example, when 
we are interested in the internal states of a learner — their goals and intentions 
that drive their media use, i.e., in the distinction between on-task and off-task 
behaviour — then logs of device use can prove insufficient as well. 

Thus, to bridge the gap between the advantages of automatic logging (i.e., the 
accuracy) and self-reports (i.e., the way to obtain information about internal states), 
we present a system that uses automated logging and is enriched by user 
annotations. To delineate the need for the various components of the logging 
system, we begin by describing its requirements. 

2. Requirements for Automatic Logging of On- and Off-Task Behaviour 

A multitude of apps, browser extensions, and programs exist that log device usage 
data, some pre-installed on operating systems, to help users keep track of their 
usage times (Roffarello & De Russis, 2019). When using a logging application on a 
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single device to collect research data, the resulting data set would have several 
limitations: 1) there would be no way of telling which part of the data was 
generated during learning; 2) there would be no information about the activities on 
other devices that a user might have used at the same time; 3) the data would not 
reveal why an activity was performed. 

2.1 Accounting for the Learning Context 

Logging should only be active in the context that is the subject of the research; 
otherwise we receive a lot of data that is of no interest. Even more problematic is 
that with such data, we also don’t even know what data has been generated during 
learning in the first place. How can contextual logging be activated? The simplest 
way would be to let participants activate and deactivate the logging themselves. The 
glaring problem is that participants must remember to perform the activation and 
deactivation. If they forget to turn it on, there is no data. If they forget to turn it off, 
the data is no longer correctly contextualized. A more comfortable way would be via 
automatic context detection via sensors (Ciordas-Hertel et al., 2021). This is a 
promising avenue, but right now this is still early research that would also require 
that all participants own and wear mobile sensors like smartwatches. Another 
approach, and the one that we have chosen, is the activation through the detection 
of activity on learning materials in an online learning environment. Whenever a 
participant is active in the learning material, we can say with high confidence that 
they have an intention to learn. Once they stop their activity on the material for a 
longer time, we can infer that they have likely stopped learning. The caveat is that 
we are not able to tell whether they continued learning with materials that may not 
be part of the online learning environment, but wherever this activation is possible, 
we get data that is highly contextualized. 

2.2 Logging Multiple Data Sources 

Practically every college student owns a smartphone and many students also own a 
second device such as a notebook or tablet (Poll, 2015, p. 20). To gain insights into 
media behaviour, this circumstance must be considered. Imagine the situation 
where a student is studying and researching on a notebook while regularly 
distracting themselves with chats on their smartphone. By only logging activities on 
the notebook, we report on students who never distract themselves and only use 
media extremely diligently for learning-related activities. This leads to biases in the 
log data. 

However, we must address the fact that logging is not equally possible on all 
types of devices. Especially in the walled gardens of mobile operating systems, 
capabilities are often restricted by the system vendors, and these restrictions also 
tend to change over time. Collecting usage data may be possible in one version of an 
operating system, but not on a later version. At this point in time, logging of activity 
in the browser, on computers, and on Android devices is possible, but on iOS 
devices only vendor-provided system apps can log app usage data automatically. 

Ignoring iOS devices — which make up between a quarter and two-thirds of all 
devices — would introduce a significant bias in the data. To deal with this 
constraint, one can ask the users for “data donations” (Ohme et al., 2021). With data 
donations, participants voluntarily provide device logs to the researchers. We 
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included this data collection approach in our logging system and fused the iOS data 
donations with the data from the other data sources. 

In the study by Ohme et al. (2021), the authors report that data donations 
required technical skills from the participants, which sometimes proved limiting. 
While the concept of data donations admittedly adds friction to the process, it is 
currently the only way to obtain this data, and it also has the advantage of extending 
agency to the user while easing some of the privacy concerns. As we will argue next, 
a certain degree of interaction between the user and their logged data is necessary 
to be able to distinguish between on- or off-task device usage. 

2.3 Annotation of Recorded Data 

Many apps and websites can be used both for on- and off-task activities, but a 
simple measure of usage duration alone will be insufficient to distinguish why they 
were used. Websites such as YouTube contain entertainment, but one can also find a 
lot of high-quality learning content. Messenger apps are another example for dual 
use. They can be part of a learning process, for instance, when exchanging 
information with teachers or fellow students. On the other hand, they can be a 
source of distraction when messaging disrupts learning. In both cases, simply 
recording how often and for how long these technologies were used would not 
suffice to know whether the use should be considered on- or off-task. 

To identify whether an activity was on-task or off-task, we can either try to log 
and analyze even more data, such as keyboard inputs, and use this data to try to 
infer more context. Or we can ask the subjects to review and annotate their data. 
The former, i.e., more data collection, would entail more privacy concerns and, even 
then, there would be no guarantee that the inference would be possible. Therefore, 
and despite the shortcomings of self-reports, we see it as necessary to include a 
means of asking the users about the logged device activities. 

2.4 Privacy Considerations 

In addition to the technical requirements, there are privacy considerations. 
Although not requirements per se, considering them is still necessary. An ever-
increasing part of one’s life is managed on digital devices, and highly private 
matters like dating activities or doctor’s appointments are organized or carried out 
via digital devices. It is understandable that users are selective with whom they 
choose to share their data. One could argue that users share their data all the time, 
and with questionable parties for that matter. This appears to be true, and users on 
digital devices indeed often end up sharing much more data and information than 
they claim is acceptable (Kokolakis, 2017), a phenomenon known as the privacy 
paradox. However, this does not exempt researchers from moral and legal 
obligations, such as data minimization principles of the European General Data 
Protection Regulation. Further, the privacy paradox does not entail that privacy and 
trust are inconsequential, as the extensiveness of logging has an impact on 
acceptance and, ultimately, the willingness to participate (Drachsler & Greller, 2016; 
Lorenz et al., 2013; May & George, 2011). 

3. Implementation of the Logging System 

We addressed the challenges in the following ways: For the contextual activation, 
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our system is connected to the Moodle learning management system (LMS), where 
activity triggers the activation of the logging system. To incorporate as many data 
sources as possible, we combined automatic logging with data donations. For the 
enrichment of log-data with self-reported data annotation, we created a user-facing 
website, which gives users the opportunity to review their own data. As a backend 
to combine and process the data, we build upon the “EduTex” system (Ciordas-Hertel 

et al., 2021). The entire system is available online under https://gitlab.com/edutex. 

3.1 Accounting for the Learning Context 

To address the context, the logging was activated whenever any interactions within 
the LMS were detected via a custom plugin that logged all in-browser events like 
scrolling, clicking, and mouse movements. The logging remained active for 10 
minutes after the last interaction in the LMS was observed. If the user did not 
return to the LMS within that period, the data of this period was afterwards 
discarded as not belonging to the learning session. If the user did return within the 
10 minutes, then the data was logged as during learning. We note that these 10 
minutes are a bit arbitrary, and an investigation of the “real” break patterns can 
only occur after the fact. Indeed, investigating these kinds of break patterns is one 
of the reasons why such a logging system is necessary in the first place. Ultimately, 
we chose the duration of 10 minutes based on the fact that all videos in the course 
were shorter than 10 minutes. So, sitting perfectly still and watching the videos 
would not result in a session-break. Furthermore, 10 minutes could be 
communicated to the learners as a plausible break duration. 

3.2 Logging of Multiple Data Sources and Data Donations 

As data sources, we incorporated the browser, android devices, and iOS devices. 
Where possible, we used automatically triggered logging. For iOS, we used data 
donations. 

In the browser, we implemented logging via a browser extension for Chrome, 
Firefox, and Edge browsers. The browser extension logged the domain of the 
currently visited website, while discarding any additional information from the URL 
(i.e., it only logged “example.com” instead of “example.com/user/johndoe”). This 
was done to reduce privacy concerns because other parts of the URL, like the path 
and parameters, can contain sensitive and personally identifying information. The 
browser extension was distributed through the extension store (Chrome, Edge) and 
via a download page with instructions (Firefox). 

In the android app, a background service regularly polled the backend to check if 
it should be active according to the activation rule. While it was active, the app 
logged the package name for each app that a user opened. To access this data, the 
background service used the “UsageStatsManager” API. The app was distributed 
through the Google Play store. 

To obtain iOS usage data, we used the concept of a data donation by asking users 
to export and upload their devices “privacy report” files. This file contains app 
usage data, has exact timestamps, and can thus be contextualized to the learning 
activity. We made use of this feature and created an upload functionality where our 
users can upload their file. The backend system retrieved the app identifier and 
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timestamps from the app activity report files, and retroactively contextualized the 
app activity data to the learning session with the LMS log data from the same 
participant. 

3.3 The Annotation Page 

We created the annotation page as a separate website where participants could 
review and annotate their own activity during learning (see the screenshot in 
Figure 1). The display of activities was set up so that participants could see one 
session — defined as an activity with no break longer than 10 minutes — at a time. 
For each activity, participants were asked to annotate which need they wanted to 
fulfill with this activity. The answer options from which the participants could 
choose were “research/information,” “relaxation,” “entertainment,” “social 
interactions,” “habitual behaviour,” “I don’t want to answer,” and “other.” Following 
a uses-and-gratification-approach, answers hereby attempt to explain actions either 
through the satisfaction of needs or hoped-for benefits (Lin et al., 2014). Multiple 

selections were possible. For further contextualization of the activities, the LMS 
interactions of the participant were also displayed on the same page. The rationale 
was to support participant recall, so that they could better remember what they 
were doing and why they chose to initiate an activity. For instance, they might 
remember that they had to look up something when they were reading a text, or 
they might remember that a video was very boring and so they started chatting. 
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the annotation page that was part of a dashboard at the 
end of the course. 

3.4 Backend System 

The backend system stored, fused, and filtered the various data sources, and 
managed the activation of the logging where applicable. Upon request from the 
annotation page, the backend calculated sessions according to the activity in the 
LMS. All the activity within that time frame was processed as belonging to that 
session. Apps and web pages like empty tabs, launchers, or system processes were 
filtered out at this stage because they are only intermediate or sub-activities to the 
actual activities. The backend also performed data processing for presentation 
purposes. The logs originally contained package names (e.g., 
“com.google.android.gm” instead of “Gmail”) or the domain of a website. The 
backend tried to obtain user-friendly display names and icons for each activity 
before showing them to the user. This information was not obtainable directly from 
the logs, so we used a mixture of public APIs (for websites and iOS apps) and 
commercial APIs (for Android apps) to obtain this information on the fly. 
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4. Formative Study Using the Logging System 

We deployed the system as part of a study on the use of trace data in learning. We 
use results from this study as indicators to examine how our assumptions regarding 
the contextualization, the use of multiple devices, and the annotation of data are 
supported. 

4.1 Methods 

The study took place in the last unit of an asynchronous online course for student 
teachers over a full semester. The topic of the full course was the use of digital 
media in teaching, and the topic of the last unit was learning analytics. The whole 
course was ungraded, but students received ECTS for completing it. The passing 
criterion was that participants had to answer several questions at the end of each 
course unit. Every learning unit was available for 14 days except for one that took 
place during winter break (28 days). In the last two weeks, where the study took 
place, the students were instructed to observe their own activities during learning. 
They could do so by either using the logging system, or by self-recording their 
activities in a spreadsheet. Written instructions for setting up the logging on their 
devices of choice were given at the beginning of the course. The learning materials 
consisted of two texts and two videos. After completing the learning materials in 
the course, they had access to the dashboard. Use of the dashboard was suggested, 
but not mandatory to complete the course. The students were asked for consent on 
whether their data could be used for research purposes, which was not mandatory. 
Approval was obtained from the ethics committees of the participating institutions. 
In total, 388 students were enrolled in the course for these two final weeks. Out of 
those, 297 consented to have their data used for scientific analysis. 

4.2 Results 

First, we investigated participation for the various data sources. In total, 177 out of 
the 297 participants gave their consent and recorded any activity on any data 
source. To examine the extent to which the integration of different data sources 
played a role, we look at which data sources recorded activities. The most recorded 
data source was the browser (119), followed by iOS (75) and Android (26). The 
majority (135) recorded activity only on one data source, while 41 participants 
recorded the activity of two data sources, and one participant recorded activity on 
three different data sources. Sixty-two participants decided to use the self-report, 
which we are not analyzing here. 

Regarding the contextual activation, we reviewed the activities that the system 
recorded during the learning sessions. Across all data sources of all consenting 
participants, 1387 activities were recorded. On average, each participant had 8.11 
activities (SD = 9.10) recorded. From the recorded activities, 1031 were annotated 
by 163 participants (92%). We cannot know if there were activities that were 
incorrectly contextualized, but neither in the support forum nor in direct messages 
to the course administrators was there any mention of such an issue. 

As an indicator for privacy concerns, we looked at the annotations where a 
participant chose “Don’t want to answer.” This option was chosen for 34 activities 
from 17 different participants. We checked whether those participants simply 
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labelled all their activities as “Don’t want to answer.” This was not the case, and only 
one of the participants annotated all activities with “Don’t want to answer,” 
suggesting that participants made this choice very deliberately. 

To explore if device usage includes both on-task and off-task purposes, we 
counted how often participants selected the annotation “Research.” This was the 
most common annotation overall (n = 514, 49.85%), especially in the browser (n = 
329, 79.85%). For the other data sources, the annotations were more evenly 
distributed (see Figure 2). The browser results show a limitation of our logging 
approach: While the browser extension was capable of recording individual 
websites, this was not possible in the case of mobile browser apps. That is, 
whenever someone used the browser, the system logged only that the browser app 
was used in general, but not which website was accessed. Thus, the level of detail 

regarding the websites that participants accessed was lower on mobile devices than 
on the browser extension. 

 

Figure 2. Percentage of the category selected as annotation, differentiated between browsers and mobile devices. 

We also checked how often the participants annotated the same activity as used 
both for on-task and off-task purposes. For on-task activities, we used only the 
“research” annotation, and for off-task all annotations that were not “research,” 
“don’t want to answer,” or “other.” We grouped the activities into the categories 
“browser,” “search engine,” “email,” “video platform,” “image platform,” 
“messenger,” “note taking,” “social media,” and “other” (see Figure 3). In the “other” 
group were apps that we observed only once or twice in total. The results show that 
24 different activities share both on- and off-task labels. The ratios differ strongly; 
for instance, the participants annotated browser apps in only 7% of the cases as off-
task, while messenger apps and websites were annotated as off-task in 81% of the 
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cases. 

 

Figure 3. Categories of digital activities annotated by users as both on-task and off-task. 

We know that self-report data becomes less accurate the longer the time 
between the event and the report. Thus, we looked at the time between the activity 
and the annotation of the activity. On average, the time difference was 12 hours and 
58 minutes (SD = 39 hours and 31 minutes). A small number of outliers skew this 
time difference, with a maximum of 292 hours and 31 minutes between activity and 
annotation. Looking at percentiles, we see that most annotations were much closer 
to the activity: 50% of the activities were annotated less than 50 minutes after their 
enactment, 75% of the activities in 1 hour and 38 minutes or less, and 99% in 20 
hours and 31 minutes or less. 

5. Discussion 

We argued that the logging of digital activities is only capable of distinguishing 
between on- and off-task activities during learning if the following requirements 
are met. The logging system must be active in the context of the learning, and it 
must be aware of the times where learning starts, and where it ends. Furthermore, 
logging must be possible from multiple devices at the same time, to account for the 
fact that learners today usually own and use more than one device. Finally, the 
system must be able to distinguish between on- and off-task activities. The results 
of our study support all these assumptions, and they show that our system can 
capture these differences. 

5.1 Participation Across Data Sources 

The high variation of activities across data sources underlines that capturing only a 
single data source would be insufficient. In our dataset, only a few people logged 
activities on more than one device. Since we did not ask for reasons for not 
choosing more than one data source, we can only guess the reasons. In some cases, 
it might be that there was simply no activity on a second device. However, it is also 
very likely that many participants were simply not willing to put in the effort 
required (Ju rgens et al., 2020; Makhortykh et al., 2022). Interestingly, the 
participation rate of iOS users was more than double than that of android users. 
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This indicates either a highly skewed sample or that the friction of using this 
external app was higher than it was for the data donation (Ohme et al., 2021). 
Another observation regarding participation rates was that the highest rate was 
with the browser extension, where the installation was very fast and simple — just 
two clicks and no login. Another possible interpretation is that participants 
perceived the content of their smartphone to be more privacy sensitive. An 
investigation into these reasons remains an important future step because, as we 
highlighted, some inference on the data is only possible when the activity is logged 
across all user devices. 

5.2 Annotations and the Distinction Between On- and Off-Task Activities 

The annotations showed that both on- and off-task activities occur during learning; 
in several cases, the same digital activity was used in both contexts. The data 
annotation is also the part of the system with the most leeway and opportunities for 
adjustments to different research questions. In the formative study, the goal was to 
evaluate a uses and gratification approach, and the labels that participants could 
choose from reflected this. Studies with other research questions should 
consequently offer other labels as choices. This also goes hand in hand with how 
much information is presented to users. While in our study, several activities were 
summarized on one page (for example, displaying only “Wikipedia” instead of 
listing all Wikipedia pages accessed), in other studies it might be necessary to list 
the information in more detail. Of course, such adaptations also result in new 
requirements for participants. 

Without the user annotations, the distinction into on- and off-task activities would 
hardly be possible. We therefore see the step of data annotation as unavoidable, but 
we must nevertheless note that they demand a great deal of effort from the 
learners. This consideration comes on top of the general ethical considerations 
surrounding the collection of data in learning environments (Drachsler & Greller, 

2016; Slade & Prinsloo, 2013). This is a difficult dilemma to resolve, and we would 

like to emphasize above all that we consider transparency and voluntariness to be 
essential. We as researchers should always consider how we can minimize negative 
consequences for participants. 

5.3 Contextual Activation 

The contextual activation worked well but relies on the availability of learning 
materials in an online learning environment and the modification of that 
environment to trigger activation. It is also important to consider how to obtain 
contextualized data when the learning content is not available in a modifiable LMS 
such as Moodle, and accordingly one does not have an automatic trigger available. If 
automatic activation through an online learning environment is not possible, 
manual activation should be the preferred method. This would leave learners in 
charge of starting the logging process, which can lead to biases due to interpersonal 
differences, such as between more and less successful self-regulated learners. In 
future, the differences between manual and automatic activation should be 
evaluated. In this context, there are also promising research approaches to 
automatic context recognition that could trigger logging in the future; future studies 
could evaluate how well these methods are suited to the task (Ciordas-Hertel et al., 
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2021; Laput & Harrison, 2019). 

5.4 Potential for Educational Technologies and Learning Analytics 

By combining LMS trace data with device activity data, we can gain insights that 
may not be possible with LMS data alone. If we consider that any activity on digital 
devices leads to a break in interactions in the LMS, we can see that our system could 
help to shed more light on inactivity behaviour in general. This could, for instance, 
help to further improve the calculation of the highly relevant time-on-task indicator. 
Time-on-task can be calculated differently depending on how sequences of 
inactivity are interpreted (Kovanović et al., 2015; Leinonen et al., 2022) but breaks in 

the interactions still present a challenge. A break in the activity stream could mean 
that a student was taking notes (i.e., more time spent engaged with the task) or that 
a student was using their smartphone (i.e., less time spent engaged with the task). 
With our data, one could investigate these break patterns and try to determine 
when a sequence of inactivity should actually mean more time-on-task, and when it 
should be subtracted. 

Looking at interaction data in the context of other media activities also allows us 
to look for direct connections between the two. We could, for example, examine 
whether there are click- or scroll-level interaction patterns in the LMS that indicate 
an imminent (off-task) disengagement on a digital device. These relationships 
between user interaction patterns and states of disengagement have been studied 
previously (e.g., Dias da Silva & Postma, 2020; Thorpe et al., 2022), and experimental 

studies have shown that switching between media is heralded several seconds in 
advance by physiological signals such as skin conductance (Yeykelis et al., 2014). As 

such, one could investigate if and how interactions like mouse movements or 
scrolling patterns in an LMS can also predict switching to off-task activities. If it is 
possible to find interaction patterns that temporally precede off-task behaviour, one 
could conceive early interventions that might help learners stay on-task, for 
example by warning them of their loss of attention early on. It is not clear whether 
something like this can be implemented in practice, as it depends on whether this 
temporal prediction is possible at all. However, there are also practical 
implementations that we consider directly feasible. 

Temporal prediction, however, might not even be necessary to improve already 
existing digital self-control tools like website blockers. The learning activity triggers 
could be directly linked to and activated by these tools only during learning, thus 
avoiding the shortcomings of current tools, which do not distinguish between 
learning and leisure activities. Without this distinction, users must micromanage 
their self-control tools, and turn them on and off, depending on whether they are 
learning or not. Human habits, conveniences, and forgetfulness can then lead to 
abandonment of any self-control tool altogether. With automatic activation based 
on learning activity, this burden could be removed. 

5.5 Limitations of the Data and Other Opportunities for Future Work 

The use of our system resulted in a very rich and contextualized dataset, but there 
is still room for improvement. The annotations were not always temporally close to 
the logged behaviour and thus the risk of inaccurate recall remained (Schwarz, 
2007; Tourangeau, 2000). Furthermore, despite our efforts to improve the self-
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report annotations through the contextualized activities, we must assume that 
weaknesses of self-reports are still present, such as social desirability and biased 
post-hoc attributions. We have no way of investigating how prominent these were 
in our dataset, but there is little reason to assume that they would not be present. 
Future studies could experiment with asking participants more frequently to self-
report their annotations, e.g., by making use of experience sampling. In general, we 
relied on proxy indicators for on- versus off-task activities. Especially the “research” 
annotation is subject to interpretation. For instance, participants could have 
interpreted it as “researching what movie to watch later.” We still expect that 
participants interpreted the annotations mostly as intended, but we cannot be 
completely certain about that. 

In our study, we failed to ask students explicit questions about the acceptability 

of tracking and annotation efforts. For the sake of the validity and reliability of our 
proposed method, this important aspect should be given more attention in future 
studies. 

We have, thus far, also not included logging for desktop applications. This is 
important especially for games, which typically run as standalone applications on 
the computer. There is no technical obstacle to that, and it could be included in the 
system in future. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented a rationale and a system design for logging of device 
activity in educational settings to allow for the differentiation between on- and off-
task activities. Related work shows that media use can have serious adverse 
consequences, but at the same time, the methodology for researching the related 
phenomena is often inadequate. Self-reports lack accuracy, and lab studies lack 
external validity. Consequently, device use must be logged in order to draw valid 
inferences, and the design of the logging system needs to implement several key 
functionalities. 

This requires a much higher technical effort for those who want to conduct 
similar research. It is much easier to issue a questionnaire than to create and 
distribute a logging system. However, the already known shortcomings of self-
report questionnaires combined with our findings demonstrate the need for 
thoughtful collection of media use data. This is necessary because understanding 
the positive and negative effects of media use is a key area of research whose 
validity has suffered from inadequate methods. 

With our logging system, we have presented an approach to improve data quality 
by enriching log data with user annotations. Our system can capture data in a way 
that provides insights into device use during learning that would not otherwise be 
possible. With improved datasets, both basic research and concrete applications 
such as self-control tools can be advanced. 
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When reading long and complex texts, students may disengage and miss out on relevant content. In 

order to prevent disengaged behavior or to counteract it by means of an intervention, it is ideally 

detected an early stage. In this paper, we present a method for early disengagement detection that 

relies only on the classification of scrolling data. The presented method transforms scrolling data 

into a time series representation, where each point of the series represents the vertical position of 

the viewport in the text document. This time series representation is then classified using time 

series classification algorithms. We evaluated the method on a dataset of 565 university students 

reading eight different texts. We compared the algorithm performance with different time series 

lengths, data sampling strategies, the texts that make up the training data, and classification 

algorithms. The method can classify disengagement early with up to 70% accuracy. However, we 

also observe differences in the performance depending on which of the texts are included in the 

training dataset. We discuss our results and propose several possible improvements to enhance the 

method. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Reading is a central cultural technique in society that enables students to learn from written 

information. However, students will not always read through a text that is part of their curriculum 

completely. Especially in online learning scenarios in higher education, learners have a lot of 

leeway and can work on texts in a self-directed manner. Still, they may abandon a text for various 

reason even though they intended to work on it. Students might get distracted by a notification 

from their smartphone or start mind wandering and scrolling through the material without actually 

reading it [8]. Consequently, if they do not manage to return to the text and re-engage with it, they 

will miss out on course content. Accordingly, non-completion of learning materials can be 

considered as a form of behavioral disengagement. 

We use the term disengagement in this paper, whenever we refer to the behavioral disengagement 

that is observable when a student is not completing a reading assignment [5]. 
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Reading challenging texts is an integral part of many curricula [22]. However, the risk of 

disengagement increases with text length and difficulty [9]. Since it is not realistic or purposeful to 

condense all curricular content to tweet size, we need to do the best we can to support students in 

meeting reading-related learning challenges. Predicting if and when a student will struggle to 

complete their reading could facilitate the development of targeted interventions for both learners 

and instructors. For instance, if digital distractions are the culprit, the prediction of disengagement 

could improve tools that restrict access to distracting content [2]. 

However, preventive interventions are only effective if disengaged behavior can be predicted 

individually for each time a student reads a text at an early stage. Moreover, the prediction should 

be possible based purely on easily generated observational data, such as trace data. Otherwise, it is 

hardly applicable in practice. Previous work has shown that the potential exists. In this paper, we 

contribute to the prediction of disengagement by presenting a method for the temporal prediction 

of disengagement based on scrolling data. 

1.1 Related Work 

There have been attempts to predict behavior related to behavioral disengagement based on 

trace data with machine learning models. The models classify whether a set of interactions belongs 

to the class of those students who completely read a text or not. In the studies by Cocea and 

Weibelzahl [6] and Mills et al. [17], the text content was distributed across several pages and the 

classification models used this information as an essential feature. The page-based approach could 

predict the completion of the latter pages from interactions with earlier pages with above-chance 

accuracy. However, this approach is only applicable if a text is presented on several pages. 

Especially in online settings, texts often must be scrolled from top to bottom because they do not 

fit on a single screen, as it is the case in our data set. Consequently, models which rely on a 

measurable page transition cannot be applied. 

An almost universally available feature is the time-on-task on the text [6, 18]. For our study, we 

define time-on-task as the time it takes for a student to work on a text. The rationale behind using 

time-on-task is that there is an expected reading time for a text based on its characteristics (e.g., its 

length and difficulty). Accordingly, more complex texts should result in more time that the reader 

spends on them [10]. Using time-on-task as an indicator for text completion has the advantage that 

it can be derived purely from trace data. Human observation is not required. However, it can still 

be subject to distortions, such as excessive idle time on texts, which can artificially inflate time-on-

task [12]. Imagine a student opening their text, then going away for 15 minutes. The time on the 

text will indicate that they spent 15 minutes on their reading assignment, while it was actually 

much less. Another crucial disadvantage is that time-on-task can only be utilized after the reader 

has stopped interacting with the task and can thus not be used to predict the behavior. 

1.2 This Study 
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In this study, we take an approach that relies purely on trace data captured during the reading 

task to classify whether early interactions will result in disengagement. Our method aims to 

achieve this classification while the learner is still working on the document that contains the text. 

We utilize scrolling trace data as the feature to predict disengagement. When navigating on a 

document larger than the available space on the screen, scrolling is necessary to change the 

position of the currently visible area. This visible area is called the viewport. If you read this text 

on a digital device that is not large enough to display the whole text at once, there is a reasonable 

chance that you scroll your viewport through the document in order to read everything. 

From the viewport data, it is possible to infer user attention on a document with comparable 

performance to the use of eye-tracking [11, 13, 14, 20]. This can be achieved by using the viewport 

scrolling data to infer the time spent on individual parts of the document instead of just capturing 

the time a student spends on the entire document as it is done in time-on-task approaches. 

However, with both time-on-task and viewport approaches, we cannot determine whether students 

were reading attentively and processing the text. But we can determine whether individual sections 

of the text were visible on the screen at least long enough to make in-depth reading possible. We 

use this potential and derive an indicator that tells us whether a reader is likely to completely have 

read a text. Similar to time-on-task, this indicator is available only after the reader has left the text, 

and thus we use it only as the class label for the classification task. 

The actual data we classify is the vertical scrolling position of the viewport. We interpret the 

viewport’s vertical position as a function of time and thus convert it into a time series 

representation (see figure 1). This representation can be obtained at any time and is continuously 

updated while the reader still interacts with the text. Compared to global features (e.g., the average 

scrolling acceleration across the whole interaction), the time series representation preserves 

temporal relationships and patterns in the data. 

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of how viewport data is transformed into its time series representation. At fixed 

intervals, the position of the top of the viewport is sampled in relation to the document. 

1.3 Time Series Classification 
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Time series classification differs from traditional classification tasks because the features in time 

series are often highly correlated, and the ordering of features is relevant. Numerous algorithms 

have been developed and refined for this task. They perform differently depending on the 

discriminatory features they use to assign a class to a time series. For example, the discriminatory 

features might be equally distributed over the whole time series, repeating or not, and so forth. The 

review article of Bagnall et al. [1] reports details regarding the taxonomy of classification 

algorithms. 

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no prior work that attempts to classify time series 

representations of scrolling data. Thus, this study seeks to show new ways to make use of this data 

by exploring several aspects of this approach and evaluating the method on a dataset from a natural 

online learning setting. 

In the following sections, we first describe the method of converting scrolling data to its time 

series representation and deriving the disengagement criterion. Next, we evaluate how our method 

performs on our dataset. We describe the manipulation of several aspects of the data and the 

algorithm selection to identify the strengths and weaknesses of our method. 

2 DATASET AND PREPROCESSING 

2.1 Dataset 

The data for the study was acquired from a semester-long, fully online Moodle course from two 

German universities. The course topic was the use of digital media in education, and the course 

was designed for pre-service teachers. It consisted of five course units, each one available for two 

weeks. Every course unit contained several learning materials and could be accessed by the 

students at any time during the respective time of availability. There was a total of 16 texts and five 

videos as learning materials in the course. The students could complete the materials of each unit in 

the order of their choosing. The course was not graded, but students received credit for full 

participation. We used the data of those 565 students who fully completed the course for our 

analyses. 

2.2 Data Tracking 

The data were collected with a Moodle plugin logging mouse and keyboard interactions from each 

participant during the course. Among many other interactions, the plugin also tracked the viewport 

position, width, and height in pixels three times per second. When a participant opened a course 

page in their browser and whenever they resized the browser window, the document size and the 

positions of all paragraphs in the text were logged. The maximum width of the text area was 

restricted to 900 pixels so that very wide screens would not display the full text on one page. The 

texts’ paragraphs were annotated so that each paragraph had a unique identifier. 

Only texts that were long enough so that students had to scroll to get from the start of the text to 

its end were included in the analysis. This was not the case for three of the texts in unit 3, which 

turned out to be too short. Furthermore, the tracking script was modified in the first week of the 

course, making the interactions with the five texts of the first unit unusable. Ultimately, 8 out of 

the 16 texts ended up in this analysis. As an indication of the text difficulty, we calculated the 
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Flesch Reading Ease score [21] for German texts with the textstat package. The score varied 

between 17.1 and 44.6, indicating that the texts were rather difficult (see Table 1). 

 

2.3 Segmenting the Events into Sessions 

Since each user could theoretically open a text as often as they wished, the data was segmented 

into text-sessions for each user and each text. A new text-session started whenever a user opened a 

different learning material. For example, a learner who opens the first document for 5 minutes, 

then the second document for 10 minutes, then the first document again for 10 minutes has three 

text-sessions: Two on the first document and one on the second document.  

 

Text # 
Words 

# 
Sessions 

Paragraph Ratio M 
(SD) 

Flesch 
score 

Unit2-
1 

978 507 .68 (.35) 31.7 

Unit2-
2 

966 421 .75 (.37) 32.0 

Unit2-
3 

949 429 .73 (.36) 27.9 

Unit3-
1 

664 363 .78 (.35) 44.6 

Unit3-
2 

649 341 .70 (.37) 34.2 

Unit5-
1 

1485 415 .60 (.40) 30.0 

Unit5-
2 

1340 442 .55 (.40) 25.3 

Unit5-
3 

1578 342 .60 (.35) 17.1 

Table 1. Descriptions of the texts that were part of the dataset. 

We removed text-sessions shorter than 20 seconds. These text-sessions were very short and 

included only few interaction patterns with barely any scrolling, indicating that students did not 

make serious attempts to work with the texts. 

2.4 Indicator of Disengagement 

We created a paragraph-ratio indicator for each text-session to determine whether or not students 

were disengaged in a text-session. For constructing this indicator, we first used a uniform viewport 

attention model [11] to determine whether a paragraph was visible long enough to be thoroughly 

read. A uniform attention model assumes that a reader attends to all areas of the viewport with the 

same level of attention. Although there are other models that, for example, give the center of the 

viewport a higher weight [11], we wanted to keep the model as simple as possible. 

Next, we computed the expected reading time for each paragraph as the word length divided by 

an estimate of average reading speed in words per minute (WPM). We used a value of 260 WPM 

based on the average reading speed identified for the silent reading of German texts across 13 

studies [3]. 
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Finally, the ratio of paragraphs that were visible long enough, divided by the number of 

paragraphs in the text, is the paragraph-ratio indicator for each text-session. If the paragraph-ratio-

indicator is below 1, a text-session counts as not completed. The paragraph-ratio-indicator captures 

two types of behavioral disengagement: A. scrolling over a paragraph and B. abandoning the text 

by leaving it before reaching its end. 

2.5 Time Series Representation 

To transform the scrolling data into a time series representation, we first resampled the scrolling 

data with a frequency of 1Hz, so that one data point equals one second. For example, a series 

with 30 data points is also 30 seconds long. This has the advantage that the amount of data 

becomes smaller, which positively affects the method’s time and memory requirements. Then we 

calculated the viewport document percentage at each sampling point by dividing the document 

height by the viewport top position. 

2.6 Classification Procedure 

Due to the rationale that early detection is essential for timely feedback, the classification of 

disengagement should happen as early as possible. Thus, we trained our classifiers with different 

time series lengths from the beginning of the respective session according to the following scheme: 

starting at the beginning of the session, we classified time series of increasing length, incremented 

by 10 seconds. Effectively, we classified the first 10 seconds, then the first 20 

 

 

Fig. 2. Changes in the mean paragraph ratio (left) and the number of text-sessions (right) with 

increasing time series length. 

seconds, all up to the first 150 seconds. We decided to use a maximum of 150 seconds because this 

was approximately the expected time to completely read the shortest text. 
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All programming was done in python. For the selection of algorithms, we used classifiers from 

the sktime package [15, 16], which offers state-of-the-art time series algorithms and is used in 

benchmarks of classifier performance [19]. 

2.7 Sampling and Participants 

We aimed to classify time series of different lengths to assess how early the best possible 

classification is possible. However, due to different reading speeds and the fact that readers 

disengage from the texts at different times, there are sessions shorter than the time series used for 

some classifications. For example, if the algorithm is to classify time series of length 40s, then all 

those sessions shorter than 40s are dropped from the corresponding data set. Thus, the classifier 

trained on 30s time series uses a larger data set than the classifier trained on 40s time series. 

Furthermore, the ratio of completed to uncompleted text sessions also increases, as the length of 

the text sessions increases. For the example above, we can assume that sessions shorter than 40s 

are not sufficient to completely read the text. Therefore, when we exclude shorter sessions from the 

classification, the class distribution in the data set changes. 

The impact of time series length on data set size and class distribution is depicted in Figure 2. To 

investigate the consequences of these differences, we compared two sampling strategies: a dynamic 

sampling strategy, in which the data set consists of all eligible sessions for each time series length, 

and a static sampling strategy, where the data set contains only sessions that are 150s or longer so 

that classifications for different time series lengths all use the same data. 

To address the uneven class distribution, we undersampled from the majority class such that 

there is always an even class distribution. With an even class distribution, there are less restrictions 

about the classification algorithms that can be used, as some do not work well on skewed class 

distributions. Moreover, the results are more straightforward to interpret, as we have a clear 

baseline of 50% random chance against which to compare the classifiers. To control the distortions 

due to undersampling, the classification runs ten times, each time independently sampling anew. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of different classification algorithms, from left to right: Precision, Recall, and 

Accuracy. The MiniRocket and STSF algorithms achieve the highest precision, while the 

WEASEL algorithm has the highest recall on long time series, indicating fewer false negatives. 

The y-axes are truncated below 0.2 and above 0.8 for better visibility of the differences. The 

dashed red line indicates the result of randomly guessing. The shaded areas indicate the 95% 

confidence interval. 
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3 RESULTS 

3.1 Comparison of classifiers 

We evaluated classifiers from sktime version 0.13.0. Note that we report only about those that 

performed well or are otherwise noteworthy. 

The best-performing algorithms turned out to be the kernel-based Minimally Random 

Convolutional Kernel Transform (MiniRocket) [7] and the interval-based Supervised Time Series 

Forest (STSF). In terms of accuracy, both performed within the margin of error of the other (see 

figure 3. STSF achieved higher precision (M = 0.68, SD = 0.04, Max = 0.72 at 150s, Min = 0.62 at 

20s), and MiniRocket higher recall (M = 0.64, Max = 0.67 at 70, Min = 0.59 at 20). Only in recall 

of longer time series did the dictionary-based Word Extraction for Time Series Classification 

(WEASEL) algorithm perform better than the other algorithms (Max = 0.63 at 150s). In the 

combined accuracy metric, MiniRocket and STSF are barely distinguishable. We decided to use 

MiniRocket for further analyses because it had a significantly shorter total training time (609s) 

compared to STSF (4749s). Note that for this comparison, we used the static sampling strategy. 

The comparison of both strategies will give reason for this choice. 

We compared the two sampling strategies, dynamic and static sampling (see section 2.7). With 

dynamic sampling of training data, the classification performance varies more than with static 

sampling, primarily in the recall metric (i.e., the classification results in more false negatives). This 

is illustrated in figure 4. Despite the dynamic sampling’s better maximum precision, we adopted 

the static sampling strategy for further analyses to obtain a uniform sample and higher reliability 

across all-time series length. 

To investigate the classification performance across different texts, we trained the classifier on 

the texts from two units while testing on a third. Once again, the accuracy was above chance for all 

configurations (see figure 5). The biggest difference was in the detection of false negatives (recall). 

The classification trained on unit-2 and unit-5 achieved higher recall on average (M = 0.79, SD = 

0.04) and at maximum (Max = 0.85 at 140s) than the other configurations. Conversely, classifiers 

trained on unit-2 and unit-3, and tested on unit-5 had recall values around chance levels (M = 0.51, 

SD = 0.01, Max = 0.52 at 40s, Min = 0.48 at 90s). 

 

Fig. 4. Comparison of dynamic and static sampling of training data. Note that the y-axes are 

truncated below 0.2 and above 0.8 for better visibility of the differences. The dashed red line 

indicates the result of randomly guessing. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of classification when training and testing on different texts. Note that the y-

axes are truncated below 0.2 and above 0.9 for better visibility of the differences. The dashed red 

line indicates the result of randomly guessing. 

4 DISCUSSIONS 

We explored the early detection of disengagement of long texts in online learning environments 

using time series representations of scrolling data. With state-of-the-art classification methods, we 

achieved an accuracy of up to 70%. The classifier performance is comparable to what was 

achieved in previous works that also relied purely on trace data [18]. Our method has the advantage 

that it relies only on features that are readily obtained while students work with texts. Since this 

method had not previously been explored, we looked at the effects of the classification algorithm, 

time series length, and text complexity. 

We found that the characteristics of the texts that are part of the training data have an impact on 

the classification performance. The configuration of training on texts from units 2 and 5 and testing 

on unit 3 stands out because it had the worst precision but by far the best recall performance. One 

reason could be that readers have to scroll more or less on different text lengths, thus effectively 

producing different scrolling patterns. Another explanation could be that the texts varied in 

difficulty, eventually producing different disengagement patterns. 

 

4.1 Improvements and Recommendations for Future Work 

The method presented in this study can detect disengagement behavior early in the reading process. 

Therefore, it yields a promising potential for early interventions to prevent readers from 

disengaging from a text. The peak accuracy of the classification was at 60s after the beginning of a 

text-session. Increasing the analyzed time series length beyond this did not result in further 

improvements. Nonetheless, further research is needed to extend our knowledge about and further 

improve the classification of disengagement behavior in reading tasks. We want to propose three 

promising avenues to achieve this: 1. Considering individual reading speed, 2. Exploring different 

attention distributions, 3. Improving the classification label of disengagement. 

Regarding the individual reading speed, the tracking of paragraph completion, as we presented 

it, assumes the same reading speed for everyone, while individual reading speed can vary greatly 

[3]. We considered inferring an individualized reading speed based on the students’ time on texts. 
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However, since we had no evidence of whether students actually invested the time in reading or in 

one of many other activities [4], we did not introduce this additional variability. 

With respect to the attention levels, we assumed uniform attention over the whole screen for the 

inference of attention. It might be beneficial to evaluate different models of attention, for example, 

Gaussian distributions around the center of the screen [11]. 

Finally, we expect the most significant improvements to the method to come from better 

disengagement labels, where we relied entirely on trace data. For example, in our dataset, there are 

often long phases of inactivity (sometimes for several hours). We suspect that these phases of 

inactivity reflect a type of behavioral disengagement. With additional means of tracking, especially 

mobile devices, these phases of inactivity on the text could be mapped to the actual behavior 

outside the text and, therefore, lead to better class labels for the classification. 

4.2 Limitations 

Our participants and the texts were all part of the same course. All limitations to the 

generalizability of research in the social sciences apply. Different texts and different participants 

can be expected to lead to slightly different classification performances. Due to time and 

technological constraints on our side, we could not test convolutional neural networks for time 

series classification. Although reviews have shown that deep learning is no better than 

conventional approaches, evaluating their performance would still be interesting. 

Despite these shortcomings and limitations, we see a lot of potential in our method for detecting 

disengagement behavior in reading tasks. The presented study has shown that our approach is 

applicable in natural settings of online learning, and with the consideration of possible future 

research, we expect that its performance can be further improved. 
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Abstract 

Digital distractions can interfere with goal attainment and lead to undesirable habits that 

are hard to get red rid of. Various digital self-control interventions promise support to 

alleviate the negative impact of digital distractions. These interventions use different 

approaches, such as the blocking of apps and websites, goal setting, or visualizations of 

device usage statistics. While many apps and browser extensions make use of these 

features, little is known about their effectiveness. This systematic review synthesizes the 

current research to provide insights into the effectiveness of the different kinds of 

interventions. From a search of the ‘ACM’, ‘Springer Link’, ‘Web ofScience’, ’IEEE 

Xplore’ and ‘Pubmed’ databases, we identified 28 digital self-control interventions. We 

categorized these interventions according to their features and their outcomes. The 

interventions showed varying degrees of effectiveness, and especially interventions that 

relied purely on increasing the participants' awareness were barely effective. For those 

interventions that sanctioned the use of distractions, the current literature indicates that the 

sanctions have to be sufficiently difficult to overcome, as they will otherwise be quickly 

dismissed. The overall confidence in the results is low, with small sample sizes, short 

study duration, and unclear study contexts. From these insights, we highlight research gaps 

and close with suggestions for future research. 

1 Introduction 

n learning scenarios such as blended learning or online courses, where learning is 

largely self-directed, digital content has a Janus-faced role. On the one hand are the 

potential benefits, such as the access to knowledge resources and the opportunity to 

exchange information quickly. On the other hand, there are many ways that learners can be 

distracted from their learning goals, for instance by watching entertaining videos, browsing 

social networks, or playing video games. Both the goal-congruent and the goal-

incongruent content are often equally accessible. However, while learning can be 
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unpleasant and exhausting, the distracting entertainment is engineered to be fun and 

addicting, to tempt the users to spend as much time on a platform as possible (Eyal, 2014).  

Awareness of the detrimental effects of digital distractions is widespread. When 

students were asked about their smartphone usage, more than 60% responded that they felt 

they were overusing their smartphone and that it was a distraction in class (Ko et al., 

2015). In an observation of learner behaviour, Rosen et al.  (2013) observed that 

participants switched tasks on average every 6 min, mostly to social media. They also 

observed negative associations between the frequency of switching to social media and the 

GPA. This negative association between the frequency of using digital distractions during 

learning and academic performance was observed in several other studies (Kirschner & 

Karpinski, 2010; Masood et al., 2020).  

Different disciplines use different terminology to describe the phenomenon of overuse 

of distracting content: The term ’media multitasking’ is often used in the psychological 

research literature, and there are validated surveys to measure it (Baumgartner et al., 

2017). While studies find overall that media multitasking is likely to be detrimental to 

academic performance (van der Schuur et al., 2015), there is still debate about positive 

effects of media multitasking. Another term that is often used to describe distractions at 

work is cyberloafing (Varol & Yıldırım, 2019). The term cyberloafing describes behaviour 

that is undesirable, especially from the perspective of third parties such as employers. 

Whether the behaviour referred to as cyberloafing is bad for the people themselves is, of 

course, another question. Meanwhile, in the human-computer interaction (HCI) literature, 

a broad range of terms like ‘smartphone non-use’ (Hiniker et al., 2016), ‘self-interruption’  

(J. Kim et al., 2017), or ‘self-control failure’ (Lyngs et al., 2020) is used. Self-control has a 

clear construct and a model that further sheds light on the mechanisms behind frequent use 

of distracting content. Self-control intervention is also the term that is used for the digital 

interventions that are the subject of this review (Lyngs et al., 2019; Schwartz et al., 2021). 

 

1.1 Theory and Related Works 

If and how often someone follows a short-term gratifying impulse, instead of working 

towards their long-term goals, depends on several factors that are captured in the trait of 

self-control. Since this trait is relatively stable (Coyne & Wright, 2014) and even partially 

hereditary (Willems et al., 2019), some people are more susceptible to disrupting their 

learning than others. 
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Another factor that influences the outcome of self-control conflicts is habitual 

behaviour (Duckworth et al., 2019), which refers to behaviour that has reached a degree of 

automaticity such that it is no longer directed by conscious goals. It develops through 

frequent repetition of the same behaviour in a stable context (Fiorella, 2020; Mazar & 

Wood, 2018; Wood & Rünger, 2016). Future behaviour is then initiated by exposure to the 

same contextual cues, which can be locations, preceding actions, or mental states (Mazar 

& Wood, 2018; Wood & Rünger, 2016). This is especially challenging given the portable 

and ubiquitous nature of digital devices. Individuals can develop habitual behaviour in a 

wide range of contexts (Bayer & LaRose, 2018), and it is not unreasonable to expect that 

many disruptions of learning are due to the habitual use of digital devices. The often-

habitual nature of using digital devices can also explain why especially ’heavy users' 

severely underestimate the amount of time they spend with digital distractions (H. Lee et 

al., 2014). 

For both the conscious and the not-so-conscious uses of distractions, digital self-control 

interventions aim to provide support where the individual self-control is no longer 

sufficient. Lyngs et al. (2019) have conducted a review of consumer-oriented digital self-

control interventions from the various app stores. In this review, the authors created an 

integrative model of self-control and habitual behaviour that aims to explain how these 

interventions can influence behaviour in the face of distractions (see Figure 1). 

As a result of their work, Lyngs et al. (2019) identified 367 different interventions that 

they sorted into four broad categories, which reflect different targets where these 

interventions influence the decision to (not) use a distraction. Their categories are: (1) 

blocking/removing, (2) self-tracking, (3) goal advancement and (4) reward/punishment. 

The interventions with features in the category blocking or removing block the access 

to programs or websites entirely, or they set limits on the duration that a user can access 

distracting content. In some cases, the user can pause the blocking with additional friction, 

like a menial task or a password. Other interventions in this category remove particularly 

distracting features, such as a newsfeed or content recommendations, from popular 

websites. These interventions can prevent habitual use of digital distractions, giving users 

the chance to reflect on their behavior and make a conscious decision instead of following 

an unconscious impulse. 

If the behavior is driven by conscious decisions, the users can benefit from 

interventions with features from the self-tracking and goal advancement category. Self-

tracking interventions display usage statistics or the amount of time that a user spent on 
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distracting activities. Users are supposed to monitor themselves and to decide when they 

have overused digital content. Goal setting interventions remind the users of a task or a 

goal that they have set for themselves. 

 

Lastly, the category reward/punishment contains interventions with features that 

provide rewards, points, or achievements that users can gain for abstaining from 

distractions. The rewards or punishments within these interventions are sometimes in the 

form of social actions in which users support or sanction each other. These features 

influence the value that users ascribe to resisting using a digital distraction (Shenhav et al., 

2013). 

While the review by Lyngs et al. (2019) resulted in an extensive overview of existing 

features, it is not known how effective they are at reducing the negative impact of digital 

distractions. In the context of self-directed learning with digital media, one can imagine 

scenarios for the various interventions in which they work well, or less well. For example, 

the approach of complete blocking does prevent distractions from being used. However, 

complete blocking also means that a learner can no longer access the recording of a course 

if it is hosted on the same video platform as the entertainment. For such scenarios, only 

interventions that still allow access to a platform are usable at all. These more permissive 

interventions then raise questions, like: How well do they prevent entertainment from 

being used instead of learning? Is it sufficient that learners can see their usage statistics in 

order to reduce distractions at critical moments? Are self-set time limit goals adhered to, or 

are additional restrictions necessary? With this review, we address these gaps by providing 

a systematic literature review of peer-reviewed publications that studied changes in the use 

of digital distractions when participants used digital self-control interventions. 
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Figure 1: An extended dual systems model of self-control that Lyngs et al. (2019) adapted 

from Shea et al. (Shea et al., 2014). The hexagons list interventions that are connected via 

dashed lines to the targets where they intervene in the process from sensory input to action. 

 

1.2 The Present Study 

In this study, we contribute to the research on digital self-control interventions with a 

systematic review (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006) where we examine the effectiveness of 

these interventions and their underlying features. We used the following research questions 

to guide our study: 

RQ 1: Which types of intervention have evidence for achieving changes in the use of 

digital distractions? 

RQ 2: How effective were the interventions at alleviating digital distractions? 

To answer RQ 1, we first looked for published research regarding digital interventions 

for digital distractions. We then categorized the identified interventions based on the 

categories proposed by Lyngs et al. (2019). We present these results in a narrative form 

(compare Petticrew & Roberts, 2006, p. 165f.) where we describe the features of the 
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various interventions. To answer RQ 2, we analyzed the reported results and, when 

possible, calculated the effect sizes of the interventions (See the Data Extraction and 

Analysis section). 

 

2 Method 

For this review, we followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 

Meta-Analysis guidelines (PRISMA) (Moher et al., 2009), which sets out the minimum 

standards of reporting that should be present in a systematic review, and a flow of 

information to apply for the study selection. 

Eligibility criteria 

We included publications that reported the effects of digital interventions to alleviate 

digital distractions. Our inclusion criteria were publications that… 

…were written in English. 

…were published in a peer-reviewed outlet. 

…applied a digital intervention to reduce the use of distractions on a computer, 

smartphone, or a wearable device. 

…reported outcome measures related to changes in the use of digital distraction. Since 

an effect for a reduction in use is guaranteed for interventions that completely block the 

distractions, we included use of the intervention as an outcome. The rationale is that if the 

blocking is used more often, distractions can be accessed less frequently. 

…had a study design that compared outcomes under treatment with the outcomes of a 

non-treatment group, or a single-group design with a baseline measurement. 

…investigated a nonclinical population, for example, no special needs or ADHD 

population. 

 

2.1 Search Strategy 

We performed a search of the relevant databases and combined these results with a 

snowballing approach to obtain additional literature from the references and the citing 

literature (see Figure 2). For the database search, the search concepts were (1) digital 

distractions and (2) interventions. From the terminologies used in the literature, we arrived 

at the search term (‘self-control’ OR ‘self-regulation’ OR ‘mind-wandering’ OR 

cyberloafing OR ‘media multitasking’ OR willpower OR ‘digital distractions’ OR 

‘smartphone addiction’) for the topic of digital distractions. For the interventions, the 

terms were (intervention* OR app OR browser* OR tracker OR self-monitoring OR digital 
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OR smartphone). Both terms were combined with a logical AND. We searched the 

databases with the broadest applicable search scope. The databases were: ‘Web of Science’ 

(scope: Topic), ‘Springer Link’ (scope: All), ‘ACM Digital Library’ (scope: Anywhere), 

‘IEEE XPlore’ (scope: Full Text and Metadata) and ‘Pubmed’ (scope: All Fields). We 

copied all the results into a spreadsheet, where the publications were filtered first by title. 

Next, we read the abstracts and, for those publications which appeared eligible based on 

their abstract, we read the full text. From the results of the database search that we 

considered as relevant, we looked for further papers by incorporating the referenced 

literature and the literature which cited the publication. For this step, we used ‘Google 

Scholar’, which had the most extensive results for citing literature. 

 

Figure 2: Flowchart of the paper inclusion process 
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3 Data extraction and analysis 

 

For each publication, we extracted a description of the intervention(s), the research 

questions or hypotheses, the outcomes, the year of publication, the study design, the study 

population, recruitment criteria, the study duration, the target distraction, and the measured 

effects of the intervention(s). If a publication contained multiple interventions or multiple 

studies for one intervention, we extracted the parameters mentioned above separately for 

each intervention and each study. 

 

To categorize the features, the first and second authors of the paper independently rated 

the interventions in the publications according to the coding criteria. The inter-rater 

agreement between authors was 91%. Consensus about the remaining 9% of the 

categorizations was reached after a brief discussion. 

 

To calculate effect sizes and confidence intervals, we used the following versions of the 

calculation of standardized mean difference Cohen's d. For between subjects-design we 

calculated the difference of the means (M) divided by the average standard deviation (SD) 

(Lakens, 2013): 

𝑀1 − 𝑀2

(
𝑆𝐷1 +  𝑆𝐷2

2 )
 

For within-subjects design, we calculated the effect size as the difference of the means 

divided by the pooled SD (Lakens, 2013): 

𝑀1 −  𝑀2

(
√(𝑛1 − 1)𝑆𝐷1

2 + (𝑛2 − 1)𝑆𝐷2
2 +

𝑛1 + 𝑛2 − 2 )

 

For publications that did not allow conversion to these effect size measures because of 

missing data in their report, we tried to obtain the data by contacting the corresponding 

authors of the publication. 
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3.1 Risk of Bias and Quality Assessment 

To assess the study quality and the risk of bias in the individual studies, we followed 

the study quality assessment tools by the NHLBI8. In addition to the criteria from those 

checklists, we considered study duration, the conduct of a follow-up, and comprehensible 

reporting of results. This assessment only determines how well the studies are suited to 

answer our research questions and does not represent a general categorization into “good” 

or “bad” studies. 

 

3.2 Search Results 

We found 16 publications eligible for this review, which contained a total of 28 

interventions. The interventions are listed with a brief description in Table 1. We assigned 

an identifier consisting of the number sign # and a number to each intervention (#1–#16). 

Nine publications contained more than one intervention and we appended a lower-case 

alphabetic letter to their id (e.g., #7a, #7b). 

 

Table 1 

The publications that were included in this review and a description of the respective 

interventions. 

ID Reference Description 

#1 (Lottridge et al., 2012) Browser redesign to frame tabs either as "work" or 

"non-work". "Work" tabs were larger, while other tabs 

were smaller and placed on the right side. A "work vs 

non-work" ratio progress bar was added to the 

browser status bar. 

#2a 

#2b 

(Ko et al., 2015) NUGU - A smartphone app that encouraged 

participants to set time goals during which they 

commit to not use their smartphone. Comparison of a 

social comparison feature (#2a) with a variant of the 

app without this feature (#2b). 

#3a 

#3b 

(Foulonneau et al., 2016) TILT - A smartphone app that displayed device use in 

several visualizations: messages, notifications and 

home screen widgets. Content was personalized (#3a) 

or static (#3b). 

                                                 
8 https://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health-topics/study-quality-assessment-tools. 

https://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health-topics/study-quality-assessment-tools
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#4 (Hiniker et al., 2016) MyTime - An app to set time limit goals for monitored 

apps. Upon reaching those goals, reminders to stop 

using those apps popped up. 

#5a 

#5b 

(Y.-H. Kim et al., 2016) TimeAware - Information display of time spent on the 

device with either a productivity (#5a) or a distraction 

(#5b) framing. 

#6 (Terry et al., 2016) Daily text messages with facts about the negative 

effects of media multitasking. 

#7a 

#7b 

(Whittaker et al., 2016) meTime - An always-on dashboard that shows the last 

used applications. Longer use of an application 

resulted in a larger display of this application in the 

dashboard. 

#8 (J. Kim et al., 2017) PomodoLock - Distracting apps and websites were 

blocked for 25-minute intervals on both smartphone 

and PC. 

#9a 

#9b 

(Kovacs et al., 2018) HabitLab - A browser extension with many different 

interventions. Study #9a investigated the effect of 

rotating interventions on attrition, and study #9b the 

effect of providing additional information and control 

over the interventions. 

#10a 

#10b 

(Okeke et al., 2018) Repeating smartphone vibrations when a monitored 

website was visited longer than allowed (five minutes 

#10a, personalized #10b). 

#11a 

#11b 

#11c 

(J. Kim, Park, et al., 2019) Lock n’ Type - Participants had to enter a string of 

random digits before opening monitored apps. 

Digit input lengths were zero (#11a), ten 

(#11b), and 30 (#11c). 

#12a 

#12b 

#12c 

(J. Kim, Jung, et al., 2019) Goalkeeper - different lockout mechanisms based on 

individual time goals. From reminder notifications 

(#12a), to successively longer lockout durations 

(#12b), and full-day phone lock upon exceeding the 

time (#12c). 

#13a 

#13b 

(Tseng et al., 2019) UpTime - Conversational agent-based website blocker 

(#13a) compared with a time-based website blocker 
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(#13b). With #13a, users had to provide reasons for 

visiting distracting websites. 

#14 (Holte & Ferraro, 2020) Changing the display colors of Smartphones to 

grayscale to decrease the attractiveness of distracting 

content. 

#15 (Loid et al., 2020) Evaluation of the effect of push notifications on screen 

time and phone checking behavior. 

#16a 

#16b 

(Lyngs et al., 2020) Two alterations of the Facebook website. In #16a, 

users had to set action goals when entering the site; In 

#16b, the newsfeed was removed. 

 

4 Findings and Analysis 

We start this section with a high-level overview of the interventions and the outcomes 

that the studies report, followed in the subsections by a narrative description of the 

interventions. Regarding the multiple interventions within one publication, it should be 

noted that some interventions within one publication often differed only in minor details, 

such as the time spent on a distraction before an intervention started. With a few 

exceptions, we categorized the interventions following the taxonomy that was identified in 

the review of the commercially available interventions (Lyngs et al., 2019) that we 

describe above. We deviated in the two following categories: First, we use the term 

’awareness' (cf. Parry & le Roux, 2019) instead of ’self-tracking’ because the concept of 

increasing the users' awareness is more appropriate. Second, we placed interventions that 

modified the features or content into their own category instead of together with the 

blocking features. Blocking is functionally different from the modification of features 

because blocking completely prevents access to the distraction. Feature modification 

comes into effect only after the content has already been accessed, and a change in 

activities has already taken place. 

The interventions monitored and targeted different kinds of digital activities on 

different devices. The monitored activities were either smartphone apps, computer 

programs, or websites (see Table 3). The monitoring was mostly limited to the start of the 

activity and the duration with which it was active. In one publication, the analysis was 
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extended to more fine-grained interactions within the distraction#16a,#16b. The 

interventions were active on either mobile devices (primarily smartphones) and computers. 

Only one intervention synchronized the monitoring across smartphones and computers. 

From the interventions on mobile devices, six of the interventions monitored all app 

activity, nine monitored activity only for apps from a user- or application-defined list, and 

two interventions monitored only the activity in one specific app. All of these interventions 

that ran on a computer were designed to monitor website activity, and four interventions 

also monitored the programs that the participants used. Eleven of the interventions which 

monitored the browser activity used specific user- or application-defined URLs as 

intervention targets, while two interventions monitored only the activity on a specific 

website. The following subsections give more details regarding the description of the 

intervention features and the outcomes that were achieved (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 

Parameters that describe the various interventions. 

 

Note. The ‘Device’ column lists the device type on which the intervention was active 

(computer or mobile device). The columns on monitored activities and feature categories 

list these parameters for each intervention. The columns under the ‘Outcome Categories’ 

header list the outcomes that were achieved with the intervention. A ‘+’ signifies that the 
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intervention had significant positive results on this outcome, a ‘n.s.’ that there were no 

significant effects on this outcome, and a ‘−‘ stands for negative effects on this outcome 

 

4.1 Description of Intervention Features 

4.1.1 Awareness Features 

Interventions with awareness features inform the participants about their use of 

distracting activities. This information is presented with the aim to start a process of self-

reflection so that the participants themselves decide to spend less time on digital 

distractions. 

Awareness interventions varied according to (a) the mode in which they presented the 

information to the participants, whether it was within a program or an app, or via instant 

message, or as a push notification. (b) the content that was presented to the participants, 

whether it was statistics, messages, or graphics. 

The most common form of presentation was the display of usage statistics: Whittaker et 

al. (2016) created a computer program#7a,#7b which displayed the most-used programs from 

the last 30 min to the participants, showing the most-frequently used programs larger than 

the less frequently used ones. Lottridge et al. (2012) modified the web browser to show 

statistics about the frequency of work versus non-work websites that the participants 

visited#1. Other interventions contained visualizations of usage statistics on top of various 

other features#2a,#2b,#12a,#12b,#12c that are described in the following sections. 

Another common form of presentation were different kinds of notifications that alerted 

the participants: text messages#6, push notifications#3a,#3b,#15a, and popup message 

dialogues#11a,#4,#12a. The most insistent awareness intervention, created by Okeke et al. 

(2018), started smartphone vibrations when a time quota for a distracting website (in their 

case, Facebook) was exceeded#10a,#10b. The smartphone vibrated until the user left the 

distracting website. 

With two exceptions, the interventions informed the participants about the extent of 

distracting activity use. The first exception were the SMS notifications in the intervention 

from Terry et al. (2016), which contained facts about the negative effects of media 

multitasking#6. The second deviation concerned the framing of the content, where all but 

one intervention focused on the distracting activities. To investigate the effect of a positive 

framing, Y.-H. Kim et al. (2016) used visualizations for the use of productive programs 

like word processors#5a and compared this with distraction-focused visualizations#5b. 
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4.1.2 Goal-Advancement Features 

We considered a feature as goal-advancement if participants had the option to set goals 

related to a reduction of time spent on digital distractions. The goals were either time-

based or action-based, where the participants could enter their goals in a free text. The 

majority of the interventions with goal-advancement features asked the participant to set a 

time limit for their distracting activities#2a,#2b,#4,#12a,#12b,#12c, and free text goals were less 

common#16a,#4. To sanction goal deviations, the interventions used blocking of 

distractions#12b,#12c, repeated reminders#16a,#12a,#4, or the reduction of a virtual score#2a,#2b. 

Kim, Jung, et al. (2019) investigated sanctions of exceeding time-goals with three 

different interaction lockout mechanisms (ILM): In the Non-ILM condition#12a, users 

received only notifications that reminded them of their time limit. In the Weak-ILM 

condition#12b, the participants' phones were locked for increasing durations, and Strong-

ILM#12c locked the users' phones for the rest of the day after exceeding their time limit 

goal. 

Hiniker et al. (2016) evaluated a smartphone app which supported goals that were both 

time- and action-based#4. Participants were asked to enter a time limit goal and an optional 

free text goal for the use of monitored apps. After exceeding the self-set time limit, the 

participants were reminded of the excess with a warning prompt. Following this prompt, 

they could close the app, request a time extension, or simply dismiss it. 

Lyngs et al. (2020) modified the Facebook homepage such that participants were 

prompted to enter free text action goals on each visit#16a. The goal that the participants 

entered was periodically repeated during their visit on the website. 

 

4.1.3 Blocking Features 

An intervention was considered as containing blocking features if it prevented access to 

the distraction. For blocking interventions, we found interventions where the blocking was 

rigorous#8,#10,#12b,#12c,#13b and others where lifting of the block could be 

negotiated#11b,#11c,#13a,#12b. 

Mark et al. (2018) blocked distractions during work time with the ’freedom’ software, a 

blacklist-based website blocker#10. Other interventions were less rigorous and blocked 

distractions only for specific time intervals. Kim, Cho et al. (2017) created a Pomodoro-

timer intervention on the usage of distracting websites. In the Pomodoro method, users set 
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a time interval (typically 25 min), during which they plan to work productively. After this 

time interval, they get a break, typically 5 min, during which they are free to do whatever 

they like, before starting the next Pomodoro session. 

In two publications, the block was not absolute, and could be lifted: Tseng et al. (2019) 

created the UpTime-system#13a, a website-blocking system with a chatbot to control a 

time-based blocking system for the transition from break to work. A break was 

operationalized as an absence of user input for at least 5 min. Upon resumption of work, 

the chatbot was activated and started disabling access to distracting websites for the next 

25 min. The participants could negotiate a lift of the block by navigating through a 

conversation with the chatbot. The chatbot also suggested to start blocking sessions when a 

participant spent more than 15 min on distracting websites. This system was compared 

with a time-based blocking system#13b (cf. #8). Kim, Park, et al. (2019) created the Lock n’ 

Type intervention, which required participants to enter a string of random digits on their 

smartphone before they could open a blacklisted app. They tested three different variants 

of this intervention, which each required different lengths of random digits#11a,#11b,#11c. 

 

4.1.4 Modification of Content 

For this review, features were considered as ’Modification of Features or Content’, if 

they modified certain aspects of a digital distraction to make it still usable, but less 

appealing to the participants. To achieve this, these interventions remove non-essential 

parts of the distraction that are typically designed to convince the users to spend more time 

with an app or a website. 

Holte and Ferraro (2020) switched their participants' smartphone displays to 

grayscale#14 in order to reduce gratification from distracting activities. The grayscale filter 

was an integrated feature of their participants' smartphones, and the filter was active at all 

times and for all apps. Lottridge et al. (2012) modified the web browser tab bar#1 so that 

tabs that were classified as work-related had their colour contrast enhanced, and were 

made larger. Tabs from non-work URLs were made smaller and always displayed on the 

right. 

Kovacs et al. (2018) report about “Habitlab”, a browser extension that rotates behaviour 

change interventions for distracting websites, that is, the participants experienced different 

interventions between visits to the same site#9a,#9b. The authors are not specific about all of 

the interventions that were active in Habitlab at the time of their studies, but they do 
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mention a few example interventions, like a news feed blocker for Facebook, or hiding 

’related videos' on YouTube. 

Lastly, Lyngs et al. (2020) used a browser extension to remove the newsfeed#16b from 

the Facebook homepage. 

 

4.1.5 Reward and punishment 

Ko et al. (2015) added social support and point reward features to their ’NUGU’ 

smartphone app. The participants were asked to specify a duration for which they wanted 

to stop using their smartphone (e.g., ‘studying for 30 minutes’). These limiting sessions 

were conceptualized as ‘missions’, and completing a mission gave the users virtual points. 

If a participant used the smartphone for anything except incoming calls, the mission failed. 

Participants could also form groups, start missions together, and compare their time-

limiting efforts with those of their peers#2a. 

 

4.2 Outcomes 

For the outcome measurements, we clustered the outcomes into the categories (a) time 

that participants spent on the distraction, (b) the frequency with which a participants 

started a distraction, (c) the total time that participants spent on the device, and (d) 

measures of using and interacting with the intervention. 

Measures for the time that participants spend with the distraction are a straightforward 

way to gauge the effectiveness of an intervention. In this category, we included outcomes 

that measured how much time the participants spent on websites or in apps that were 

marked as a distraction by the participants themselves or by the researchers. Summarized 

in Table 2, the time spent on distraction was measured for 17 interventions. 

 

Table 2 

The measures for the category “time that participants spent on the distraction” 

ID Outcome Measure Effect Size [95% CI] 

#1 Time on distraction Time in non-work URLs 1.01 [0.22, 1.80] 

#4 Time on distraction Time in monitored apps 0.66 [0.07, 1.25] 

#5a Time on distraction Time in monitored apps/URLs n.s. 
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#5b Time on distraction Time in monitored apps/URLs (+) 

#6 Time on distraction MTUAS Scale n.s. 

#7a Time on distraction Time on Facebook 0.85 [0.47, 1.22] 

#7a Time on distraction Browsing time 0.74 [1.11, 0.37] 

#7b Time on distraction Time on Facebook (+) 

#9a Time on distraction Time in monitored URLs (+) 

#10a Time on distraction Time on Facebook 0.49 [-0.23, 1.22] 

#10b Time on distraction Time on Facebook 0.60 [-0.05, 1.25] 

#11a Time on distraction Time in monitored apps (-) 

#11b Time on distraction Time in monitored apps (-) 

#11c Time on distraction Time in monitored apps (-) 

#13a Time on distraction Time in monitored URLs 0.14 [-1.04, 1.33] 

#13b Time on distraction Time in monitored URLs n.s. 

#14 Time on distraction Use of social media apps 0.44 [0.11, 0.77] 

#14 Time on distraction Use of video player n.s. 

#14 Time on distraction Use of web browser 0.46 [0.13, 0.78] 

#15 Time on distraction Self-report n.s. 

#16a Time on distraction Time on Facebook 1.62 [0.90, 2.33] 

#16a Time on distraction Facebook visit length n.s. 

#16b Time on distraction Time on Facebook n.s. 

#16b Time on distraction Facebook visit length 0.75 [0.09, 1.40] 

Note. When the reporting did not allow the conversion into Cohen’s d, the measure is 

marked with a (+) if a significant reduction in the time that participants spent on the 

distracting activity was reported. No significant effects for this measure are marked with a 
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"n.s.", and instances where an increase in the time spent on the distracting activity was 

observed are marked with a (-). 

 

Measures of the frequency with which distractions are started subsume measures such 

as navigating to a URL, starting an app, or unlocking the phone. Changes in the frequency 

of distraction starts were measured for nine interventions, summarized in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. 

The measures that we subsumed under the category frequency of distraction starts 

ID Outcome Measure Effect Size [95% CI] 

#1 Distraction start Navigation to monitored URLs 1.84 [0.56, 2.22] 

#2a Distraction start Opening apps 0.56 [0.09, 1.04] 

#2b Distraction start Opening apps n.s. 

#11a Distraction start Opening monitored apps (+) 

#11a Distraction start Discouraged app starts (+) 

#11b Distraction start Opening monitored apps (+) 

#11b Distraction start Discouraged app starts (+) 

#11c Distraction start Opening monitored apps (+) 

#11c Distraction start Discouraged app starts (+) 

#13a Distraction start Periods with visits to monitored URLs 0.64 [-0.56, 1.84] 

#13b Distraction start Periods with visits to monitored URLs n.s. 

#15 Distraction start Number of phone checks n.s. 

#16a Distraction start Number of visits to Facebook 1.62 [0.90, 2.33] 

#16b Distraction start Number of visits on Facebook n.s. 

Note. When the reporting did not allow the conversion into Cohen’s d but still reported 

significant reductions, the entry is marked with a (+). No significant effects are marked 

with a "n.s." 
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Time spent on device measures does not discriminate between different activities on the 

device and can also include the use of apps or programs related to work or learning. These 

measures include the time spent across all apps or on all URLs. Time spent on the device 

was measured for 16 interventions. The results are summarized in Table 4. 

 

Table 4 

The measures that we subsumed under the category time that participants spent on the 

monitored device 

ID Outcome Measure Effect Size [95% CI] 

#2a Time on device Time in all apps 0.83 [0.34, 1.32] 

#2b Time on device Time in all apps n.s. 

#3a Time on device Time in all apps n.s. 

#3b Time on device Time in all apps n.s. 

#4 Time on device Average daily smartphone use 0.48 [-0.11, 1.07] 

#7a Time on device Total time on PC 0.61 [0.24, 0.97] 

#7b Time on device Total time on PC (+) 

#11a Time on device Total time on smartphone n.s. 

#11b Time on device Total time on smartphone n.s. 

#11c Time on device Total time on smartphone n.s. 

#12a Time on device Smartphone use on workdays n.s. 

#12a Time on device Smartphone use on weekends 0.56 [0.13, 0.99] 

#12b Time on device Smartphone use on workdays 0.35 [-0.12, 0.82] 

#12b Time on device Smartphone use on weekends 0.51 [0.09, 0.93] 

#12c Time on device Smartphone use on workdays 0.54 [0.07, 1.01] 

#12c Time on device Smartphone use on weekends 0.51 [0.10, 0.96] 
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#14 Time on device Total time on smartphone 0.39 [0.06, 0.72] 

#15 Time on device Total time on smartphone n.s. 

Note. When the reporting did not allow the conversion into Cohen's d, the measure is 

marked with a (+) if a significant reduction of the time that the participants spent on the 

device was reported. No significant effects for this measure are marked with a ‘n.s.’. 

 

Measures of how a participant interacts with an intervention can also provide 

indications of the effectiveness of an intervention. For blocking interventions, an active 

intervention means that no distracting activity can be started in the first place. Thus, a 

participant that activated such an intervention more often, might have made the 

intervention more effective than a participant that rarely activated the intervention. These 

measures can, furthermore, hint as to whether the intervention failed because it was 

generally not suited to achieve the task, or because the participants simply did not use it. 

The results for this outcome category are summarized in Table 5. 

 

Table 5 

The measures subsumed under the category use of the intervention 

ID Outcome Measure 

Effect Size [95% 

CI] 

#2a Intervention use Number of goals (+) 

#2b Intervention use Number of goals n.s. 

#5a Intervention use Dashbaord access n.s. 

#5a Intervention use Widget access n.s. 

#5b Intervention use Dashbaord access n.s. 

#5b Intervention use Widget access n.s. 

#8 Intervention use Number of started sessions n.s. 

#9a Intervention use Installation survival (-) 

#9b Intervention use Installation survival (+) 

#13a Intervention use Number of sessions 2.06 [1.17, 2.94] 
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#13b Intervention use Number of sessions n.s. 

Note. When the reporting did not allow the conversion into Cohen's d, the measure is 

marked with a (+) if a significant reduction of the time that the participants spent on the 

device was reported. No significant effects for this measure are marked with a ‘n.s.’. 

 

4.2.1 Awareness Intervention Effects 

Awareness interventions led to reductions in time spent on distractions and time on the 

device both through the display of usage statistics#5a,#5b,#7a,#7b and notifications#10a,#10b. 

The interventions #7a and #7b achieved a medium to large effect for time on distraction 

and total time on the device, but both interventions were active for only 2 days (see also 

Table 6). Dashboard interventions led to less time on distraction only with distraction-

framed content#5b, but not with a productive framing#5a. Neither distraction nor 

productivity framing#5a,#5b made a difference regarding how long and how often the 

participants accessed the information. 

Awareness notifications only achieved positive effects when they were insistent. For 

usage monitoring via notifications, no effect was observed on total time on device#3a,#15, 

and frequency of distraction starts#15. Regular messages about the negative effects of 

excessive media consumption also had no positive effects#6. Only the smartphone 

vibrations to remind of overuse led to less time spent on the distraction with 

personalized#10a (d = 0.49) and static time quotas#10b (d = 0.69). 

 

4.2.2 Goal-Advancement Intervention Effects 

Time-based goal setting with warning prompts led to reductions in time on device, and 

the amount of time spent on distractions in one intervention#4, while in other interventions, 

these prompts of exceeding a time limit did not result in a reduction in time on device until 

the excess was sanctioned#12a. When sanctions in the form of device lockout#12b,#12c were 

added, time on device was reduced (#12b: d = 0.35, #12c: d = 54). 

When participants set action goals in addition to time goals, they were more likely to 

follow prompts to leave a distraction#4. Setting action goals immediately before the start of 

a distracting activity#16a also led to a large reduction in total time spent on the distraction 

(d = 1.62) and the frequency of distraction starts (d = 1.62). Changes in the duration of 

individual sessions were not significant. 
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4.2.3 Blocking Intervention Effects 

Blocking the access to distractions with a task convinced participants to not start 

distractions proportionally to the task difficulty: Requiring a 30-digit input before opening 

an app#11c was more effective (d = 0.47) than a 10-digit input task (d = 0.27) or a simple 

warning prompt (d = 0.13). This task-based delay was the only type of intervention for 

which an increase in time on distraction was reported, indicating that participants 

compensated for the initial hurdle of opening an app by spending more time in it. Still, the 

aspect of being able to negotiate the lift of a block was preferred#13a to time-based 

blocking, and participants activated the intervention more often (d = 2.06) and started 

distraction less often (d = 0.82) than with purely time-based blocking intervention#13b. 

However, the chatbot also suggested the initiation of additional blocking sessions, thereby 

potentially skewing the results. 

A measure that is particularly relevant for blocking interventions is how frequent the 

blocking is activated. Participants in a blocking condition#8 completed more limiting 

sessions in the first week than a control group which only monitored themselves. Over the 

full two-week duration, these differences were no longer observable. 

 

4.2.4 Content Modification Effects 

Setting the smartphone display to grayscale#14 led to a reduction in total phone use (d 

= 0.39), social media use (d = 0.44), and internet browser use (d = 0.46). No effect on 

video player use was found 

Removing the Facebook newsfeed#16b resulted in a reduction for the duration of an 

individual session (d = 0.75). No effects were found for the total time spent on the 

distraction or the starts of the distracting activity. 

 

4.2.5 Reward Intervention Effects 

When social support features were added to a goal-advancement intervention#2a, 

participants set significantly more time-limit goals per day (d = 1.87), reduced their time 

on the device (d = 0.83), and started distractions less often (d = 0.56). These changes were 

not observed in the variant without the social support features#2b. 
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4.2.6 Effects of interventions with mixed feature contribution 

For some of the interventions with multiple features, the effect of the intervention 

cannot be assigned to a single feature. The browser redesign#1 achieved reductions for the 

time on distraction and the start of distractions. However, during the intervention period 

there were fewer URLs total visited (d = 1.39), and fewer total tabs open in general, 

indicating that there was an overall reduction in activity. Rotating different behavior 

change interventions led to a reduction in time spent on distraction#9a. The rotation of 

features was also the focus of the most thorough investigation of intervention use. Kovacs 

et al. (2018) found that rotating the active interventions led to less time on distraction, but 

also to more attrition, that is, uninstalling the intervention#9a. The additional information 

and the additional options#9b that were granted to participants in the follow-up study 

reduced the attrition significantly. While in the control condition, only 44% of the 

participants remained after 7 days, the additional information led to 79% survival, and the 

additional options condition to 80% survival. 

4.3 Study quality 

In this section, we present our assessment of the study quality and the confidence that 

we have in the results of the studies. We start with the sampling criteria and the sample 

size, followed by the study duration, 

For the study sample we found several recruiting criteria that were mentioned in the 

publications (see column ‘Selection Criteria’ in Table 6). These included participants with 

an interest in reducing smartphone usage, participants that felt that they were often 

distracted, or interested in improving productivity. In the study (Lottridge et al., 2012), 

participants were pre-screened with the Media Multitasking Index (Ophir et al., 2009, p. 

20), and only those who scored either high or low in this index were included. Kim, Jung, 

et al. (2019) selected participants according to their readiness within the Transtheoretical 

Model framework (Prochaska & Velicer, 1997). None of the studies reported blinding 

either the participants or the investigators to the conditions. It should be acknowledged that 

a blinding of the participants is often not possible due to the nature of the interventions. 
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Table 6 

Study data 

ID Duration Design n Recruitment Criteria 

 Pre At Post 

#1 

7 7 - WI 14 
Undergrad students; high or low 

multitaskers. 

#2a 
7 14 - 

WI 

WI 

35 Interest in "improving" smartphone 

use. #2b 27 

#3a 

#3b 
7 35 - WI 19 

Willingness to decrease smartphone 

use. 

#4 7 7 - WI 23 Android smartphone users 

#5a 

10 20 10 WI 
12 Interest in self-tracking and 

productivity enhancement. #5b 12 

#6 - 7 - BTW & WI 104 University students 

#7a 2 2 - WI 61 Office workers and students 

#7b 
2 2 - BTW & WI 55 

Students from a computer mediated 

communication class 

#8 
7 14 - BTW 36 

University students who "were willing 

to improve their productivity” 

#9a 32 32 - WI 21   Online users 

#9b 10 10 - WI 93 Online users 

#10a    
7 7 7 

WI 19 Crowdworkers 

#10b WI 15 Crowdworkers 

#11a    

#11b 

#11c 

7 7 - WI 36 

Students who want to reduce 

smartphone use 

#12a  

#12b 

#12c 

7 21 - WI 44 

Students who want to reduce 

excessive smartphone use 

#13a 

#13b 5 10 - WI 15 Office workers 
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#14 - 10 - BTW &WI 161 Undergrad students 

#15 21 30 - BTW 73 Smartphone users 

#16a    

14 14 14 BTW 
39 

Students often distracted by Facebook 
#16b 38 

Note. Study duration in days for the baseline measurement (Pre), the active period (At) 

and the post-intervention period (Post). Whether the study design was a between subjects 

(BTW) design or a within subjects (WI) design. The table also contains the sample size 

(n), and the criteria that were used for participant recruitment. Cells with one row for 

multiple interventions indicate that both interventions were used in the same study. 

 

The sample sizes ranged from 12 to 217 participants (M = 52.18, SD = 51.76), and 

seven studies were conducted with less than 20 participants. Although there are no fixed 

criteria for sample size requirements, studies with participants in the range of 20 or below 

are considered adequate to identify usability issues for usability research purposes (Caine, 

2016), but these numbers are small compared to behaviour change interventions from other 

domains (Norman et al., 2007). 

The most frequent duration that an intervention was active for was 7 days, with a mean 

duration of 14.6 days (SD = 9.60). For six interventions2 we found reports about the post-

intervention period. 

For 10 interventions, the reporting of results did not allow a conversion into effect 

sizes.3 In seven of these cases, this conversion was not possible due to data that was not 

reported.4 For the interventions #11a, #11b, and #11c, the measure was prevented app 

openings, and, since the baseline period had zero prevented openings, no comparison with 

a baseline was possible. 

One publication made their data publicly available via the servers of the Open Science 

Foundation (Lyngs et al., 2020). 

 

5 Discussion 

In this review, we summarized and categorized the existing evidence for digital self-

control interventions. We categorized the interventions according to their features into the 

categories awareness, goal-advancement, blocking, feature modification, and reward and 

punishment. Awareness features, which were present in 16 interventions, were the most 
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frequent. Goal setting features were present in 10 interventions, mostly represented by 

time-based goal setting. Nine interventions had features to block access to distracting 

content. Five interventions modified the content of websites, and two variants of a single 

intervention used a reward scheme. 

To address the research question regarding the effectiveness of the interventions, we 

first categorized the outcomes into the categories of time spent on distractions, the start of 

distractions, time spent on the device, and use of the intervention itself. While positive 

outcomes were reported for all types of interventions, the mixture of features within some 

of the interventions often made it difficult to pinpoint effects of individual features. This is 

especially true for features from the awareness category, such as usage statistics, which are 

often present alongside other features. We assume that the awareness features are so 

clearly over-represented because it is comparatively easy to implement them. Information 

about time distribution on the device has to be collected for practically every intervention, 

one can create pretty visualizations out of these statistics, and it is thus tempting to include 

them. Presumably, these features do no harm, but they make it difficult to establish the 

degree to which each feature contributed to the effectiveness of an intervention. 

Nevertheless, several observations from the results stand out and should be considered for 

future interventions. 

 

5.1 Awareness and Self-Monitoring are Insufficient 

The results from those interventions which only contained awareness features indicate 

that relying solely on the users monitoring and adapting their own behaviour is not 

effective. This reflects the insight that people often avoid monitoring themselves, 

especially regarding uncomfortable topics (Chang et al., 2017). Moreover, several studies 

also reported greater effects for the beginning of their intervention, which suggests that a 

novelty effect could be at least partially responsible for the effectiveness of interventions 

(Tsay et al., 2019), while habitual behaviour may gain the upper hand again in the future. 

Whether it is through deliberate ignoring or habituation, it appears that interventions that 

users can easily ignore do not achieve the desired results. 

 

5.2 Circumvention Difficulty Can Tip the Scales 

On the other hand, interventions that are more insistent in grabbing the users' attention 

at times of excessive distraction use are more effective. The insistence with which an 
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intervention attempts to convince the users, and the ease with which participants can 

dismiss interventions appear to be relevant factors for the success of interventions. Against 

the background of autonomy needs and reactance (Ryan & Deci, 2000), it makes sense to 

give users a way to influence the strictness of interventions, and the results of those studies 

where users have a choice confirm a preference for interventions that allow negotiation. At 

the same time, too little resistance to bypassing sanctions once again leads to ignoring the 

interventions completely. This balancing act requires the ability to have adaptive 

sanctioning strictness (Schwartz et al., 2021). 

 

5.3 Detection of Context 

Although the majority of the interventions were tested on students, none of the included 

studies was conducted explicitly in a learning context. To confirm the applicability in 

learning situations, future interventions should take the context into consideration. A 

simple way to do this would be to ask the users what they are currently doing. A less 

interruptive approach could be to monitor learning activity in digital learning 

environments, and infer active learning from there. 

However, even when the learning context is known, distracting content cannot always 

be identified with certainty, when we consider learners that may need to communicate with 

their peers on a social media site or watch learning-related content on the same platform 

where they watch entertaining videos. Thus, in addition to reliable context detection, the 

classification into distracting or learning relevant content needs to become more 

sophisticated, beyond simple URL- or app-based blacklists. 

 

5.4 Interventions for Specific Groups 

All the interventions were used with student or worker populations, and none with the 

especially susceptible group of adolescents (van der Schuur et al., 2015). Considering that 

this is an especially at-risk population, they should be the target of future research (E. J. 

Lee & Ogbolu, 2018). 

Similarly, there are differences in traits between people that may predispose them to 

respond better or worse to specific features (Mark et al., 2018). Those factors have to be 

identified for adaptive interventions. 

 

5.5 Long-Term Effects 
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Another topic that needs to be addressed is how well the results from an intervention 

transfer to longer lasting behaviour changes. Those interventions in this review that 

address this question with follow-ups showed no longer lasting changes. 

 

5.6 Limitations 

One limitation that is inherent to reviews is that publications are missed due to the 

inclusion criteria. Many of these interventions, such as group-based locking of 

smartphones (Kim, Jung, et al., 2017), using smartwatches (Dibia, 2016) or a physical doll 

that reminds of excessive usage (Choi et al., 2016), seemed promising or used innovative 

approaches. We also did not incorporate interviews and other forms of qualitative analysis 

in this review, which often provide more nuances regarding the intervention and its 

reception. For those interested in a particular kind of intervention, these additional insights 

should be considered. 

 

6 Conclusion 

There is no reason to assume that digital content will become less distractive, and that 

the attempts to grab our attention at every waking moment will lessen. Digital self-control 

interventions are one of the ways to address this problem, but there remain a lot of open 

issues before they can be called a solution. 
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Abstract 

Distractions are ubiquitous in today's technology-saturated environments, an issue that 

significantly impacts learning contexts employing digital technologies and yields 

detrimental effects on learning. Digital self-control tools, which aim to assist users in their 

efforts to reduce digital distractions, are numerous and readily available. Despite several 

dedicated empirical studies focusing on specific tools, there remains a notable lack of 

information regarding their daily use and helpfulness. Furthermore, the sheer variety of 

these tools prompts questions about their universal helpfulness and the potential influence 

of individual differences.  

To address these issues, we surveyed a sample of higher-education students, totaling 

273 individuals. These students reported on their media use, satisfaction with learning, and 

experiences with features of digital self-control tools. Our study's findings indicate a 

discrepancy in the perception and awareness of these features; those deemed most helpful 

are among the least known, and conversely, common features are often perceived as 

unhelpful.  

Our research also uncovered a negative correlation between habitual media use and the 

use of less restrictive features. Another identified issue was constraints on the use of these 

tools for learning, as platforms often serve dual purposes for both education and 

entertainment. We delve into these practical problems and propose future research 

directions to further advance the understanding of digital self-control tools. 

Keywords 

Digital self-control tools; Digital Distractions; Digital Wellbeing; self-control; Self-

Regulation; Media Multitasking 

1 Introduction 

With the growing availability of digital technology, students are exposed to a constant 

stream of digital distractions, which can lead to conflicts with their learning goals. On one 

hand, students may be drawn to engaging in enjoyable activities, such as browsing social 

media or watching entertaining videos. On the other hand, students may also recognize the 

importance of achieving long-term academic goals, which require focus and effort. This 

self-control conflict between immediate gratification and delayed rewards is a growing 

problem that negatively impacts students' academic performance and psychological well-

being (Jamet et al., 2020; Masood et al., 2020; Ratan et al., 2021; Tran et al., 2019). 

Studies revealed that students use digital distractions frequently, often averaging only a 

few minutes of uninterrupted study time before turning to digital media (Calderwood et al., 
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2014; Rosen et al., 2013). Nonetheless, there are tools that students can use to mitigate the 

negative effects of these distractions. 

In recent years, digital self-control tools (DSCTs) have emerged to support the self-

control of students (Biedermann et al., 2021; Lyngs et al., 2019). DSCTs come in a variety 

of forms. There are, for instance, website blockers that allow users to block access to 

digital content on their devices (e.g., J. Kim et al., 2017), visualizations that show users 

how much time they spend on digital content, in the hope that this will lead to a change in 

behaviour (e.g., (Y.-H. Kim et al., 2016), or reminders that pop up when a user spends too 

much time on digital distractions (e.g., J. Kim, Jung, et al., 2019). Aside from these very 

common examples, there are many more such tools with a variety of ingenious features to 

support self-control and mitigate distractions (Lyngs et al., 2019). Some of these we will 

present in the latter sections of this paper, and we encourage interested readers to visit the 

app stores of their preferred device to view the diversity of tools for themselves.  

Indeed, most digital devices now come with pre-installed DSCTs, such as the "Digital 

Wellbeing" app on Android devices, or the "Focus" app on iOS devices. The investment of 

device manufacturers in tools to reduce device use, despite their vested interest in the 

opposite, underscores that digital distractions have been recognized as a severe problem. A 

yet unresolved question is whether DSCTs actually address this problem effectively, 

especially to alleviate their negative effects on academic achievement (Biedermann et al., 

2021).  

The solution appears obvious, a student who suffers from frequently watching videos 

instead of learning could install a website blocker. The content is no longer accessible, the 

problem should be solved. Why does this not happen whenever a student suffers from 

digital distractions?  

As the first possible obstacle to the widespread use of self-control tools, we suspect that 

they may simply not be well known enough. There are all kinds of helpful things that 

people do not know about, and we assume that DSCTs are no exception. Even the pre-

installed apps are not activated by default, and users must discover them on their devices. 

To our knowledge, there has been no research to date on how widespread the use of 

DSCTs is.  

A second barrier may be found in a lack of motivation. Students might be aware of 

DSCTs, but not be sufficiently motivated to use them to limit digital distractions. They 

might recognize that distractions are an issue but feel that watching videos is simply too 
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enjoyable, and a website blocker would prevent this enjoyment. Perhaps the deadline for 

the essay is several weeks in the future.  

The next hurdle is selecting the right DSCT. Due to differences in the way a particular 

feature is implemented, and due to interindividual differences in how one responds to a 

particular feature, not every person benefits to the same extent from the same DSCT.   

 

2 The Role of Differences in DSCTs 

 

2.1 Differences Due to Implementation Details 

Tools that nominally have the same mechanism can implement their self-control 

features very differently. This, of course, affects how users perceive the tool, because 

expectations of effectiveness and ease of use play a big role in the adoption of technologies 

(Granić & Marangunić, 2019; Nguyen, 2022). For example, the success of content 

blocking is related to the ease with which the blocking can be disabled. When users had to 

enter a code of random digits before they could lift a block, the effectiveness was 

significantly higher for longer codes. At the same time, the longer codes also involved 

more effort, and therefore tended to be less popular (J. Kim, Park, et al., 2019). Similar 

observations were made when users set time limits for device usage. It worked well only in 

conjunction with automatic lockouts from the device after the time limit. If the users could 

extend their limits freely, they mostly did just that and clicked their reminders away (J. 

Kim, Jung, et al., 2019). In general, DSCTs which do not apply any restrictions, and rely 

purely on users monitoring themselves, tend to be ineffective (Loid et al., 2020; Terry et 

al., 2016; Zimmermann, 2021).  

 

2.2 Differences in Habitual Media Use 

Of course, there is a plethora of individual differences that may  lead to differential 

preferences for a DSCT. But the actual effectiveness, independent of preference, could be 

influenced by the degree of which the media use is habitual. Habits are automatic and 

unconscious behaviours triggered by environmental cues that bypass conscious, goal-

oriented decision-making processes (Wood & Rünger, 2016). This automaticity can render 

certain DSCTs, which require cognitive effort and conscious decision-making, less 

effective. Following the taxonomy of Lyngs et al. (2019), DSCTs with self-tracking and 

goal advancement features work by comparing current behaviour with specified goals, and 

thus implies that conscious decisions about goals are made. On the other hand, preventing 
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features like blocking should be better suited to prevent unwanted habitual behaviour 

because they are active even when there is no conscious goal driving the behaviour.  

 

2.3 Challenges Due to Dual Use of Media 

We also see a special challenge when using DSCTs while learning: The same platforms 

can be both relevant for on- and off-task purposes. YouTube has a lot of entertaining 

videos, but it also has lecture videos and a lot of high-quality educational content. 

Similarly, a social network might be the source of interruptions, but also the place where 

other students exchange essential information about a course (Hrastinski & Aghaee, 2012). 

Thus, completely preventing access is not always a viable option. Users have to micro-

manage and activate or deactivate their DSCT whenever they start or stop learning, 

possibly even depending on the specific task they work on. Micro-managing requires the 

user to switch from their original task to the task of managing their tool. Task switching 

requires effort and can result in poorer performance of the original task (Rubinstein et al., 

2001). Consequently, it appears that users will start to circumvent or even disable 

restrictive mechanisms frequently (c.f. (J. Kim, Park, et al., 2019)).  

In the previous sections, we have sketched out a scenario that is as follows: On the one 

hand, there are multiple interventions, some of which have also been shown to be effective 

in a number of studies (Holte & Ferraro, 2020; J. Kim, Park, et al., 2019; Ko et al., 2015; 

Lyngs et al., 2020; Tseng et al., 2019). On the other hand, we see that digital distractions 

continue to be a problem that DSCTs seem to not fully address. We have gone through 

several possible reasons for this: Insufficient awareness, deficiencies in the 

implementation, and a poor fit between the individual and the chosen tool. 

In this study, we examine whether and to what extent these assumptions hold true in a 

sample of higher education students.  

 

3 The Present Study 
We administered a survey to investigate the prevalence of different DSCT features 

among students, their knowledge about them, and the perceived helpfulness of DSCT 

features for reducing digital distractions during learning.  We focus on higher education 

students because they are typically of full age and, therefore, rather free in their time 

management, with less external regulation. Even in university classrooms, media use is 

typically unregulated (Wammes et al., 2019). It can be assumed that DSCT use among 

higher education students is voluntary and self-determined. Of course, DSCTs can also 
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have a benefit for school children, but the environment is fundamentally different, with 

more external regulation from school policies (Tandon et al., 2020) and from parents 

(Nikken & De Haan, 2015).  

We tailored our questions to the perception of individual features (e.g., website 

blocking, goal setting) rather than specific tools. This was to avoid the potential 

confounding influence of multifaceted tools, which typically combine numerous features 

such as website blocking, usage visualization, and goal-prompting within a single 

application (Lyngs et al., 2019). This has the benefit of generating potential insights that 

are not tied to specific applications and instead shed light on the underlying mechanisms 

and affordances associated with different features (Ko et al., 2015; Kovacs et al., 2018).  

 

First, we wanted to rule out that DSCTs fail simply because users are not aware that 

they exist. Put differently, if users do not know about a solution, then it cannot help them. 

Thus, our first research question (RQ) addressed the knowledge about and actual use of 

DSCTs.  

RQ1-Knowledge & Use: How widespread are knowledge about and use of DSCT 

features? 

 

Building on this, our second research question aimed to investigate whether participants 

perceived DSCT features as actually helpful in mitigating the negative impact of digital 

distractions. 

RQ2-Helpfulness: How do participants perceive the helpfulness of DSCT features in 

reducing digital distractions during learning? 

 

Further, we examine the connection between habitual use of media and the helpfulness 

of DSCTs features. Habitual behaviour bypasses goal-directed behaviour, and we therefore 

suspect that DSCTs which rely on an individual's assessment of conscious goals are less 

useful in these cases (Chang et al., 2017; Pinder et al., 2018).  

RQ3-Habits: How are the perceived helpfulness of DSCT features and habitual use of 

digital media correlated? 

 

There are indications that users are often frustrated with the DSCTs that they use, and 

that these frustrations may cause users to stop using an otherwise helpful tool. (Lyngs et 
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al., 2022). We would therefore like to learn more about why users stop using the tool after 

they have already used it. 

RQ4-Stopping: What are the reasons that people have for stopping the use of a DSCT? 

 

4 Methods 

To investigate our research questions, we employed a correlational survey design, 

sampling a wide variety of people to account for the breadth of experiences with and 

attitudes toward DSCTs. In addition to a quantitative section of our survey, we also 

gathered more qualitative information via free text responses. As recruitment procedure, 

we reached participants via social media, word of mouth, mailing lists, and the prolific 

recruitment platform.  

 

4.1 Participants 

403 participants completed the questionnaire over a period of three months between 

May and August 2022. Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the ethics 

committee of [blinded for peer review]. All participants had to consent to the use of their 

data for the study prior to starting the questionnaire. 

We excluded all participants that did not complete the full questionnaire (n = 46). Due 

to our focus on the use of DSCTs for learning scenarios, we excluded all participants that 

were not enrolled students (university, school, or vocational) or Ph.D. candidates (n = 

132). To ensure data quality, the questionnaire contained a screener question. Participants 

that did not respond to this question as instructed were excluded from the analysis (n = 35). 

The final number of participants was 273. The mean age of the participants was 27.18. (SD 

= 7.56), 84 male, 186 female, three diverse. Countries of residence were 141 Germany, 77 

UK, 24 US, 10 Ireland, 4 Australia, 4 Austria, 3 Italy, 3 Netherlands, 2 Portugal, 1 France, 

1 Philippines, 1 Norway, 1 Greece, and 1 Columbia. Regarding their occupation, 219 

responded that they were enrolled students (202 university, 17 vocational), and 54 were 

Ph.D. candidates. 

 

4.2 Instruments 

4.2.1 Questions About the Extent and Effect of Digital Distractions During Learning 

We used one item to ask about the frequency of digital distractions in general (scale 

from 1 (never) to 5 (very often)), one item to ask whether digital distractions are a 

hindrance to reaching their learning goals (scale from 1 (does not apply) to 4 (applies)), 
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one item to ask about suffering from digital distractions (scale from 1 (does not apply) to 4 

(applies)), and one item for the self-efficacy of being able to reduce digital distractions 

during learning (scale from 1 (does not apply) to 4 (applies)). Satisfaction with learning 

outcomes was assessed with two items (scale from 1 (dissatisfied) to 4 (satisfied)) (e.g., 

“In general, how satisfied are you with the results that you get from your learning?”, 

Cronbach’s 𝛼 = 0.74).  

 

4.2.2 Habituality of Media Use 

We measured the degree of habitual media use with a modified version of the self-

report habit index (SRHI) developed by Verplanken and Orbell (Verplanken & Orbell, 

2003). The SRHI is a widely used measure of habit strength and has been shown to have 

good reliability and validity in previous research (Gardner et al., 2012; Verplanken & 

Orbell, 2003). We used only the four items that, according to Gardner et al. (2012), can 

measure the automaticity of habits (termed the “Self-Report Behavioural Automaticity 

Index”; SRBAI). These items are: ‘[Behaviour X is something…]’ ‘...I do automatically’, 

‘...I do without having to consciously remember’, ‘...I do without thinking’, and ‘...I start 

doing before I realise I’m doing it’. Each of these items was rated on a Likert scale ranging 

from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 

We used these items to measure the habitual use of the following behaviours: using 

social media (“Using social media while or instead of learning is something that ...”, 𝛼 = 

0.91), watching videos (“Watching videos or series while or instead of learning is 

something that ...”, 𝛼 = 0.92), surfing the internet (“Surfing the internet while or instead of 

learning is something that ...”, 𝛼 = 0.92), gaming (“Playing video games (e.g. on PC, 

console, or smartphone) while or instead of learning is something that ...”, 𝛼 = 0.89), and 

chatting (“Communicating with others via messenger services while or instead of learning 

is something that...”, 𝛼 = 0.89). To capture the presence of habitual media-related 

distractions in general, we report the highest SRBAI score across all SRBAI scores per 

participant (MaxSRBAI).  

 

4.2.3 Knowledge and Perceived Helpfulness of DSCTs 

Knowledge of and prior experience with DSCT features were rated on a per-feature 

basis, with questions about one feature on one page. We composed the list of features 
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based on existing DSCT research (Biedermann et al., 2021; Lyngs et al., 2019; Roffarello 

& De Russis, 2022), personal experience, and feedback from pilot studies. 

• Autoclose: A feature that automatically closes apps or websites after a 

specified amount of time. 

• Blocking: A feature that blocks access to specific apps or websites 

• Delay: A feature that uses delay of gratification mechanisms, such as making 

the user wait or solve a task before accessing an app or website. 

• Modification: A feature that removes or modifies particularly distracting 

features from websites.  

• Gamification: A feature that uses game-like elements, such as rewards, to 

motivate users to engage in less distracting behaviour. 

• Goals: A feature that prompts users to create and track progress towards 

specific goals, 

• Pomodoro: A feature that supports the use of the Pomodoro technique, where 

the user specifies time intervals (typically 25 minutes) that are reserved for 

focused work, after which they are allowed a short break (typically 5 minutes) 

to do whatever they like.  

• Compare: A feature that enables users to share and compare their progress 

with others, which can help users stay motivated and accountable. 

• Screenshare: A feature that allows users to create learning groups and monitor 

each other's device use to encourage less distraction during learning. 

• Visualizations: A feature that provides visualizations of device usage to help 

users monitor and reflect on their own behaviour. 

For each of these features, we created a written description and an example of a tool 

that has this feature at its core. We asked the participants whether they were aware that the 

feature exists and whether they currently use it or have used it in the past. We asked 

whether they think that this feature is helpful to reduce digital distractions on a scale from 

1 (does not apply) to 5 (applies). We used perceived helpfulness here because it became 

apparent in the piloting of our questionnaire that participants found terms like 

effectiveness more difficult to assess than the subjective perceived helpfulness. 

If a participant reported that they had previously used a DSCT but stopped doing so, or 

if they stated that they used a DSCT feature less than they used to, we asked them to 
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elaborate on the reasons in a free text field. The name of the tool with the feature the 

participants used had to be entered in a text field. 

 

4.2.4 Coding of Free Text Responses for Stopping Tool Use 

The free-text responses about reasons for stopping tool use were first coded by one 

author in a round of open coding by reading all responses and creating an initial coding 

scheme. The remaining authors then evaluated the initial scheme by independently 

applying the codes to 50 responses. After discussing modifications to the coding scheme, 

the first author coded all the responses with the revised coding scheme, and the other 

authors each coded half of the responses. Pairwise intercoder agreements were 85.82% and 

77.42% (M = 81.62%). The remaining discrepancies were resolved through group 

discussion until a consensus was reached. 

In total, the participants gave 382 responses. Six responses were found to be 

incomprehensible, and 21 either misread the question or responded to a different question, 

bringing the number of coded responses to 355. A response could have multiple codes. We 

used the MaxQDA software for the coding process.  

 

5 Results 
5.1 Extent and Effect of Digital Distractions During Learning 

Regarding the frequency of digital distractions, no participant stated that they never 

distracted themselves with digital media. Meanwhile, 19 (6.96%) said that they do it 

rarely, 80 (29.30%) now and then, 114 (41.75%) often, and 60 (21.98%) very often. For 

the question of whether the participants suffered from the digital distractions, the average 

rating was 2.80 (SD = 0.95) out of 5. Goal hindrance was rated similarly, with a mean of 

2.80 (SD = 0.83). However, most people thought they could manage to reduce their digital 

distractions, and the mean rating for the self-efficacy question was 2.83 (SD = 0.86) (see 

Figure 1).  
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Figure 4  

Distribution of responses to the questions regarding the extent of digital distractions 

during learning. 

 
 

5.2 Knowledge and Use of Self-Control Tools 

We explored which DSCT features the participants knew about, and which DSCT 

features the participants had previous experience with. For details about knowledge and 

usage, see Table 1. Knowledge of features varied between 6.59% (n = 18) of participants 

for Delay and 66.67% (n = 182) of participants for Screenshare. Prior experience (either 

current use or previous use that then stopped) was highest for Screenshare (n = 82, 

30.04%) and particularly low for Delay (n = 5, 1.83%) and Compare (n = 5, 1.83%). Not 

knowing a single DSCT feature was the response of 19 (6.96%) participants, and 141 

(51.65%) stated that they currently did not use any of the DSCT features that we asked 

about. Since it could be that this was mostly the group that did not suffer at all from 

distractions, we checked the sub-group of sufferers (i.e., they selected “rather applies” or 

“applies” on the suffering question). In this sub-group of 175 sufferers, 12 (4.40%) 

participants did not know any, and 86 (31.50%) participants did not currently use any 

DSCT features.  

The specific DSCTs used by the participants can be found in the OSF repository 

(https://tinyurl.com/uba426xf). For brevity, we will not list all statistics here, but we noted 

that the goal category contained several habit trackers, to-do list apps, and calendars, 

which did appear to be explicitly related to reducing media use. Upon investigation, we 

found that the description of the goal support feature in our questionnaire allowed for the 
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interpretation that this referred to general goal-setting tools, and not only goals related to 

media use. 

 

Table 1  

Statistics about tool use and knowledge.  

Tool Know Us

e 

Quit Helpfulness for 

non-users  

Helpfulness for 

users 

Difference users 

and non-users 

    M SD M SD Cohen’s 

d 

p 

Autoclose 111 31 21 3.59  0.77 3.81 1.03 0.24  .213 

Blocking 108 11 31 3.68  0.96 3.88  0.97 0.21  .298 

Delay 18 3 2 3.15 0.90 3.40 0.89 0.27  .609 

Modification 29 5 4 3.40 0.82 4.56 0.53 1.55  .001* 

Gamification 73 11 23 2.95 1.19 3.79 1.20 0.71  .004* 

Goals 80 13 20 3.74 0.74 3.85 0.83 0.13  .558 

Pomodoro 162 38 52 3.96  0.94 4.08 0.88 0.13  .406 

Screenshare 182 39 43 3.45 1.18 4.09 0.97 0.58  .000** 

Compare 21 5 0 2.19 0.83 3.20 1.48 1.01  .064 

Visualization 150 56 21 3.15 1.13 3.48 1.10 0.30  .071 

Note. Know: Number of participants that know about the features, Use: Number of 

participants that currently use a DSCT with the feature, Quit: Number and percentage of 

participants that have previously used the feature. * p < .01; ** p < .001.  

 

5.3 Helpfulness of Self-Control Tools 

Next, we analysed the ratings for the perceived helpfulness of the DSCT features. We 

are primarily interested in the ratings from the participants with prior experience. Across 

all DSCT features, there was a trend that participants who had prior experience with a 

feature rated its helpfulness higher than participants without prior experience.  

The mean difference between the rating from participants with prior experience and 

participants without prior experience (∆) was most prominent for Gamification (∆ = 0.85, 

d = .71, p = 0.0035), Modification (∆ = 1.16, d = 1.55, p = 0.0006) and Screenshare (∆ = 

0.64, d = 0.58, p = 0.0001). Leaving out the three features with barely any ratings, the 
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highest rating among experienced users was for Modification (M = 4.56, SD = 0.53), and 

the lowest for Visualization (M = 3.48, SD = 1.10), with a mean difference between both 

of 1.07 (d = 1.25, p = 0.0049). See Table 1 for details regarding the perceived helpfulness 

of all features.  

The ratings for the helpfulness of the features were skewed towards rating the features 

as helpful, and participants rarely rated the features as completely unhelpful (see figure 

2).  Even participants who stated that they stopped using a tool and explicitly stated that 

they did not perceive it as helpful at all rated those features as at least somewhat helpful or 

even very helpful.  

 

Figure 5  

Distribution of the rating for the perceived helpfulness of the features. 

 
Note. For each feature, the left half (shaded blue) represents the participants with no 

prior experience with a feature. The right half (shaded orange) represents the ratings 

of those participants who either currently uses or previously used the feature. 

5.4 Habituality of Media Use in Relation to Self-Control Tools 

The SRBAI scores (see Table 2) were highest for social media and chatting, and lowest 

for gaming. A Shapiro-Wilk for the SRBAI values showed that the values were not 

normally distributed (p < 0.0001 for all SRBAI values). The number of participants for 

which this behaviour was not at all present (i.e., a score of 1) was highest for gaming 
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(n = 102).  

Table 2 

Descriptive statistics  

Behaviour M SD 

SRBAI Gaming 7.27 3.96 

SRBAI Chatting 11.89 4.68 

SRBAI Social media 11.59 4.82 

SRBAI Videos 9.63 4.38 

SRBAI Surfing 8.83 4.37 

MaxSRBAI 14.57 3.69 
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Table 3 

Spearman Correlations between MaxSRBAI and the other measures 

Feature r 99% CI 

Autoclose helpfulness -.10 [-.36, .18] 

Blocking helpfulness -.09 [-.38, .22] 

Gamification helpfulness -.18 [-.49, .17] 

Goals helpfulness .05 [-.30, .39] 

Pomodoro helpfulness -.03 [-.24, .18] 

Screenshare helpfulness .28 [.06, .47] 

Visualization helpfulness -.37 [-.55, -.16] 

Learning Satisfaction -.08 [-.19, .04] 

Self-Efficacy -.22 [-.33, -.11] 

Distraction Suffering .45 [.35, .54] 

Distraction Frequency .49 [.39, .58] 

Note. For the correlations with the DSCT features, only participants with prior 

experience with using a feature were considered. The features Delay, Modification and 

Compare are left out in this table due to their very low number of users with prior 

experience. 

 

We correlated the perceived helpfulness of DSCT features with the MaxSRBAI scores 

(see Table 3). Only participants with prior experience with a feature were included in this 

analysis, as we aimed to investigate the actual experience rather than hypothetical 

perceptions. This analysis has an exploratory approach, and we interpret the confidence 

intervals of the correlations in the following manner: if a confidence interval does not 

include the zero, we interpret this as a sign that further research should investigate a 

particular correlation. Conversely, if a confidence interval includes 0, we interpret this 

cautiously as a lack of evidence supporting the effect. 

For MaxSRBAI, we found a small negative correlation with Visualization, and a small 

positive correlation with Screenshare (see Table 3). All other correlations were small and 

included the zero. 
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5.5 Reasons for Stopping the Use of Self-Control Tools  

The participants often stopped using a DSCT after they had used it for some time (see 

Table 1 in the “Quit” column),and elaborated on the reasons for this in free text responses. 

We have listed the codes for each tool in detail in the supplementary table under 

https://tinyurl.com/uba426xf. When we provide quotes of participant responses, we 

provide the id of the response signified by a hashtag. (e.g., #42 to denote that this was the 

response with the id 42). 

 

5.5.1 Tools no longer needed 

Stopping the use of a DSCT did not always indicate that the tool was not helpful for 

participants. The most common reason for stopping the use of a DSCT (n = 130) was that 

participants no longer needed it, either because they were in a different phase of their life 

or only required it temporarily. For instance, some participants reported that they only 

needed the DSCT during particularly stressful phases, as one participant noted, "Because 

exams ended" (#249). Other participants stopped using DSCTs because they felt that their 

self-control had improved sufficiently ("I felt that my social media usage decreased and I 

am not as distracted anymore", #164). However, we could not determine whether the 

improvement was due to using a DSCT, as participants did not provide enough 

information to make such conclusions. 

A smaller group of participants (n = 15) stopped using DSCTs because they felt that 

their self-control had improved. These participants reported that they no longer needed the 

tools as they felt that they had gained greater control over their digital habits. However, it 

is unclear whether the participants' improvements were solely due to using the tools. 

 

5.5.2 Lack of Motivation or Self-Control 

Twelve responses indicated a self-reported lack of discipline, motivation, or self-control 

to DSCTs. These responses were most common for the Blocking and Autoclose tools, with 

one participant stating, "I got bored and needed stimulation" (#72). 

 

5.5.3 Balance of Restrictiveness 

We also identified issues related to the balance of restrictiveness among participants' 

use of DSCTs. Specifically, 17 responses indicated that participants began to circumvent 

the restriction mechanisms put in place by the tools. For example, one participant stated, 
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"[...] I would find other ways to open distracting apps, e.g., opening the app on my tablet 

[…]" (#134), while another participant mentioned that they "[…] used to just extend the 

limit time [...]" (#83). 

Conversely, in 15 responses, participants indicated that they stopped using a tool 

because it was too restrictive and prevented access to content, they needed to complete 

their tasks, or to content they wanted to access during leisure time. For instance, one 

participant reported that the tool would "block apps I needed when studying, e.g., 

YouTube" (#114), while another participant said, "[...] I use my phone to listen to music 

whilst I work and the app interferes with that" (#112). 

 

5.5.4 Negative Emotions in Tool Use 

Our findings suggest that several participants experienced negative emotions when 

using their tools. Feelings of stress and/or anxiety when using DSCTs were mentioned in 

15. Frequent self-reflection did not appear to be beneficial for everyone, as one participant 

stated, "[Visualization] made me feel guilty for spending so much time on my phone [...]" 

(#177). 

Additionally, a small number of participants (n = 7) became annoyed by DSCTs, with 

the tools themselves becoming more of a distraction than an assistance. For example, one 

participant noted that a blocking tool "distracted and restricted me more than it helped..." 

(#108). 

 

5.5.5 Feature-specific reasons 

Further reasons where specific to a particular feature type. Gamification features lost 

their appeal for the participants in eight cases because the rewards ceased to be interesting 

for the participants. One participant noted, “Because I had reached the maximum rewards 

and then I would have had to start all over again.” (#299, translated). For DSCTs with 

goal reminders, the participants indicated four times that the notifications were too 

frequent or at the wrong time (“Because at some point I was annoyed by the notifications”, 

#203). Furthermore, in four responses they also found that managing and keeping up with 

the goals became too much work. In the responses to Screenshare features, the participants 

noted that they had issues with their learning group. A recurring topic (n = 11) was that the 

group itself became a distraction (“The meetings were rather complicated and not always 

productive.”, #164). In 13 responses, the participants mentioned that they had trouble 

finding a group for screensharing. For Pomodoro, 17 of the participants responded that 
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using fixed time intervals did not fit their mode of working (“It wasn't suited for the type of 

assignments I do. It breaks the flow of my thinking and isn't suited for time-consuming 

assignments like programming.”, #262). 

6 Discussion 
Our study found that the majority of participants in our sample experienced digital 

distractions that they perceived as interfering with the achievement of their learning goals. 

Self-control tools, which are promoted as a solution to this problem, are not universally 

perceived as helpful and students lack awareness of potentially helpful features. Our 

qualitative analysis of people’s reasons for stopping DSCT use provides insights into why 

DSCTs fail for some users. 

 

6.1 Use and Knowledge 

In our sample, even the most popular DSCT features were far from universally known. 

Crucially, a small group of 8% of the students who suffered from distractions was not 

aware of any DSCT feature at all. Making DSCTs better known to this population could 

help more people. This is underlined by the observation that participants rated all features 

as more helpful when they had previous experience with them. Therefore, we believe that 

increased promotion of existing DSCTs is a necessary step to address the problem on a 

larger scale. Campaigns to increase awareness of the potential of DSCTs could be a good 

way to address this issue (I. Kim et al., 2017). However, there is the limitation that not all 

features are equally available on all devices. Especially Apple is highly restrictive in terms 

of apps allowed in the app store. For example, reading the usage times for other apps or 

preventing apps from opening in any way is prohibited for third-party apps. In relation to 

this situation, Lyngs and colleagues (2022) have noted that restrictive platforms must 

therefore take on the challenge of covering the multitude of possible user scenarios, as they 

cannot rely on third-party developers to do so.  

 

6.2 Helpfulness 

Our study revealed differences in the perceived helpfulness of different DSCT features, 

with the greatest discrepancy between the most helpful feature (Modification) and the least 

helpful feature (Visualization). Somewhat unexpected was the widespread use and positive 

reception of screen sharing. Despite the challenges of finding a good group to screen share 

with, this seems a promising strategy that deserves further attention. Overall, however, we 

caution against interpreting these results as an overall ranking, as each feature was found 
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to be helpful by some of its users. Instead, we emphasize the importance of tailoring 

DSCTs to the specific needs and preferences of the user. 

The results for the correlation between habitual usage and the perceived helpfulness of 

DCST features are somewhat in line with our expectations. Our findings did support the 

idea that pure self-awareness interventions, such as usage visualizations, are less helpful 

for highly habitual media use. The small positive correlation with Screenshare fits into the 

narrative as well, considering that engaging in an online session together with peers 

constitutes a change in the social context, which is well-suited to disrupting unwanted 

habits (Lally & Gardner, 2013).  

On the other hand, we initially assumed that goal support features would be less helpful 

in mitigating habitual behaviour because these tools rely on individuals consciously 

comparing their actions with their goals, a process that is unlikely to occur in habitual 

behaviour (Fiorella, 2020). This would make such tools unsuitable for their purpose. 

However, this was not the case in our analyses. We suspect that one reason for the lack of 

negative correlation may be found in the specific tools that participants used. The specific 

tools that the participants named included many to-do lists and calendars that were not 

necessarily related to reducing digital distractions. We suspect that our feature description 

might not have been explicit enough, leading participants to report their use of general 

productivity tools. 

 

6.3 Challenge of Dual-Purpose Platforms 

A complication of DSCTs specific for use during learning is the dual purpose of 

platforms such as YouTube, which contain both educational and entertainment content. 

Using social media for educational purposes is well-known (Hrastinski & Aghaee, 2012), 

and our results show that this also has an influence on DSCT acceptance. Several 

participants stated that they required access to a certain platform, which was prevented by 

their blocker, and so they had to disable it. This makes smooth usage difficult to achieve 

and naturally leads to frustration. 

A way to make platforms less distracting while keeping them usable would be the use 

of feature removal tools (e.g., the “HabitLab” tools by Kovacs et al. (2018)) that remove 

particularly distracting parts. Specifically for YouTube, which is certainly the platform that 

is currently most relevant as a dual-purpose platform, a recent study by Lukof et al. (Lukof 

et al., 2023) investigated the use of an adaptable commitment device. The users would start 

their visit on YouTube by explicitly stating their intent (e.g., entertainment or focus) and 
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thus received a different interface. This was well received and led to greater satisfaction 

and goal alignment when using the platform. However, while this worked great in a study 

setting, it is doubtful that this will quickly find its way into practice, especially as a mobile 

app, as it is seemingly detrimental for the business case of platforms. Mobile apps are the 

greater challenge in this regard, because feature modifications do work quite well in 

browser extensions, as they simply have to modify the HTML content, which is 

comparatively trivial to do. The content in smartphone apps cannot be modified as easily 

for everyday use (Datta et al., 2022). Currently, users can only resort to installing 

alternative apps (Zhang et al., 2022), and these alternatives are often not available. Thus, 

although there are in principle good solutions for dual purpose platforms, in practice they 

are not available to all users. 

 

6.4 The Various Reasons for Stopping DSCT Use 

Overall, the reasons for discontinuing DSCTs supported the idea that the same tool does 

not work for everyone. For some participants who are unhappy with their tools, a 

reasonable first suggestion would be to try another tool to see if it suits them better. 

Especially as some pointed out quite trivial usability issues, e.g., Pomodoro timers that 

appear to be inflexible, where alternatives with more flexibility certainly exist. Again, this 

highlights that users should be made more aware of the large variety of existing DSCTs. 

 

6.4.1 Seasonal and Infrequent Use 

By far the most common reason why our participants stopped using their DSCTs was 

that they only needed them during stressful periods like exam preparation. This finding is 

in accordance with previous observations that DSCTs are often used to help with specific, 

undesirable, tasks rather than to limit usage time in general (Lyngs et al., 2022). With 

short-term and interval use of DSCTs, there is less chance of achieving lasting behaviour 

change. Shorter time frames are usually insufficient to break undesired habits or build 

beneficial ones, as habit formation typically require several weeks of context dependent 

cue-response repetitions (Lally et al., 2010; Stojanovic et al., 2020; Wood & Rünger, 

2016). Therefore, users should not expect longer lasting behaviour change from this type 

of usage pattern. In such scenarios, user education is pivotal to understand the 

circumstances under which they can anticipate lasting behavioral transformation and when 

to expect only transient support. 
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6.4.2 The Role of Motivation in DSCT Use 

The notion that DCST use in education is infrequent or seasonal also has implications 

for the understanding of motivation to use tools. Our observations point to the fact that a 

lack of motivation can lead to discontinuing DSCT use. Participants reported instances 

where they were would simply "lost motivation" about their tools, or instances where they 

got "too lazy" to continue using their DSCT. The motivation to change behavior also 

fluctuates in other domains, e.g., smoking  (Zhou et al., 2009) or weight loss (Elfhag & 

Rössner, 2005). However, in contrast to these examples, users typically don't seek to 

permanently eliminate digital media from their lives (Lukoff et al., 2018; Monge 

Roffarello & De Russis, 2019), and the motivation to use a tool might only be temporary. 

This distinction necessitates a unique model of motivation for DSCT use, one that 

incorporates this temporal requirement. 

Various theories and models may provide inspiration for constructing this motivational 

model, including the transtheoretical model of behavior change (Heller et al., 2013) or 

self-determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 2012). However, these models should be 

critically assessed for their applicability given the specific nature of the use of DSCT. For 

example, the transtheoretical model emphasizes the need for users to be willing to change. 

However, in the context of DSCT use, this willingness may fluctuate, peaking during 

periods of high pressure and waning during more relaxed periods. These unique, often 

transient, demands on DSCT need to be recognized in future research. Understanding 

users' motivations and how they change over time is crucial, particularly for adherence to 

DSCT use. 

 

6.4.3 Managing DSCT Activation 

The qualitative statements also show that it is a recurring problem that restrictive 

DSCTs require a certain amount of effort, and have to be repeatedly switched on and off. 

In the context of learning, this means that the tool has to be activated for the learning 

phases and then deactivated again for leisure media use. Over short periods of time, this 

leads to frustration and annoyance, and over longer periods of time, users may simply 

forget about their tools if they have not used them for a longer time. 

A possible solution could be DSCTs that activate automatically. Context-aware (Schilit 

et al., 1994) activation has previously been explored in some instances. It has been 

promising for highly controlled workplace scenarios (Tseng et al., 2019), which are, 

however, not comparable to self-directed learning at home. Other context-aware triggers 
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that have been under study were based on the time of day (Löchtefeld et al., 2013), the 

physical presence in a classroom  (I. Kim et al., 2017) or the recognition of longer periods 

without movement (I. Kim et al., 2018). However, the context-awareness was only 

evaluated superficially, and we have doubts that these are sufficient and reliable triggers 

for the realities of everyday learning, where time and location of learning and 

entertainment vary and are interchangeable. If the triggers interfere too much with the 

learners and just get in their way, they will not find long lasting acceptance. 

A potential improvement could be context-awareness of learning activities (Ciordas-

Hertel et al., 2022). Given that learning materials are increasingly available on online 

learning platforms, a learner's activity could also serve as a contextual trigger to activate 

restrictions. A monitoring application could detect that a learning platform was visited, 

thereby starting the contextual activation. This could reduce the burden on users to 

frequently activate and deactivate their tools manually.  

To mitigate the difficulties with dual-use platforms, adaptive DSCTs could furthermore 

experiment with content classification to distinguish between content that is relevant for 

learning and content that is purely for leisure. Machine Learning models for content 

classification have shown promising results in other domains (Yousaf & Nawaz, 2022) and 

could present a way to distinguish distractions from learning content without forcing the 

user to manage long lists of black- or whitelisted content. 

 

6.5 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 

A limitation to the generalizability of our results is that our sample of participants was 

limited to English and German speakers. Cultural differences in device use could yield 

different results in other regions (Gray & Schofield, 2021; Kononova & Chiang, 2015).  

Some observations hint at the issue that our methodology for measuring helpfulness 

was insufficient to detect complex nuances like “This would help me in principle, 

however…”. Another issue is that what feels good might not actually help to change 

behaviour. For example, users prefer non-restrictive interventions even when they are 

aware of their shortcomings (Zimmermann, 2021). The perceived helpfulness of an 

intervention may be high, and it may feel helpful, but not necessarily result in behaviour 

change (Patel et al., 2015).  

While we cannot answer these questions regarding the effectiveness, our analysis of the 

reasons for stopping tool use yielded additional insights about DSCTs. 
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Another limitation is that combinations of DSCT features are very typical (Lyngs et al., 

2022). For example, the “Digital Wellbeing” app on Android systems has usage 

visualizations, usage goals, and automatic closing features. We saw several such apps, like 

the “Forest” app, in multiple feature categories. We tried to circumvent this limitation by 

asking about features instead of specific tools, but disentangling the helpfulness of a single 

feature from a tool with multiple features can be challenging. Some participants stated that 

they stopped using a feature because it did not help them, but still rated it as helpful, which 

suggests that some of the participants could not sufficiently express their thoughts about 

the DSCTs. 

A general limitation of cross-sectional studies on the topic of DSCTs is that they cannot 

incorporate the dynamics of the tool use. The participants often used DSCTs only for 

short, stressful phases, e.g., during exams. Afterward, they stopped again. This is 

understandable, but it potentially impacts the helpfulness of DSCTs because the tool usage 

does not become habitual. These phenomena can only be addressed with longitudinal 

studies that observe how the use of DSCTs waxes and wanes over a learner's career.  

Moreover, our study focused on the perceived helpfulness and not the actual 

effectiveness. Surveys and self-reports are unlikely to be sufficient to measure the true 

effectiveness of DSCT features (Parry et al., 2021). Tracking digital activity requires a 

sophisticated tracking system. It must be able to track multiple devices simultaneously, 

otherwise, activity on the smartphone may be detected, but not activity on the notebook, or 

vice versa. It must also distinguish between cases where media use takes place during 

learning and those where it takes place during leisure (Authors, in press). In addition, as 

already mentioned, the role of internal states must be adequately considered, which 

requires frequent prompting of these states, for example via experience sampling (van 

Berkel et al., 2017). Such a tracking setup is technically challenging, but necessary to 

advance research on DSCTs in academic learning. 

 

7 Conclusion 

Digital self-control tools present a wide range of approaches to the urgent and growing 

problem of digital distractions. Our findings underscore that digital self-control tools can 

provide valuable assistance in mitigating digital distractions. However, their success is not 

universal; the perceived helpfulness varies significantly among individuals. One key 

obstacle impeding the utility of digital self-control tools is the lack of user awareness about 

available tools. This is especially noteworthy as there can be a mismatch between a user's 
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needs and the features provided by a specific tool. Hence, it is essential for users to explore 

and find digital self-control tools that best align with their specific requirements. 

Our qualitative assessment exploring why participants discontinued their use of these 

tools identified several general factors, such as the fine line between restrictiveness and 

accessibility, and the challenges posed by dual-purpose platforms. We also unveiled 

factors particular to certain tool features that can directly inform their enhancement. 

In summary, while the use of self-control tools is widespread, numerous minor 

obstacles hinder their potential effectiveness in learning environments. Addressing these 

issues will substantially enhance the support we can provide to students dealing with 

digital distractions. As we navigate the expanding landscape of digital education, these 

considerations are key to leveraging information technologies to facilitate a more 

productive and focused learning experience. 
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Abstract 

Planning is an important but difficult self-regulation strategy. The successful 

implementation of a plan requires that the plan is retrievable in everyday life when it is 

needed. Children in particular are unlikely to use effective strategies to internalize plans in 

a way that makes them easy to remember. Therefore, we designed PROMPT, a planning 

app to help children create and internalize plans effectively. The app included different 

internalization activities that were hypothesized to promote deeper or shallower processing 

of plans. School-aged children (N = 106, 9-14 years) used PROMPT for 27 days in their 

daily lives. Contrary to our hypotheses, the type of internalization activity was not 

associated with memory success overall. Deeper processing activities were only effective 

for children who spent more time performing these activities, suggesting that there were 

differences in how effectively children could make use of the internalization activities. 

These individual differences were predicted by children’s grade level and their analogical 

reasoning abilities and mediated by time on task. Findings suggest that a child-appropriate 

planning app needs to be personalized to be effective; internalization activities have to be 

tailored to children’s learning prerequisites. 

 

Keywords: planning; implementation intentions; internalization; individual differences; 

mobile application 
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1 Introduction 

Against the backdrop of the virtually ubiquitous proliferation of digital devices, there 

are clear signs that this is increasingly posing challenges to children’s self-regulatory 

abilities. Even before the Covid-19 pandemic and the increase in emergency remote 

teaching (Drachsler et al., 2021; Lozano-Blasco et al., 2022) there was evidence of an 

increase in excessive internet and smartphone use among children (Cho & Lee, 2017). 

These challenges indicate that there is a need to support children's self-regulation skills 

(Mahapatra, 2019).  

However, mobile devices do not necessarily have to play a harmful role in this context, 

but could also provide help in the form of applications that support children’s use of self-

regulation strategies. An important self-regulation strategy that can be supported with 

digital applications is planning. Setting goals and planning are essential steps of self-

regulated learning (Gollwitzer, 1990; Zimmerman, 2002) that have proven to be successful 

in combination with mobile devices in higher education settings (Tabuenca et al., 2015). 

However, creating effective plans, remembering them when needed and following through 

are not easy tasks. Studies have shown that mental contrasting with implementation 

intentions (MCII) is an effective intervention to help children achieve their academic and 

non-academic goals (Wang et al., 2021). MCII means that children commit to their goals 

by mentally contrasting the desired future with present reality (Oettingen et al., 2001) and 

make “simple plans” (Gollwitzer, 1999) that drive action implementation. 

There are already apps that address how to support planning on apps. For instance, the 

WOOP app (https://woopmylife.org) guides users to perform MCII. However, the WOOP 

app is not specifically designed for children, nor are there studies testing its effectiveness 

in children. We argue that a child-appropriate planning app needs to place a specific 

emphasis on children’s needs and requirements to deeply internalizing their plans because 

their prospective memory and metacognition are far below the level of adults (e.g., 

Kvavilashvili et al., 2008; Schneider, 2010). For example, using the WOOP app, children 

could create an implementation intention to turn off their smartphone as soon as they start 

studying to prevent unwanted distractions. To put this plan into action, they need to 

retrieve it as soon as they start studying. If they only recall their plan when their 

smartphone receives a notification, the plan has already failed at preventing the distraction. 

When designing a planning app for children, it is thus important to keep in mind that 

creating effective plans is only half the battle: the crux of success lies in the actual 
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internalization and implementation of the plans. The smartphone and its rewarding apps 

that are just one gesture away pose a serious distraction especially for young children that 

have less self-control (Johannes et al., 2019; Ward et al., 2017). 

 

1.1 Internalization as an Important Step of Planning 

Planning is generally considered an important step of self-regulation that facilitates 

tasks requiring self-control (Gollwitzer, 1996). A plan can be conceptualized as a 

metacognitive knowledge structure stored in declarative memory that specifies when to do 

what (i.e., corresponding to a production rule in the ACT-R framework, Anderson et al., 

2004, or the metacognitive WWW&H rule, Veenman et al., 2006). Implementation 

intentions, for instance, create an associative link between a situation and an action in 

memory (Gollwitzer, 1999). It is assumed that, once the situation is encountered, the 

behavior is initiated automatically on the basis of this associative link (Brandstätter et al., 

2001; Webb & Sheeran, 2007). Thus, the mental representation of a plan in memory needs 

to be sufficiently strong so that the plan is retrieved and implemented at the right time. 

Studies have used different activities to support the internalization of a plan, such as asking 

people to re-read the plan (e.g., Breitwieser et al., 2021), to say it aloud (e.g., Cohen et al., 

2007), or to copy it on a sheet of paper (e.g., Hoch et al., 2020). However, there is a lack of 

research systematically comparing these different internalization activities (Hagger et al., 

2016), and it is unclear how to best strengthen the mental representation of a plan in 

memory.  

What are the crucial cognitive processes for successful internalization of a plan? It has 

been argued that creating a mental representation of a plan requires attention and other 

cognitive capacities during the planning phase (Martiny-Huenger et al., 2016). Based on 

information processing theories, however, simply allocating cognitive resources to the 

processing of a plan is not sufficient to ensure a strong mental representation of it; the level 

of processing also matters (Craik & Lockhart, 1972). For instance, according to the levels 

of processing theory, reading and repeating a plan without elaboration should create a 

weaker mental representation of the plan than reflecting on its meaning and creating 

associations with prior knowledge. This assumption is supported by studies that combined 

implementation intentions with mental imagery (Fennis et al., 2011; Knäuper et al., 2009; 

Oh & Larose, 2015): Vividly imagining the situation and the behavior specified by the 

plan enhances its effectiveness compared to only re-reading the plan.  
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In real-world settings, people often try to bypass the step of creating a strong mental 

representation of a plan in their own memory. One common strategy is to use digital 

reminders as external aids to trigger the execution of a task (Brewer et al., 2017; Tabuenca 

et al., 2015). However, relying on reminders has several shortcomings: First, reminder 

notifications are often ignored or not noticed at all (Visuri et al., 2019). Second, time-

based reminders need to be pre-scheduled, but the time at which the critical situation will 

arise may not be known in advance or may change too quickly. Third, event-based 

reminders (e.g., Pinder et al., 2016) fail if a plan tackles an internal state (e.g., a 

detrimental thought) rather than an external context (Achtziger et al., 2008; Breitwieser et 

al., 2021). Fourth, linking the goal-directed action to a reminder rather than a situational 

cue creates an undesirable dependency on the reminder (Stawarz et al., 2015; Wicaksono, 

Beale, et al., 2019). Finally, the smartphone itself poses a distraction to studying (Johannes 

et al., 2019; Ward et al., 2017). It would be absurd to send students a notification during 

studying that reminds them to ignore their phone. Taken together, relying on reminders is a 

suboptimal solution to help people recall their plans at the right moment.  

Due to their shortcomings, reminders should not be used to trigger an intended action 

when it is supposed to happen, but to remind people of their plans (Pirolli et al., 2017; 

Wicaksono, Hendley, et al., 2019). Plan reminders are thus used to improve memory for a 

plan. Recent research suggests that plan reminders might need to be presented quite 

frequently (e.g., daily) to prevent the effect of a plan from diminishing (Breitwieser et al., 

2021). Typical plan reminders come in the form of text notifications that encourage re-

reading of the plan (e.g., Kramer et al., 2020; Wicaksono, Beale, et al., 2019). However, 

due to the lack of systematic research on this topic, the question remains whether this 

activity is really the most effective way to stimulate deep internalization of plans. 

 

1.2 Stimulating Deep Internalization of Plans 

Which internalization activity could be implemented in an app to stimulate deep 

processing of plans? To answer this question, we draw on the literature on learning 

strategies. Specifically, the ICAP framework (Chi et al., 2018; Chi & Wylie, 2014) 

provides a useful taxonomy that categorizes learning strategies in terms of the cognitive 

processes that they involve. This taxonomy thus allows us to make predictions about 

which internalization activities may promote deeper or shallower processing of plans. To 

achieve deep levels of processing, the goal is to increase children's level of engagement 
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with the to-be-learned material (here: the plans). In the present context, the often rather ill-

defined term of “engagement” in human-computer interactions (Doherty & Doherty, 2019) 

thus takes on the specific meaning of cognitive engagement while interacting with a 

planning task.   

The four modes of cognitive engagement that are distinguished within the ICAP 

framework are passive, active, constructive, and interactive. They form a hierarchy, where 

it is assumed that interactive engagement leads to deeper processing (and thus better 

learning outcomes) than constructive engagement, which in turn leads to deeper processing 

than active engagement, which leads to deeper processing than passive engagement (I > C 

> A > P). Passive engagement describes activities where information is received without 

overtly performing an action (e.g., reading), while active engagement involves the 

manipulation of the content (e.g., underlining). Constructive engagement further requires 

that the learner generates output that goes beyond the initial information (e.g., illustrations) 

and interactive engagement requires that at least two parties co-construct this output (e.g., 

via dialogue). Thus, building on models of processing depth (Craik & Lockhart, 1972), the 

ICAP framework provides a clear taxonomy that predicts which learning strategies 

correspond to which level of processing depth.  

In the present study, we aimed to translate the ICAP taxonomy into activities for 

internalizing plans that can be implemented in a child-friendly app. However, we did not 

implement an interactive internalization activity because we wanted to first evaluate the 

effectiveness of constructive engagement before further developing an activity derived 

from it (i.e., co-construction). As outlined in the previous section, typical plan reminders 

stimulate passive engagement by prompting users to re-read their plan (Kramer et al., 

2020; Wicaksono, Beale, et al., 2019). Therefore, we adopted this activity as our passive 

internalization activity (“reading activity”). Children were asked to re-read the plan 

without taking further action (Fig. 1a). To stimulate active engagement, we asked children 

to recall the plan immediately after reading it as a form of retrieval practice. To implement 

this internalization activity as an app-based intervention, we took inspiration from popular 

learning apps such as Duolingo, which ask users to reassemble a list of scrambled words in 

the correct order (“puzzle activity”, Fig. 1b). This activity qualifies as active engagement 

because children had to actively manipulate the content. In contrast to typing a plan via the 

on-screen keyboard and then reading it (see, for instance, the WOOP app), this also avoids 

asking children to type on an on-screen keyboard, which is slow, has a high error rate and 

is often disliked as a means to input text (Smith & Chaparro, 2015). To stimulate 
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constructive engagement and thus even deeper processing of the plans, we asked children 

to create a representation of their plan by using emojis (“emoji activity”, Fig. 1c). This 

activity qualifies as constructive engagement because children had to generate content that 

goes beyond the presented information (i.e., the plan; see Brod, 2021). Based on the ICAP 

framework, we expected children to internalize and thus later remember the plans best 

with the emoji activity, second best with the puzzle activity, and least with the reading 

activity.  

 

Figure 1 

Screenshots of the Reading (A), Puzzle (B), and Emoji (C) Activity 

 

 

 

1.3 Designing a Child-Appropriate Planning App 

Children in particular may benefit from an easily accessible app that helps them make 

and internalize plans. Research suggests that prospective memory - the ability to remember 

and implement plans at the right moment in the future - still develops across childhood 

(Kvavilashvili et al., 2008). Furthermore, due to ongoing development of metacognitive 

abilities (Bjorklund et al., 2008; Schneider, 2010), children are unlikely to select and 

engage in effective planning strategies on their own.  
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However, designing a planning app for children that they can use in their everyday lives 

also poses additional challenges. That is, to have an impact in real-world settings, children 

must use the app voluntarily and effectively without the supervision of a third party. For 

the deeper internalization activities to be effective, it is important that children are willing 

to actually perform the actions and, even more importantly, engage in the cognitive 

processes the activities aim to stimulate (Chi & Wylie, 2014; Fiorella & Mayer, 2016). 

What factors may influence whether children use the app-based internalization activities 

voluntarily and effectively? 

From a human-computer interaction perspective, the Technology Acceptance Model 

(TAM; Davis et al., 1989) provides a framework to investigate people’s willingness to 

engage with new technology. According to the TAM, people’s attitude toward a new 

technology is determined by two beliefs: the belief that using the technology is effortless 

(i.e., perceived ease of use), and the belief that using the technology will enhance 

performance (i.e., perceived usefulness). The resulting attitude is a person’s affective 

reaction to the technology (e.g., enjoyment, see Venkatesh et al., 2003). As an extension of 

Ajzen and Fishbein's (1980) theory of reasoned action, the TAM assumes that attitude is 

the main predictor of the behavioral intention to use a technology, which in turn predicts 

actual use. Therefore, children’s attitudes toward using the internalization activities are a 

critical component in evaluating the child-appropriateness of the activities.  

From a developmental psychology perspective, the design of a child-appropriate 

planning app must align with children’s individual characteristics. Importantly, a 

technological design that is appropriate for one child may not be appropriate for another 

due to motoric and (meta-)cognitive abilities that are still developing in children (Brod, 

2021; Martens, 2012). In the present context, the different internalization activities 

implemented in the planning app do not only include different overt actions (e.g., 

unscrambling sentences vs. picking emojis) but also different cognitive operations (i.e., 

deeper or shallower processing of the plans). Research suggests that the effectiveness of 

these activities could vary greatly between children due to developmental differences in 

(meta-)cognitive prerequisites (for an overview, see Brod, 2021). For instance, the control 

of memory processes requires executive functions that are improving throughout 

childhood and adolescence (Diamond, 2013) and could thus lead to age-related differences 

in the effectiveness of retrieval strategies (e.g., Aslan & Bäuml, 2016; Breitwieser & Brod, 

2021). Other strategies might have other cognitive prerequisites (Brod, 2021); still others 

might have motivational rather than cognitive prerequisites (Jacob et al., 2022). These 
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examples illustrate that a child-appropriate app that includes learning activities to 

internalize plans may need to be tailored to children’s individual prerequisites.  

 

1.4 The Present Study 

The goal of this study was to find out how a planning app should be designed to best 

help children internalize plans. Because successful implementation of a plan depends on its 

representation in memory (Hagger et al., 2016; Martiny-Huenger et al., 2016), we 

specifically focused on the effectiveness of different app-based internalization activities 

for promoting children’s retrieval of plans. To test the effectiveness of these app-based 

activities, children used our planning app under realistic conditions in their everyday lives 

without the supervision of an experimenter. Children had to internalize a different plan 

each day for up to 27 days, switching between three internalization activities. Our primary 

outcome measure was recall performance, which was assessed at least six hours after 

internalizing a plan. 

The study was pre-registered at the Open Science Framework  

(https://osf.io/w6pdv/?view_only=b3dba1b617d3408396f66badc7a236ef). Based on the 

ICAP framework, we hypothesized that children would recall the plans best when using an 

internalization activity that stimulates constructive rather than active engagement (H1a; 

emoji > puzzle), and when using an activity that stimulates active rather than passive 

engagement (H1b; puzzle > reading). We further explored children’s attitude toward using 

the internalization activities.  

In addition, we explored how much effort children actually invested when using the 

active and constructive internalization activities, using time on task as a proxy measure. 

Especially in the emoji condition, carefully performing the activity (i.e., selecting emojis 

that fit the meaning of the plan) should take more time than careless selection. In the 

puzzle condition, time on task indicates the difficulty of the activity since children could 

only continue when they had unscrambled the sentence correctly. In the next step, we 

explored whether children’s prerequisites, specifically their grade level and cognitive 

abilities, predicted which internalization activity helped them most in recalling the plans. 

Cognitive abilities were measured in a follow-up assessment two months after the main 

study to further explore inter-individual differences in the effectiveness of the 

internalization activities. We focused on executive functions because they play an 

important role in memory processes and are late developing (Diamond, 2013). Since using 
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emojis to represent the meaning of a sentence is a form of analogy use, we further assessed 

children’s analogical reasoning abilities. 

 

2 Methods 

2.1 Participants 

We recruited German-speaking children in grades 4 to 7 (late primary and early 

secondary level in the German school system) in Spring 2021. Children were recruited via 

the social media platforms of our institute, a newsletter that was sent to children using a 

vocabulary learning app9, email distributors of parents’ councils across Germany, and 

flyers distributed in the area of Mainz (Germany). Children’s legal guardians were 

forwarded to an online form through which they gave informed consent and registered 

their children for participation; 183 children were registered, of whom 114 participated in 

the study and completed at least one assessment.  

As stated in the preregistration, we only excluded children if their data was implausible 

or indicated that the tasks were not completed as intended. We excluded eight children 

who had an average recall performance of 0% and, when we reviewed their raw data, 

appeared not to even have tried to remember the plans correctly. One child’s language 

level was reported as only “moderate” by its parent but this child’s average recall 

performance (25%) was within 1 SD of the mean and we thus saw no reason to exclude it. 

We excluded five data points because the time span between internalization and recall of 

the plan was only 2 minutes (n = 1) or because children spent less than 5 s (i.e., less time 

than needed to read the plan at least once) using the internalization strategy (n = 4). Thus, 

the final sample for the analyses presented here consists of 106 children (58% female; Mage 

= 11.80 years, SDage = 1.04 years) with a total of 2134 plan recalls (M = 20.13 recalls per 

child, SD = 7.20). Due to difficulties in recruitment, this sample size is smaller than the 

138 participants we had aimed for based on our power analysis reported in the 

preregistration. 

As compensation for their participation, children received a gift card for an online shop 

of their guardian’s choice. The value of the gift card varied between 50 ct and 12 Euro 

                                                 
9
  For the present study, it was not important whether children used the vocabulary learning app or not. 

Deviating from the preregistration, we therefore also recruited children who did not use the vocabulary 

learning app to increase our sample size. 
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depending on a child’s participation rate. Ethics approval was obtained from the ethics 

committee of DIPF | Leibniz Institute for Research and Information in Education.  

 

2.2 Materials and Measures 

This section describes the materials and measures used in the study.  

2.2.1 Sociodemographic Information 

Sociodemographic information was collected from children’s legal guardians in an 

online questionnaire after they had filled out the consent form. The questionnaire asked for 

children’s gender, birth date, school type, grade level, federal state, and German language 

level. Data of three children are missing. The birth dates of six children were not plausible 

because they reported ages less than 1 or greater than 40.  

 

2.2.2 Usability Pre-Study 

To rule out usability and comprehensibility issues with the app, we conducted usability 

tests with four children in the same age range as our target sample. A sample size range of 

three to five has been suggested as sufficient in uncovering usability problems for software 

interfaces (J. R. Lewis, 1994; Virzi, 1992). For the usability tests, we created a version of 

the app where all screens of the app could be opened individually instead of having to wait 

for a specific time like in the actual study. The screens included the onboarding process, 

the daily questionnaires, and the planning and recall activities that we describe in detail in 

the following sections. Furthermore, we presented all 27 plans to the children and asked 

whether they understood their meaning. An instructor was present for any questions or in 

case of technical problems, and we filmed the smartphone screens in order to be able to 

trace which inputs the children made at each step. We used a think-aloud protocol based 

on Lewis (C. Lewis, 1982) and, therefore, instructed the children to say out loud whatever 

they thought about the app and whenever they had any questions. Apart from that, we only 

provided the in-app instructions. Except for one child who was tested in person, sessions 

were conducted remotely with the webcam pointed at the smartphone screen. The studies 

did not show any usability problems with any of the activities and children reported feeling 

comfortable using them. Children did not report any difficulties in understanding the 27 

plans.  
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2.2.3 Internalization Activities 

The study was conducted in the PROMPT app that we developed as a research 

platform. Within the app, children had to learn pre-created plans that all followed the 

typical “if-then” format of an implementation intention (Gollwitzer, 1999). All plans had a 

similar sentence length and complexity (see supplement). The critical words of the if- and 

then-part of the plan were printed in boldface. Plans were presented within the app with 

one of three internalization activities: emoji, puzzle, or reading (see Figure 1). 

In the emoji activity, children were asked to create a representation of their plan using 

emojis. The plan was displayed at the top of the screen, and the emojis had to be entered 

into separate input fields for the “if”-part of the plan and for the “then”-part of the plan. By 

tapping on the left ("if") input field, it would be highlighted, and the emojis the child 

selected would be inserted into that field. The same applied to the right ("then") input field. 

This allowed children to enter emojis for each part of the plan independently. To avoid the 

effects of idiosyncrasies in smartphone on-screen keyboards, we developed a custom emoji 

picker that contained emojis found in popular messaging apps. Typically, built-in emoji 

pickers on smartphones display recently and frequently used emojis more prominently, but 

we wanted to prevent this for our study. Overall, our emoji picker was structured as it is 

common in chat apps or similar: One could scroll through the emojis from top to bottom or 

jump more quickly to certain categories of emojis by selecting category icons at the top of 

the emoji picker. Children who are familiar with chat apps should be able to find the 

emojis they use in everyday life. The children could move on to the next screen after an 

emoji was entered into both the “if” and the “then” input fields. 

In the puzzle activity, the plan was displayed for eight seconds before fading out. After 

the plan disappeared, it was segmented into individual words that were displayed in 

random order on the screen. By tapping on one of these words, it was added to the finished 

sentence. The children could only move on to the next screen when they had puzzled the 

complete sentence together correctly. 

In the reading activity, the plan was displayed together with instructions to read it 

through at least three times. At the earliest, the children could move on to the next screen 

after 15 seconds had elapsed. The time was presented in the form of a loading bar.  

On all screens within the app, we collected timestamps for the start and the end of the 

activity. We used the difference between starting and leaving an internalization activity to 

operationalize the time on task for each internalization activity. Because the average time 
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on task varied greatly between the three internalization activities, outliers were determined 

for each activity separately. For each internalization activity, times were marked as outliers 

if they lay outside the 1.5 Tukey fences (Tukey, 1977). These outliers were excluded from 

all analyses involving time on task (pairwise exclusion; emoji: 5.18%, puzzle: 10.10%, 

reading: 15.34% of data points).  

 

2.2.4 Recall Task 

Recall performance for the plans was tested with a recall task that children were asked 

to perform six hours after the internalization of a plan. The app sent a notification after six 

hours to remind children of the task. The instruction on the screen was to write down the 

plan as they remembered it. Input fields were separate for the “if” and the “then” part of 

the plan to cue children and reduce the typing burden.  

We used a two-step process to rate the responses, first an automatic one, followed by 

manual rating for those responses that we could not confidently rate automatically. For the 

automatic rating, we tokenized the sentences, removed stop words and punctuation and 

rated those as incorrect which had a remaining input length of only one word or less (n = 

259). Next, we calculated an edit distance between the plan and the response, where we 

rated everything with an edit distance smaller than 3 as correct (n = 704). The remaining 

1,402 responses were coded manually. 

For the manual rating, two raters coded the remaining responses as correct (1) or 

incorrect (0) according to the following pre-registered criteria: Responses were coded as 

correct if a) they included the pre-specified cue (if-field) and target words (then-field) that 

were printed in boldface during the internalization activity (see Figure 1), b) the correct 

answer was paraphrased with slightly different words, but conveyed the same meaning. 

Responses were coded as incorrect if a) either cue or target word were missing or incorrect 

(i.e., not conveying the same meaning), b) cue and target word were assigned to the wrong 

input field (i.e., the word for the if-field was typed in the then-field or vice versa), c) cue 

and target word were correct but the remaining words invalidated the correct meaning 

(e.g., the addition of “not” or “no” when the correct sentence was positively worded). 

Responses that the raters had coded differently (339 sentences, 24.18%) were discussed by 

the first and third author until consensus was achieved. 

 

2.2.5 Attitude  
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Children’s attitude toward the internalization activities was assessed with three items 

each time children had used an activity three consecutive times to internalize the plans. 

That is, children who completed all 27 recalls reported their attitude nine times (three 

times per internalization activity) throughout the study. The items captured children’s 

enjoyment (“Did you enjoy learning the plans with this activity?”), perceived usefulness 

(“Were you able to remember the plans better with this activity?”), and perceived effort 

(“How exhausting was it to remember the plans with this activity?”). Children answered 

each item on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = “not at all”, 5 = “very”). We recoded the item on 

perceived effort. The mean scores of the three items correlated strongly (range: .61 - .67). 

We calculated the mean of the three items to obtain a score for children’s attitude toward 

the internalization activities. 

Furthermore, at the end of the study, we asked children which internalization activity or 

combination of activities they would prefer to use if they had to learn the plans again every 

day (forced choice). Children could either choose one of the individual internalization 

activities (emoji, puzzle, or reading) or they could choose to alternate between two or all 

three activities (7 response options in total). Ninety-one out of 106 children indicated their 

preference.  

 

2.2.6 Cognitive Abilities 

Cognitive abilities were assessed two months after the end of the 27-day ambulatory 

assessment period to explore cognitive explanations for inter-individual differences in the 

effectiveness of the internalization activities. We invited children via email to participate 

in this follow-up assessment, which took about 15 minutes to complete. Sixty-five children 

accepted this invitation. Children received a 5 Euro gift card for an online shop as 

compensation. Both performance tasks were programmed in PsychoPy (Peirce et al., 2019) 

and run on the Pavlovia server (https://pavlovia.org). The tasks, including the stimuli and 

stimulus lists, can be found at 

https://osf.io/sbcfd/?view_only=cd294d0742a7422a99a460fd22541388. 

Analogical Reasoning. We created a computerized version of the analogies subtest of 

the SON-R 6-40 (Tellegen et al., 2012). The test involved an adaptive testing procedure in 

which a maximum of 36 points could be achieved. One child was excluded from analyses 

involving analogical reasoning (pairwise exclusion) because it had a score of only 1 and 

had pressed the same key six times in a row.  
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Executive Functions. We assessed children’s executive functioning (i.e., inhibition and 

switching) and mental processing speed with a slightly modified version of the Hearts and 

Flowers Task (HFT; (Wright & Diamond, 2014); for a description of the task parameters 

and testing procedure used here, see Brod et al., 2017).  

We computed efficiency scores for inhibition and switching using the formula 

1 - [(y - x) / x] (see Breitwieser & Brod, 2021). For the inhibition score, y denotes the RT 

divided by the accuracy in the incongruent block; for the switching score, y denotes the RT 

divided by the accuracy for congruent trials in the mixed block. For both scores, x denotes 

the RT divided by the accuracy in the congruent block. The latter was also used as a score 

for mental processing speed. Seven children’s average RTs lay above the 1.5 Tukey fence 

and were thus excluded from all analyses involving scores from the HFT (pairwise 

exclusion).  

 

2.3 Design 

Children were presented with one of three activities (emoji, puzzle, or reading) to 

internalize one plan per day. The same internalization activity was used for three 

consecutive days, after which a different activity was performed for three days, and so on 

(see Figure 2). Thus, children who completed the study learned 27 plans and performed 

each internalization activity nine times over the course of the study (within-subject 

design). We chose to present each internalization activity on three consecutive days so that 

the children had time to familiarize themselves with the activity and form an opinion about 

it before reporting their attitude toward using the activity (see section 2.2.5). 

We counterbalanced the order of the internalization activities to control for sequence 

effects (i.e., one-third of the children started with the emoji activity, one-third with the 

puzzle activity, and one-third with the reading activity; see Figure 2). We also 

counterbalanced the order of the plans that the children had to internalize (i.e., the same 

plan was internalized by some children with the emoji activity, by others with the puzzle 

or reading activity). In total, there were six groups with different orders of internalization 

activities and plans. To ensure balanced group sizes, children were assigned to groups in 

the order of their registration (i.e., the first child was assigned to group 1, the second to 

group 2, and so on). 
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Figure 2 

Schematic Overview of the Study Design 

 

2.4 Procedure 

Figure 3 

Overview of the Procedure 
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After installing the app, the children were asked to complete several questionnaires, and 

received detailed instructions about the study and the three internalization activities. The 

study proper began on the day after the initial session (see Figure 3 for an overview of the 

procedure). From the first day on, the app sent a reminder notification every morning at 

6:30 a.m. to remind  the children of the internalization activity which had to be completed 

before 6 p.m. This deadline was chosen to have at least a six hour break between the 

internalization activity and the recall task without a night of sleep between both tasks, as 

we expected sleep to significantly affect memory performance (Scullin & McDaniel, 

2010). Therefore, the reminder notification to perform the recall task appeared six hours 

after the completion of the internalization activity. If children attempted to use the app 

outside of these time constraints, the app displayed a message with instructions on the 

proper times to use the app for the study. 

 

2.5 Data Analysis 

The data and analysis scripts can be found on the Open Science Framework 

(https://osf.io/sbcfd/?view_only=cd294d0742a7422a99a460fd22541388). The alpha level 

was set at .05 throughout the analyses. For the exploratory analyses, we report p-

values < .10 as “trends”.  

The pre-registered analyses were performed in R (R Core Team, 2021), using the 

package “lme4” (version 1.1-27.1, Bates et al., 2015) to compute mixed-effects models. 

We used a logistic mixed-effects model to test the effect of internalization activity (three 

levels: emoji, puzzle, reading; dummy-coded with “puzzle” as the reference category) on 

recall performance. The model further included random participant slopes and a random 

stimulus intercept. 

We included all children in the analyses, regardless of whether they provided data from 

27 or fewer recalls. Thus, the maximum likelihood estimation was based on the full 

information of the sample (without imputation). The significance of the fixed effect of 

internalization activity was tested with a likelihood-ratio test between the full model and a 

model without the fixed effect. Wald tests were performed via Satterthwaite's degrees of 

freedom method, using the package “lmerTest” (version 3.1-3, Kuznetsova et al., 2017).  

Differences in children’s attitude toward using the three internalization activities were 

explored using a linear mixed-effects model. The dependent variable was recall 

performance averaged across the three recalls prior to each attitude rating. The fixed and 
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random effects structure was the same as in equation 1, except that there was no random 

stimulus intercept..  

The moderating effects of the three time on task scores were explored by 

simultaneously entering the three interaction terms into the logistic mixed-effects model of 

equation 1. The random participant slopes were removed because the model did not 

converge when including them. The moderating effects of grade level and cognitive 

abilities were tested similarly.  

The mediation analyses were carried out in Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 2017). In the 

first path model, we regressed time on task in the puzzle condition on grade level (path a) 

and regressed recall performance in the puzzle condition on time on task in the puzzle 

condition (path b) and on grade level (path c´). In the second path model, we regressed 

time on task in the emoji condition on analogical reasoning (path a) and regressed recall 

performance in the emoji condition on time on task in the emoji condition (path b) and on 

analogical reasoning (path c´). The indirect effects of both models were calculated by 

multiplying paths a and b. The significance of the indirect effects were determined by 

calculating the confidence intervals via bias-corrected bootstrapping (MacKinnon et al., 

2004). 

3 Results 

3.1 Children’s Attitude Toward Using the Internalization Activities 

The likelihood-ratio test revealed that children had differing attitudes toward the three 

activities (𝛘2(2) = 17.61, p < .001; see Table S1 in the supplement). Children’s attitude 

toward using the emoji activity was significantly more positive (M = 3.52, SD = 0.89) than 

their attitude toward using the puzzle activity (M = 3.17, SD = 0.88; see Fig. 4a) or the 

reading activity (M = 3.16, SD = 0.93; b = 0.37, 95%-CI [0.20, 0.54], p < .001).   

In the final questionnaire, 29.67% of the children reported that, if they had to again 

internalize plans every day, they would prefer to use the emoji activity. The second most 

popular option was to alternate between all three internalization activities, just as they did 

during the study (16.48%), followed by only using the puzzle activity (15.38%). 

Preferences for alternating between any two of the internalization activities ranged 

between 7.69% and 13.19%. The least popular option was to only re-read the plans 

(5.49%). A goodness-of-fit test confirmed that the probability to choose an option differed 

between the response options (𝛘2(6) = 23.54, p = .001). Taken together, these results 

suggest that children preferred using the emoji activity. 
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Figure 4 

The Effects of Internalization Activity on Attitude (A) and Recall Performance (B) 

 

Note. Gray dots = raw data points. Red dots = predicted values with 95% confidence 

interval. 

 

3.2 The Effect of Internalization Activity on Children’s Recall of the Plans 

Children’s average recall performance for the plans was about 50% (M = 48.96%, 

SD = 30.08%), indicating that children were able to successfully memorize a substantial 

proportion of plans but that the task was not an easy one. Our hypotheses regarding 

differences in recall performance between the three internalization activities 

(emoji > puzzle > reading) were only partly confirmed (see Table S1 in the supplement). 

The likelihood-ratio test revealed that children’s recall performance differed between the 
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internalization activities (𝛘2(2) = 13.34, p = .001). In accordance with hypothesis H1a, 

children were 1.47 times more likely to correctly recall the plans when they had 

internalized them with the emoji activity rather than the puzzle activity (Fig. 4b). 

However, contrary to hypothesis H1b, children were also 1.65 times more likely to 

correctly recall the plans when they had internalized them with the reading activity rather 

than the puzzle activity. There was no significant difference between the emoji activity and 

the reading activity (b = -0.02, 95%-CI [-0.07, 0.04],  p = 528).  

Taken together, when looking at average effects across children, the results were not in 

line with our hypothesis that internalizing the plans with an activity that promotes active or 

constructive engagement (i.e., puzzle, emoji) leads to better recall of the plans than an 

activity that promotes passive engagement (i.e., reading). Therefore, we next explored 

whether children actually engaged in the cognitive processes that we intended to stimulate 

with the active and constructive internalization activities.  
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Table 1 

Descriptive Statistics and Correlations for Study Variables 

  M (SD) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1) RecallEmoji 49.42 

(34.42) 

                    

2) RecallPuzzle 42.85 

(33.02) 

.63**

* 

                  

3) RecallReading 52.93 

(35.74) 

.62**

* 

.66**

* 

                

4) ToTEmoji 76.89 

(34.72) 

.29** .21* .16               

5) ToTPuzzle 29.25 

(7.98) 

-.02 .24* .08 .28**             

6) ToTReading 17.66 

(1.71) 

.10 -.01 .00 .45**

* 

.22*           

7) Grade Level / .03 -.17† -.08 -.02 -.19† .01         
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8) Analogical 

Reasoning 

22.72 

(6.41) 

.39** .28* .35** .33** .04 .35** -.08       

9) Processing Speed 0.46 (0.08) .02 .12 .12 .24† .17 .11 -.28* .17     

10) Inhibition 0.72 (0.26) -.23† -.14 -.19 .11 .12 -.05 -.08 .03 .43**

* 

  

11) Switching -0.20 

(0.54) 

.00 -.01 -.06 .29* .22 .11 -.24† .17 .40** .44**

* 

 Note. Recall = Recall Performance, ToT = Time on Task. 

†p < .10 *p < .05 **p < .01 ***p < .001
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3.3 Time on Task  

We used the time children spent performing the internalization activities as a proxy for the 

actual effort children invested when performing the internalization activities. For each child, 

we calculated the average time they spent performing each internalization activity. It should 

be noted that time on task is not equally meaningful for all activities, because the reading 

activity was timed, requiring children to spend at least 15 seconds on the internalization 

screen (see section 2.2.3). Nevertheless, we included time on task in the reading condition in 

the analyses.  

Children’s recall performance in the emoji condition was significantly correlated with 

their time spent performing the emoji activity (see Table 1). Recall performance in the puzzle 

condition was correlated with time spent performing the puzzle activity but also with time 

spent performing the emoji activity. Recall performance in the reading condition was not 

correlated with time spent performing the reading activity. These results suggest that children 

who spent more time performing the emoji and puzzle activity benefited more from these 

activities.  

Next, we tested whether the average time children spent performing each activity 

predicted the relative effectiveness of the internalization activities (i.e., moderator effect of 

time on task; see Table S2 in the supplement). The likelihood-ratio tests revealed that two of 

the three interaction terms were significant: The relative effectiveness of the emoji activity 

increased for children who spent more time performing this activity (𝛘2(2) = 8.19, p = .017; 

see Fig. 5a). Similarly, the relative effectiveness of the puzzle activity increased for children 

who spent more time performing this activity  (𝛘2(2) = 17.45, p < .001; see Fig. 5b). The 

relative effectiveness of the reading activity was not moderated by the time children spent 

performing this activity (𝛘2(2) = 1.35, p = .508). Taken together, these results suggest that the 

effectiveness of the active and constructive internalization activities were predicted by how 

much time children spent actually engaging with these activities. 
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Figure 5 

Moderating Effects of Time on Task and Grade Level 

 

Note. Scores of time on task are z-standardized.  

3.4 Children’s Prerequisites  

So far, the findings suggest that different children benefited from different internalization 

activities depending on how much time they spent engaging with the activities (see section 

3.3). Next, we explored whether differences in children’s prerequisites predicted which 
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internalization activity worked best for them. Specifically, we focused on children’s grade 

level as a proxy for developmental factors as well as cognitive abilities.  

 

3.4.1 Grade Level 

The majority of children attended grades 5 (35.84%) and 6 (28.30%). About one sixth of 

the children attended grades 4 (16.98%) and 7 (16.04%), respectively. Grade level was not 

correlated with average recall performance in the emoji or reading condition, whereas there 

was a marginally significant negative correlation between grade level and recall performance 

in the puzzle condition (see Table 1). There was further a marginally significant negative 

correlation between grade level and time on task in the puzzle condition. Thus, children in 

higher grades spent less time performing the puzzle activity and had poorer recall of plans 

than children in lower grades when they used the puzzle activity.  

Grade level was a significant moderator of the effect of internalization activity on recall 

performance (𝛘2(2) = 7.97, p = .019; see Table S3 in the supplement): Children in higher 

grades had poorer recall of the plans when using the puzzle or reading activity instead of the 

emoji activity (see Fig. 5c). Since grade level was also correlated with time on task in the 

puzzle condition, we calculated the indirect effect of grade level via time on task on recall 

performance in the puzzle condition (see Figure 6a). The indirect effect was significant, 

suggesting that children in higher grades spent less time performing the puzzle activity, 

which in turn predicted poorer recall of plans when using this activity.  

 

3.4.2 Cognitive Abilities  

Processing speed, inhibition, and switching correlated positively among each other but not 

with analogical reasoning abilities (see Table 1). Analogical reasoning abilities correlated 

positively with recall performance in all conditions. Among the executive functions, only 

inhibition had a trend-level (but negative) correlation with recall performance in the emoji 

condition.  

We entered all cognitive abilities as separate moderators of the effect of internalization 

activity on recall performance into the logistic mixed-effects model. None of the four 

interaction terms were significant (all p > .10; see Table S4 in the supplement). Thus, there 

was no evidence that children with higher cognitive abilities benefited more from a particular 

internalization activity than from another.  
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However, since analogical reasoning correlated with time on task in the emoji condition 

only (see Table 1), we tested whether, within the emoji condition, the association between 

analogical reasoning and recall performance was mediated by time on task (see Fig. 6b). The 

indirect effect was significant, suggesting that children with better analogical reasoning 

abilities spent more time when performing the emoji activity, which in turn predicted better 

recall of plans when using this activity.  

 

Figure 6 

Mediation Models 

 

*p < .05 **p < .01 

 

4 Discussion 

Despite the many distractions in everyday life, remembering and implementing a plan is 

no easy task. Therefore, the present study tested how a planning app should best be designed 

to help children internalize plans. The different internalization activities were based on the 

ICAP framework that predicts which types of engagement should lead to deeper or shallower 

levels of cognitive processing (Chi et al., 2018; Chi & Wylie, 2014). In contrast to our 
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hypotheses, internalizing a plan with the constructive emoji activity (i.e., creating a 

representation of the plan with emojis) was not generally superior to the passive activity of 

reading the plan three times. However, the newly developed emoji activity is a viable 

alternative to the more conventional re-reading activity, especially because children had a 

more positive attitude toward using it - an important determinant for technology adoption. 

Furthermore, our findings demonstrate that, in order to be child-appropriate, a planning app 

needs to be tailored to children’s individual characteristics. Differences in grade level and 

analogical reasoning abilities predicted the time children spent performing the puzzle and 

emoji activity, respectively. Time on task, in turn, was an important predictor of the relative 

effectiveness of these activities. We discuss the implications of these findings for the 

development of a child-appropriate planning app.  

 

4.1 Internalization Activities Need to Stimulate Deep Processing 

Across the different activities, our findings highlight the need to support children in their 

planning. Even with the help of our app, children were able to recall the plans correctly only 

about 50% of the time. While we do not know what children’s recall performance would have 

been without any assistance, research on metamemory abilities suggests that children are 

generally not particularly good at choosing effective learning strategies on their own 

(Bjorklund, 2007; Schneider, 2010). Thus, there should be large room for interventions to 

improve children’s internalization of plans. 

However, contrary to our hypotheses, our results suggest that prompting children to use 

deeper processing strategies does not necessarily improve children’s recall performance. 

What could be reasons for this unexpected finding? Part of the answer could be that the low 

complexity of the task was not sensitive to the effects of deeper processing activities. The 

authors of the ICAP framework proposed that deeper processing strategies have less 

influence in simple retrieval tasks than in more complex knowledge change tasks (Chi & 

Wylie, 2014). However, the effects of retrieval practice, which we aimed to elicit with the 

puzzle activity, have been primarily studied and evidenced with simple learning tasks such as 

the retrieval of vocabulary words (Fritz et al., 2007; Goossens et al., 2014). Furthermore, 

previous research found positive effects of vivid imagination - a deeper processing strategy - 

compared to passive reading for implementation intentions (Knäuper et al., 2009). We 

therefore assume that task characteristics were not the primary reason that, across children, 
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deeper internalization activities did not improve the recall of plans compared to passive re-

reading. 

Rather, our findings suggest that a crucial factor was the time children spent performing 

the deeper internalization activities (i.e., puzzle, emoji). The effectiveness of the constructive 

internalization activity increased with the time children spent performing the activity. 

Although not a perfect measure, time on task reflects processing depth (Craik & Lockhart, 

1972). That is, elaborating on the meaning of the plan and searching for emojis that represent 

this meaning takes more time than quickly or even randomly selecting emojis. It appears that 

some children were not willing or able to engage in deeper processing, at least not to the 

extent needed to improve performance compared to re-reading.  

A similar conclusion can be drawn for the puzzle activity: this activity was only effective 

for children who spent more time performing it. However, the puzzle activity differed from 

the emoji activity in that the outcome of this activity (i.e., the unscrambled sentence) had a 

right or wrong answer, and children could only continue when they had arrived at the correct 

answer. Thus, children who arrived at the correct answers more quickly benefitted less from 

this activity than children who needed more time. Taken together, our results suggest that the 

relative effectiveness of different internalization activities does not primarily depend on the 

characteristics of the activity. Instead, the relative effectiveness of deeper internalization 

activities depends primarily on how children perform the activity. Therefore, the difficulty of 

stimulating deep internalization of plans lies in designing activities that children are both 

willing and able to perform effectively.   

 

4.2 Taking Children’s Prerequisites Into Account When Developing a Child-

Appropriate Planning App 

Our findings suggest that no one internalization activity is most effective for every child. 

Rather, children differ in what activity is most effective in helping them internalize plans. 

Therefore, the main take-away from our study is that, to be appropriate for every child, a 

planning app should be personalized. Personalized technology caters to the needs and 

characteristics of the individual learner (Xie et al., 2019). It is thus crucial to identify 

individual prerequisites that predict the differential effectiveness of different technology-

enhanced internalization activities.  

Our study provides initial evidence that developmental factors play a role in which 

internalization activities are effective for which child. Compared to children in lower grades, 
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children in higher grades performed worse when using the re-reading or puzzle activity. The 

fact that children in higher grades spent less time performing the puzzle activity, which in 

turn predicted recall performance, suggests that the activity was too easy for these children. 

One explanation is that older children might have been able to unscramble the sentences 

without retrieving the plan from memory, simply by putting the individual words together to 

form a coherent sentence. Alternatively, older children might have retrieved the sentence 

from memory, but so effortlessly that it had no memory-enhancing effect (Bjork & Bjork, 

2011). Although the specific cognitive or psychological mechanisms underlying the effect 

cannot be determined at this point, it shows that selecting age-appropriate internalization 

activities for planning is important. Learning strategy research has uncovered many such age-

related individual differences in the effectiveness of learning strategies (e.g., Breitwieser & 

Brod, 2021). However, up until now, an individual differences approach has not yet been 

applied to research on internalization strategies for planning. 

Research suggests that differences in cognitive abilities moderate the effectiveness of 

learning strategies in children (Brod, 2021). The cognitive abilities explored in the present 

study did not moderate the effectiveness of the internalization activities. Executive functions 

and processing speed were unrelated to recall performance, while analogical reasoning 

positively predicted recall performance regardless of the internalization activity. 

Nevertheless, it is still worthwhile to consider cognitive abilities when selecting 

internalization activities for children. Analogical reasoning was specifically related to how 

much time children spent performing the emoji activity. It could be argued that the emoji 

activity requires children to engage in analogical reasoning by comparing different emojis 

among each other and to the meaning of the plans to decide which emojis fit best (cf. Duit, 

1991). The mediating role of time on task suggests that children with lower analogical 

reasoning abilities might be less inclined to perform these effortful cognitive operations. 

However, if they perform them, these children can also benefit from the emoji activity. These 

considerations demonstrate the added value of investigating the cognitive mechanisms of 

various internalization activities to identify children that may need more support in 

performing them.  

 

4.3 Limitations & Directions for Future Research 

The present study has several implications that should be kept in mind when interpreting 

the results. First, we did not test whether better recall of a plan is actually related to the 
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effectiveness of the plan. Although there is still debate on the mechanisms underlying 

prospective memory, some researchers suggest that prospective memory relies on automatic 

retrieval processes (see Kvavilashvili et al., 2008). In the specific case of implementation 

intentions, it is assumed that execution of a plan is triggered without conscious intent (Bayer 

et al., 2009; Gollwitzer, 1999). However, this automation process may still rely on conscious 

retrieval processes (McDaniel & Einstein, 2000). Future research should test whether better 

conscious recall of a plan predicts better execution of the plan. 

Moving forward, we recognize the need for a more in-depth investigation of the emoji 

activity to determine how well the inputs truly correspond to the plans. As this activity 

encouraged creativity and personal associations, it can be challenging for third parties to 

understand if an emoji representation accurately reflects a plan. Future studies could explore 

whether there is a relationship between the selected emojis and the ability to remember the 

plans. Ideally, such investigations should take place in a laboratory setting where researchers 

can observe and understand the thought processes of the children. This could lead to a better 

understanding of the underlying mechanisms of the emoji activity and help to optimize its 

effectiveness in future interventions. Another potential issue concerns the plans that we 

presented to the children. We did not create plans that we considered particularly effective 

because our focus was on recall performance. As the children internalized many of the plans 

without an intention of actually using them, the motivation was likely lower than for highly 

relevant plans. This, in turn, may have had a negative impact on children’s motivation to use 

the internalization activities effectively. Therefore, we see a clear need to replicate the current 

study in a context where children create and internalize their own plans. 

There are also limitations with regard to the follow-up assessment of cognitive abilities. 

First, only a subsample of children participated in the follow-up assessment. Therefore, this 

subsample might be selective (e.g., children who are conscientious and enjoyed the previous 

study). Second, a broader assessment of cognitive abilities would be necessary to determine 

which abilities are specifically relevant for which internalization activity.  

Lastly, many of our findings are based on exploratory and correlational analyses. 

Therefore, we cannot draw causal conclusions from them. For instance, our findings suggest 

that time on task potentially mediates the effects of analogical reasoning abilities on recall 

performance in the emoji condition. To properly test this assumption, future research could 

manipulate time on task to see if it has a causal effect on the effectiveness of the emoji 

activity. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

The goal of this study was to develop a child-appropriate planning app that helps children 

make and internalize plans in their daily lives. We specifically focused on an important yet 

often neglected part of planning: How to internalize plans deeply so that they can be retrieved 

in everyday life. To ensure high ecological validity, we tested the effectiveness of the 

planning app in a naturalistic setting that mimics this challenge. That is, children used the app 

in their daily lives over an extended period of time, while children’s usage of the app-based 

interventions could be measured objectively via logfiles. In sum, our findings reveal that no 

one app-based internalization activity will be the most effective intervention for every child. 

Therefore, it is paramount that the development of a personalized planning app is based on an 

understanding of the individual characteristics that influence the effectiveness of planning 

intervention. This study lays the groundwork for this endeavor. 
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